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Great news - @amazon is opening their first fulfillment center in Missouri, right here

in our district where they will be creating 1,500 new full-time, full benefit jobs. Welcome

to Missouri-03! - Congressman Blaine Luetkemeyer’s tweet, March 3rd, 2018

Among the many promises made by politicians to earn the hearts and minds of voters

during election campaigns, the promise of job creation is ubiquitous. Unlike other partisan

issues, such as taxes and the scope of the social safety net, job creation is a “valence”

issue: all members of the public agree on the simple axiom that more is better. Yet

despite the primacy of jobs in the election process, little research has been dedicated

to whether and how firms might exploit their valuable assets for political gain (but see

Raiha 2018). In this paper, we posit that the decision on where to invest in a new

subsidiary is partially influenced by the value an incumbent politician would place on the

additional jobs provided, with more electorally insecure politicians placing greater value

on the investment, and thereby exerting more effort to attract and keep firms.

The primacy of jobs is reflected in the ways incumbents are evaluated by the public,

discussed in the press, and attacked by challengers. Voters routinely cite job creation as a

top priority and the importance of campaign promises to create jobs especially increases

during economic downturns. Voters’ emphasis on jobs, and politicians’ claims of creating

jobs, are unsurprising given the vast existing literature demonstrating that economic

conditions matter in voters’ evaluations of candidates.1

And these efforts are not purely rhetorical either. Most jobs are created in the pri-

vate sector, a share that has steadily risen since the 1970s (Mayer, 2014). Furthermore,

the value of private sector jobs is reflected in the fierce competition over where firms

locate their corporate headquarters and subsidiaries, with state and municipal govern-

ments hoping to capitalize on the electoral fortunes that accrue from boosts to local

economies (Jensen, Malesky and Walsh, 2015; Bartik, 2020; Jensen and Malesky, 2018;

Jensen, Findley and Nielson, Forthcoming; Yang, 2019). As an illustrative example, Sena-
1See Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier (2000) for the summary of the literature.
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tor Cory Gardner of Colorado doggedly pitched the merits of Coloradan cities to Amazon’s

executives as potential locations for Amazon’s second headquarters (Svaldi 2017).

The importance of job creation to an incumbent’s reelection chances is well-documented.

Less well understood is whether and how firms might capitalize on their politically valuable

resource – jobs. Indeed, when we review the existing research on the interplay between

firms, politicians, and voters, this link is glaringly absent. There is a vast amount of

research on how voters evaluate politicians based on economic conditions, on how firms

attempt to acquire access to politicians for economic returns, and on how politicians court

economically valuable firms. Yet there is very little written about the political dimen-

sions of the strategic decisions firms make regarding where to invest, and even less that

examines the empirical evidence for such strategies.

In this paper, we investigate whether firms’ investment decisions are influenced, in part,

by local political characteristics. Recent work finds that firm mobility across jurisdictions

has electoral consequences (e.g., Yang 2019) and that voters reward incumbent governors

who offer high-profile incentives (Jensen and Malesky 2018). We document a systematic

empirical pattern in which firms are more likely to open a subsidiary in more competitive

congressional districts, where competition is defined by the winning vote margin of the

incumbent representative.We augment the causal interpretation of these correlations in

two ways with a detailed analysis of open seats, which we argue embody unexpected shifts

in the electoral competition in a given district. We show that open seats, specifically those

created by a member of congress retiring, dying, or leaving their post due to scandal or

promotion, are positively associated with subsidiary investments in the following two

years. We then drill down further, focusing only on those open seats that occur in the

middle of a congressional term to demonstrate that these are the most strongly correlated

with new subsidiary investments, and – via two stage least squares analysis – that using

these events to predict variation in electoral competition yields even stronger evidence

of new investments. While we acknowledge that these types of electoral events are not
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wholly unanticipated, we argue that they represent conditionally exogenous shocks to

the electoral competitiveness of a district, a claim we bolster via covariate balancing

propensity score weights (Imai and Ratkovic 2014).

This empirical pattern is consistent with two theoretical mechanisms. On the one

hand, firms may be investing strategically, paying attention to the competitive pressures

facing different politicians, and allocating their subsidiaries accordingly (Raiha, 2018). In

this framework, firms are aware that their market decisions have important non-market

consequences for politicians, the more electorally insecure of whom are more sensitive to

these consequences. According to this logic, opening a business is a political strategy,

similar to the firm’s decision to donate to a political campaign (Fouirnaies and Hall 2018;

DiSalvo and Li 2022), invest in lobbying (Rickter, Samphantharak and Timmons 2009),

and allocate resources for charities in politicians’ districts (Bertrand et al. 2020).

Conversely, the firms may instead be responding endogenously to differing levels of

politician effort, which is itself a function of electoral competition. According to this

logic, electorally insecure politicians exert greater effort on a number of dimensions, some

of which may increase the economic incentives of firms to invest in their districts.

We probe a variety of empirical patterns in the data to adjudicate between these ex-

planations. First, the ability of firms to strategically locate subsidiaries is constrained by

two economic characteristics of the firm: industry and subsidiary size. Certain industries

are more constrained by geography than others, such as the topographical or geological

requirements faced by firms in agriculture and mining.2 Similarly, while larger subsidiaries

create more of the jobs that are so important to the politician, smaller subsidiaries are

easier to locate on one side or another of a political boundary, and are more rapid in-

vestments than larger plants. We show that the strength of the electoral competition-

subsidiary investment relationship is attenuated in industries that are more geographically
2This assumption is supported by Bonardi and Urbiztondo (2013) who develop a model demonstrating

that the flexibility of firms’ economic assets affects the degree to which firms strategically employ their
resources for political purposes.
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constrained, as well as among larger subsidiaries that are more costly investments which

operate according to longer time horizons.

Second, we test whether other types of corporate political strategies follow similar

patterns with respect to both electoral competition and subsidiary investment. In the

Supporting Information Section G, we show that campaign contributions are greater in

more electorally competitive areas, and that, among a subset of 304 parent firms which

we were able to match with their FEC data, their contributions in districts are greater if

they have also invested subsidiaries in those districts.

Third, in order for politicians to reward firms with policy favors, either through com-

mittee assignments or other types of effort, the politicians must perceive and recognize

the value of the jobs provided by private sector firms. We conduct a detailed analysis of

four types of politician communication in the Supporting Information Section E.1: press

releases, speeches, email newsletters, and tweets. Across all corpora, we find evidence of

politicians emphasizing the importance of jobs, credit claiming the very subsidiary in-

vestments we theorize to matter as a political strategy, and – importantly – that these

rhetorical efforts are more pronounced among more electorally vulnerable politicians.

Fourth, it must be the case that both the firms and the politicians benefit from these

investments. We use survival analysis to demonstrate that (1) politicians’ political survival

and (2) their tenure on powerful congressional committees are both increasing in the

number of subsidiaries in their district. We argue that these committee positions allow

members of Congress to provide policy favors to the firms, although we acknowledge

that we lack the detailed evidence linking specific policies to specific firms that would

convincingly demonstrate the reciprocal benefits that undergird our story. In the SI

section E.2, we show that other proxies for politician effort – contacting federal agencies

and carving out earmarks for local projects – are also increasing in electoral vulnerability.

We argue that these patterns are consistent with a story in which strategic firms use

subsidiaries as political investments. However, we acknowledge that these results do not
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completely rule out the related alternative explanation that electorally vulnerable politi-

cians simply exert more effort, to which non-strategic firms respond. We provide some

anecdotal evidence in the story of Senator Raphael Warnock of Georgia who advocated for

flexibility in the implementation of a tax credit on electric vehicles that would otherwise

prevent Hyundai Motor Company from benefitting until they finish construction of a new

plant in Georgia that will add 8,100 jobs, a story we describe in more detail in Section

5.1. However, these pieces of evidence, while crucial to adjudicating between the two

competing theories, are difficult to collect at scale. In reality, it may be the case that in-

secure politicians exert more effort to court firms to create jobs in their districts, and firms

incorporate these efforts into their decisions about where to invest in new subsidiaries.

We leave the resolution of this puzzle to future work, and position our contribution

as the first of its kind to document this empirical pattern that links investment decisions

with political competition. In so doing, we provide a novel conceptual framework in

which voters, politicians, and firms interact strategically. There is extensive research

describing how voters and politicians interact that focuses on retrospective voting and

policy provision (Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier 2000; Healy and Lenz 2013). There is also a

growing literature interrogating how firms use various tools to influence politicians (Eggers

and Hainmueller 2014; Bertrand et al. 2020). These analyses typically treat each other

as exogenous, with studies on a firm’s campaign contributions and lobbying ignoring the

relationship between the politician and her constituents, and studies on representatives

and responsiveness sidelining firms as strategic actors. By focusing on the subsidiaries

opened by firms, and therefore the jobs that are created to employ constituents as an

outcome, our analysis explicitly brings electoral competition into the relationship between

politicians and firms (Bonardi, Hillman and Keim 2005; Bandeira-de Mello 2016; Raiha

2018).
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1 Voters, Politicians, and Jobs

The political consequences of economic conditions have received copious attention from

scholars. Political science has established the primacy of “the economy” in determining

reelection prospects across a variety of offices (e.g., Tufte 1978; Erikson 1989; MacKuen,

Erikson and Stimson 1992; Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier 2000). The heightened attention to

the relationship between economic and electoral outcomes seems natural given that voters

often use actual or perceived economic conditions as core metrics upon which they evaluate

competing candidates (Kramer 1971; Hetherington 1992; Healy and Lenz 2013). Among

the various economic conditions that concern voters, jobs are consistently among the top

campaign issues, with voters citing the employment rate as one of their top priorities. For

example, according to Gallup’s 2014 survey, 89% of Democrats and 83% of Republicans

rated the availability of good jobs as extremely or very important.3 Given this pattern

in public opinion, we posit that, regardless of party or ideology, creating jobs is a central

issue for an incumbent politician. On its face, such a claim seems obvious.

But do politicians recognize this importance? And if so, does the risk of losing an

election prompt them to be more cognizant of the importance of jobs? Anecdotal evidence

is abundant. In 2019, Congressman Steven Palazzo (R-MS04) tweeted that a new Google

Operations Center will open in northwestern Mississippi in the following year and that

the investment would bring more than 350 jobs to the area.4 Similarly, after thousands of

workers were laid off after the General Motors plant shut down in Ohio’s 13th congressional

district, job creation was a key issue for the incumbent Democrat Tim Ryan who faced

the Republican challenger Christina Hagan (Huntsman, 2020). Congressman Ryan co-

founded the House Manufacturing Caucus to promote policies that help firms and workers

in manufacturing sectors.

We comprehensively investigate these anecdotal pieces of evidence in the Supporting
3https://news.gallup.com/poll/178133/economy-government-top-election-issues-

parties.aspx (accessed September 14, 2020)
4https://twitter.com/CongPalazzo/status/1208080575464198147 (accessed September 14, 2020)
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Information, Section E.1. Specifically, we examine what members of Congress say in

press-releases and speeches on the floor of Congress, and how they communicate with

constituents and the broader public as embodied in their tweets (for the 115th Congress)

or their official e-newsletters which cover the period between 2010 and 2020, obtained

from Cormack (2017). We show that 1) the topics of jobs and labor are among the most

popular topics across all forms of communication, and 2) they are more heavily emphasized

among politicians representing districts with lower wealth, higher unemployment and –

importantly for the main analysis that follows – more electoral competition.

That the topics of jobs, labor, wages and business command such prominence among

all press-releases, newsletters, tweets, and speeches given by members of the House of

Representatives should hardly be surprising. After all, the predictive power of the econ-

omy on incumbent vote share is one of the most ironclad empirical laws in political science

(Erikson, 1989; Nadeau and Lewis-Beck, 2001).5 But given that voters and politicians

care so deeply about jobs, shouldn’t firms capitalize on their ownership of this uniquely

politically important resource?

2 The Political Logic of Job Creation

Existing research has considered firms as strategic actors primarily as users of campaign

contributions and lobbying (e.g., Kim 2017; Rickter, Samphantharak and Timmons 2009;

Fouirnaies and Hall 2018). More recent work has expanded the range of possible tools,

such as appointing former politicians to a firm’s board of directors (Palmer and Schneer,

2016). Other unconventional strategies include strategic charitable giving wherein firms

target charities located in the congressional districts represented by legislators serving on

important committees (Bertrand et al., 2020).

Yet little scholarly attention has been paid to the strategic use of the firm’s asset most
5We emphasize that, while the importance of jobs to reelection is well described by models of retro-

spective voting, the way in which politicians discuss these topics is more consistent with credit claiming
and models of prospective voting. We discuss these distinctions in more detail in the SI, Section E.1.
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Voter

Politician

Firm

Votes Policies

Jobs

Figure 1: Theoretical equilibrium in which voters value jobs which are provided by firms;
firms value policy favors and effort which are provided by politicians; and politicians value
votes which are provided by voters.

valuable to a politician – the jobs it creates – and how it could be used to build networks

of political influence (Bertrand et al. 2018). We argue that the value of these jobs to a

politician’s reelection chances makes them a potential tool of influence. The overarching

intuition is straightforward, and visualized as a flow diagram in Figure 1. Voters care

about jobs, politicians care about votes, and firms care about policies. As such, firms

provide the jobs valued by voters to improve an incumbent’s chances of reelection, and

the politician rewards the firm with policy favors or subsidies.

Given that opening a new subsidiary is costly, firms only undertake this form of in-

vestment where they are confident that the incumbent politician will 1) benefit from the

investment and 2) exert more effort to reward the firm. Based on these assumptions,

we argue that firms will target politicians in electorally competitive districts. Those in

safe seats may not need – and therefore not reward – the marginal jobs provided by

these investments. Raiha (2018) develops a formal theory of a strategic firm’s “Economic

Influence Activities” (EIA) that encapsulates our intuition.6

Economic influence activities, such as opening a subsidiary, can benefit an incumbent

politician by changing the voters’ information about the incumbent’s quality. Impor-

tantly, the marginal benefit of EIA – both to the politician in terms of improving their

reelection chances and, correspondingly, to the firm’s influence over politician – is higher
6We provide a detailed summary of the formal logic of Raiha (2018) in the SI, section B.
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in electorally competitive districts.

However, this type of strategy is not equally available to all firms. Geography and

size act as important constraints that vary across firms. Thus, firms in industries that are

constrained by geography, such as those in mining or agricultural sectors, are less able to

use this type of political strategy. A mining company cannot easily dig a new mine on

barren land, for example. Conversely, it is relatively simple for a firm like Bank of America

to open a five-person branch in the span of a few months, or for a Gap clothing store

to open an outlet in a few weeks. All they must do is to identify a space for lease, hire

interior designers to re-fit the space, and staff it with local voters. Although the political

return on opening an assembly line that adds 1,000 additional jobs is undoubtedly high,

larger subsidiaries take longer to open and represent a risky investment for the firm so

there may be less room for political considerations to play a role.

This intuition generates three empirical implications that we take to the data. First,

the incumbent’s reelection prospects must be in question. If the incumbent’s reelection

chances are assured, the firm’s offer of new jobs will not be worth the cost of the policy

favor. Thus, we expect that firms are more likely to invest in electorally competitive

districts. Formally, H1: Firms are more likely to open a new subsidiary in an electorally

competitive district.

Second, we expect that certain industries will be better able to engage in this type of

political influence investment than others. Those industries that are tightly constrained by

geography–requiring either a certain arability of land or a certain distribution of natural

resources–will be less free to select the location of their subsidiaries based on political

calculations. Formally, H2: Firms in industries where production is more constrained by

geography will be less likely to open a new subsidiary in an electorally competitive district.

Third, the new jobs must be costless enough to justify the investment for the firm.

If the investment requires the construction of a new building and the hiring of several

hundred local workers, it is likely too costly to be used for only the purpose of political
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influence. Therefore, we expect that the political logic of job creation is more visible in the

investment decisions of smaller subsidiaries. Formally, H3: Firms will be more likely to

use small subsidiaries when opening a new subsidiary in an electorally competitive district.

In the following section, we take these predictions to the data, beginning with a de-

scription of our empirical context of the United States.

3 Data and Methods

To test our theoretical expectations, we use a rich dataset provided by Reference USA that

contains the universe of firms in the United States, including both parent headquarters and

subsidiary establishments.7 These data cover the period from 1997 to 2018, yielding 22

years of variation in which parent companies could choose to open one or more subsidiaries

in a particular location. Rows index every physical location that was in operation for some

or all of each year, and includes the parent company indicator (if any), the address of

the business along with latitude and longitude, and the total employees and sales for

the given year. We map each of these approximately 12 million locations per year onto

congressional districts (shapefiles obtained from Lewis et al. 2017) for each year, allowing

us to observe whether a given parent company had one or more subsidiaries in a given

district in a given year.

Our main results focus on the top 500 firms defined by the total number of subsidiaries

in 1997, and which have at least one subsidiary in every year of our analysis.8 In our

extensions, we examine the heterogeneity of these findings across different industries.

The geographic distribution of subsidiaries likely reflects myriad factors in the parent

company’s decision over where to locate its subsidiaries. We assume and confirm that
7Since obtaining these data, Reference USA has rebranded to data axle: http://www.referenceusa.

com/Home/Home. A detailed description of our raw data are included in the Supporting Information,
Section A.

8We define the scope of our analysis at the start of our data collection to avoid selecting on the
dependent variable. We confirm that our results are robust to alternative measures of size, including
total employees and total revenue, although we emphasize that all three measures are highly correlated.
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several standard measures of local labor markets and consumer bases are highly correlated

with the appearance of new subsidiaries, including measures of district wealth, education,

and age. While we are interested in the degree to which the political environment in

districts predicts a firm’s decision to open a new subsidiary, we do not claim that political

factors are central to this decision making process. Rather, we assume that they operate

on the margin, tipping the scales in favor of a more competitive district when non-political

considerations are otherwise similar.

To empirically test our claim that subsidiaries are strategic tools of parent firms, we

organize our data dyadically by mapping each parent company to every congressional

district in a given year. We then calculate our main outcome measure of interest – an

indicator for whether any new subsidiaries were opened by a given parent company in

a given congressional district in a given year. This measure takes on the value of 1 if

the parent company opens a new location in a given district in a given year, and does

not capture expansions of existing locations. In addition, we calculate several alternative

measures of the outcome, including the number of subsidiaries (raw and logged), the

number of employees in these subsidiaries (raw and logged), the change in the number of

subsidiaries, and the total new workers employed (logged). We argue that the indicator

variable for whether a firm invests in any new subsidiaries best captures the concept of

investing in a subsidiary as a political strategy. However, we confirm that our conclusions

are robust to replacing this indicator with continuous measures of the level of investment.9

Our main specification predicts the appearance of any new subsidiaries of parent firm f

in a district d in year t as a function of characteristics of the representative, characteristics

of the local economy, and characteristics of the policy environment. Formally, we predict
9In the Supporting Information section F.6, we examine the difference between opening any new

subsidiary in a district, and opening the first new subsidiary, which is defined as one or more new
investments by a parent company in a district where they had no prior investments dating back to 1997.
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the change in the number of subsidiaries as follows:

ydft = γd + αf + δt + βPolitical′dt + ΓPolicies′st + ΛDistrict′dt + ρpoly(tdf , 3) + εdft (1)

ydft is creation of new subsidiaries belonging to firm f in congressional district d at time

t, and αf , δt, and γd are fixed effects for the firm, year, and district respectively. We

predict the appearance of a new subsidiary as a function of the political characteristics

(Political′dt) of the member of Congress representing district d; a vector of measures

Policiesst of the state regulatory policies, including indices for taxation, spending, and

right-to-work laws; and a set of district-level measures District′dt including demographic

statistics of the population such as educational attainment; economic characteristics of the

district such as unemployment rate; and political characteristics such as the proportion

of the district that votes for independents.10 We include this rich set of controls to

account for economic considerations that might confound our estimates of the relationship

between investment and politics. We select these measures based on the literature on the

economic and social determinants of firm investment decisions, which emphasizes state-

level corporate taxes and subsidies, and the skills and demographic factors of potential

business sites such the age distribution and wealth of potential consumers, and the skill

levels of potential workers (Bartik 1985; Eisinger 1990; Giroud and Rauh 2019). Our main

predictor of substantive interest is the electoral vulnerability of the incumbent, which we

measure as 1 minus their winning vote margin in the preceding election.11

The dyadic structure of our data means we have approximately 4.79 million obser-

vations even when restricting attention to the top 500 firms. Because an inappropriate

calculation of the standard errors would dramatically inflate the statistical significance of

our results, we implemented dyad-cluster robust standard errors via the multiway decom-
10Summary statistics for the full set of controls is summarized in our Supporting Information Section

A, and complete regression tables are presented in SI, Section C.
11We measure both the winning vote margin as the share of total votes for the incumbent minus the

share of total votes for the next closest candidate. We confirm our results are robust to the raw winning
vote percentage as well.
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position method described in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015).12

Our main results use fixed effects for the district (γd), parent firm (αf ), and year (δt).

In addition, we confirm our findings are robust to district-firm fixed effects, as well as firm-

year fixed effects. In all of the most rigorous specifications, we further include a cubic

polynomial for district-firm time trends (poly(tdf , 3)). In our Supporting Information,

we implement the marginal structural model solution proposed by Blackwell and Glynn

(2018), using a non-parametric random forest to calculate the propensity scores as a

function of up to three lags for each of the political, economic, and demographic covariates

we include to control for confounding.

We also control for the incumbent’s legislative effectiveness score (Volden and Wise-

man, 2014), their seniority, dummies for whether they are a democrat, female, serve as

a chair of a committee, and indicators for whether they serve on relevant congressional

committees for firms. To define the relevant committee measures, we use firm-level lob-

bying data obtained from Kim (2018) and calculate the share of each industry’s lobbying

expenditures that go to members of Congress serving on different committees. For each

broad industry, we define the most important committees as the top three most heavily

lobbied over the period of analysis. Armed with these data, we then calculate the dyad-

specific importance of each MC’s committee assignments as either the count of important

committees on which they serve (with a maximum of three), or the combined seniority

across the committees on which they serve. Thus, a manufacturing parent company with

two subsidiaries in California’s 39th district in 2009 would be assigned a count of two

and a combined seniority of five, reflecting the fact that Linda Sanchez (D) served on the

Judiciary committee for four years and on the Ways and Means committee for one year.13

In the most rigorous specifications, we exploit variation that occurs within a parent-
12Estimation is computationally intensive, requiring several days of calculation on a powerful comput-

ing cluster. We created a publicly available R package that improves on the speed of the replication
materials of Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015). Results with two-way cluster robust standard errors
are substantially more significant, and included in our Supporting Information Section F.5 for reference.

13See the Supporting Information Section A for a visualization of this process.
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district dyad over time. By controlling for time-varying measures of political, economic,

and social factors, we effectively compare the change in a firm’s investment decision within

a district when the electoral vulnerability of the district’s current representative changes.

In our Supporting Information, section F.3 we further refine our analysis to focus on

metropolitan areas (delineated by core based statistical areas, or CBSAs), implementing

CBSA-fixed effects year-by-year to identify the influence of electoral competition on the

locational decisions of firms choosing from among otherwise similar districts located in

the same metropolitan area.

In the background of these specification choices is a concern about spurious associa-

tions generated by an omitted variable. For example, if both firm investment and elec-

toral competitiveness are endogenous to labor market characteristics or to more lucrative

consumer bases, the patterns we document would not be consistent with our theorized

mechanism of subsidiaries as tools of political investment. Indeed, we show in SI Section

D that this concern is not unfounded; more competitive districts have higher median

household incomes, are better educated, and are more white, all of which are prognostic

of subsidiary investments. Nevertheless, by (1) adding these covariates as controls in our

main specifications, (2) using district fixed effects to isolate variation that occurs over

time within the same district, (3) applying a nearest neighbor matching strategy to force

the comparison between two otherwise similar districts that differ only in terms of their

competitiveness (see SI Section D), and (4) using CBSA fixed effects to compare districts

within the same Core Based Statistical Area (see SI Section F.3), we guard against the

spurious association concern.

4 Electoral Competition and Firm Behaviors

We start by estimating the specification given in equation 1, the results of which are

summarized in Table 1. We focus on the binary outcome which captures whether the
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firm has opened any subsidiaries in a given district. As we move left to right across

column, we increase the number of controls and the rigor of the fixed effects. In every

condition, we find consistent evidence that more competitive districts are more likely to

be the destination for a new subsidiary.

Our findings suggest that, contrary to existing economic work on firm behaviors (Kelly,

Pástor and Veronesi, 2016; Hassan et al., 2019), more electorally insecure representatives

are positively correlated with investment in new subsidiaries. The magnitude of this

coefficient corresponds to a parent company being almost half a percentage point less

likely to open a subsidiary for each standard deviation increase in the incumbent vote share

(∼13 points). Across our data, a given parent opens a subsidiary in a given district in a

given year approximately 16% of the time, meaning that the most conservative coefficient

represents a 4% decrease in the empirical probability a subsidiary is opened. These results

highlight the marginal nature of electoral competition on investment decisions. While we

argue that this pattern is an important, and as yet neglected, aspect of local political

economy decisions in the United States, we emphasize that the role played by electoral

competition only operates at the margins, and is unlikely to be a decisive factor relative to

economic considerations such as the labor market and consumer base of a given district.

For reference, we can evaluate the magnitude of the correlation with reference to the

controls. The standardized regression coefficients allow us to compare magnitudes across

predictors, underscoring that the relationship between incumbent vote share and opening

a new subsidiary is of roughly equal magnitude to the relationship between investment

and the average weekly wages in a district, half the magnitude of the coefficient on the

district’s labor force participation rate, and a quarter the size of the correlation with the

district’s population. Yet importantly, and in contrast to recent work that finds a negative

relationship between economic investments and political uncertainty, our findings suggest

that political uncertainty attracts a specific type of investment.

Of the controls, we highlight the systematic evidence of economic factors including
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Table 1: Subsidiary Investment ∼ Location Characteristics

Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Incum: Elec. Competition 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Incum: Democrat −0.002∗ −0.001 −0.001 −0.0003 −0.002∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Incum: Seniority 0.0003 −0.0004 −0.0004 −0.0003 0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.001 0.0003 0.0003 0.001 −0.00005
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Dist. Unemployment 0.001 0.001 0.003∗ −0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Dist. Avg. Wages −0.005∗∗ −0.005∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)

Dist. LFPR 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)

Dist. Median HH Inc 0.004† 0.004† −0.015∗∗∗ −0.002
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.001)

Dist. Population (log) 0.016∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Dist. % Male 0.003 0.003 0.007∗∗ 0.004∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)

Dist. % White 0.014† 0.014† −0.016 0.011∗∗∗
(0.007) (0.007) (0.011) (0.003)

Dist. % Black 0.003 0.003 −0.009 0.008∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.002)

Dist. % Hispanic 0.005 0.006 −0.012 0.007∗∗
(0.005) (0.005) (0.008) (0.002)

Dist. % Working Age −0.001 −0.001 −0.014∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)

Dist. % HS Diploma −0.006∗ −0.006∗ 0.013∗∗∗ −0.003†
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)

Dist. % Some College −0.001 −0.001 0.010∗∗∗ 0.0003
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.001)

Dist. % College Degree 0.001 0.001 0.034∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)

N 4.56M 4.34M 4.32M 4.32M 4.32M 4.32M
R2 0.103 0.106 0.106 0.107 0.172 0.179
Incumbent Controls X X X X X
District Controls X X X X
Firm-District Cubic Trends X X X
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics, including
politician-level covariates, state-level regulatory covariates, and district-level covariates. All standard
errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described in Aronow, Samii and
Assenova (2015). Additional covariates are not shown. The full table can be found in the Supporting
Information, section C. † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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average weekly wages and the district labor force participation rate (LFPR). The signs

on these controls is consistent with labor market concerns of the investing firm, who is

attracted to areas with larger labor forces (as proxied with the labor force participation

rate) and cheaper labor (as proxied with the average weekly wage). Of the remaining

controls, the only other that is statistically significant and with a consistent sign across

specification is the district population, which may reflect the appeal of a larger consumer

base (or, alternatively, another proxy for a vibrant labor market). While suggestive, we

refrain from reading too much into these associations here, but include a more detailed

discussion in our Supporting Information.14

These findings are robust to a variety of additional tests presented in the Supporting

Information section F, including alternative measures of a firm’s investment decisions (the

total number of new subsidiaries, the total number of new jobs created by these invest-

ments, the level of each of these, as well as their logged measures); placebo tests for the

parallel trends assumption in which we confirm that the results only obtain in the current

and once-lagged congressional terms; an exhaustive set of controls capturing the cumu-

lative seniority of each incumbent on every house committee; adding covariate balancing

propensity scores (CBPS, Imai and Ratkovic 2014) to reweight non-competitive districts

to better resemble competitive districts; and alternative estimation strategies that replace

the dyad cluster-robust standard errors with those clustered at the district, and multi-

level models in which firms are nested within districts and years. Across all alternative

measures, tests, and specifications we find consistent and statistically significant evidence

indicating that more competitive congressional districts are more attractive destinations

for subsidiaries.15

14In the Supporting Information section D, we aggregate the data to the district-year level and reeval-
uate these patterns, finding much stronger evidence suggesting that, among the entire universe of firms,
subsidiary investment is a function of labor market conditions (proxied with the working age population
percent and the educational attainment of a district) and the consumer base (proxied with measures of
district wealth). The discrepancy between those conclusions and what we show here is likely due to our
focus on the top 500 largest firms in the dyadic data, whereas the district-level analyses aggregate over
the universe of subsidiary-owning firms in the United States.

15In addition, we explore sources of potential multicollinearity among the controls, finding that only
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4.1 Unanticipated Shocks to Electoral Competition

Although we show that there is a robust relationship between electoral competition and

the probability of opening a subsidiary, the preceding results are purely correlational.

There are several alternative mechanisms that could explain these patterns, including

reverse causality and omitted variable bias. Reverse causality would require new sub-

sidiaries to lead to lower winning vote margins, a conclusion that is at odds with common

sense, a vast body of research (see Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier 2000 for a summary), as well

as our own data (see Figure 6 below). Regarding omitted variable bias, we argue that our

thorough analysis of alternative fixed effects specifications restricts our identifying varia-

tion to only the annual changes in the investment decisions by a parent company and the

political qualities of these districts. Nevertheless, there may be time-varying confounders

that challenge the causal interpretation of our previous results.

As such, we evaluate plausibly unanticipated shocks to the electoral security of a

congressional district. Specifically, we look at open seats, where electoral uncertainty is

theoretically high. Open seats occur when an incumbent (1) runs for another office, or is

appointed to another political position; (2) loses a primary election, either in the primary

or in a runoff; or (3) vacates their position due to retirement, death, or withdrawal.16

We list these explanations in terms of increasing unexpectedness. While decisions to run

for another office are anticipated and likely the product of party strategy, open seats

produced by retirement, death, or scandal are arguably better able to capture unexpected

shocks to electoral competitiveness of an area.

To operationalize these shocks, we predict the change in the number of new subsidiaries

at the congressional district level as a function of these three reasons why a seat might

be considered “open”. First, we create a binary indicator that takes the value of 1 if the

the district’s racial composition exceeds the variance inflation threshold of 5. Our findings are robust to
dropping these controls.

16Open seats may also occur due to redistricting, an explanation we do not pursue in our analysis due
to the fact that these only occur once-per-decade.
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incumbent leaves their position to run for another office and zero otherwise. Second, we

create a binary indicator that takes the value of 1 if the incumbent lost their primary, zero

otherwise. Third,we create a binary indicator that takes the value of 1 if the incumbent

died, withdrew mid-term to accept another position (such as a presidential appointment),

or was forced out due to a scandal. Our main specification predicts the average annual

change in subsidiary investments as a function of each of these indicators, controlling for

the same covariates used in our dyadic analyses above, but collapsing the data to the

district-year-firm industry-subsidiary size, each of which enters as its own fixed effect.

Formally:

ydfst = γd + αf + δt + λs + βOpen Seatdt + γX′dt + εdft (2)

We predict the change in subsidiary investment over the subsequent two years as a

function of the electoral outcomes, and plot the coefficients in Figure 2, with horizontal

bars indicating two standard errors. Of the three binarized predictors, two are statistically

significant at conventional levels: the indicator on whether the seat was open due to the

incumbent running for another office, and the indicator for whether the incumbent retired,

died, or withdrew due to scandal, although the signs are flipped. We contend that these

patterns reflect the ability of firms to anticipate changes in the electoral competitiveness

of a congressional district. Politicians who fulfill their term but leave their post to run for

other office, are neither unexpected nor shocks to the electoral competitiveness of a given

area. If anything, these types of open seats are most likely to occur in particularly safe

districts, where the party is confident that they will retain control, which might explain

the negative and statistically significant coefficient. Conversely, those who give up their

post in the middle of a congressional term are both unexpected and leave the electoral

landscape ill-defined, and rife for competition.

We dig deeper on the latter measure of unexpected shocks to electoral vulnerability,

predicting the change in subsidiary investments as a function of the positions that were
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Figure 2: β coefficients for four open seat indicators, estimated via Equation 2. The full
regression table is included in the Supporting Information, section C.

vacated in the middle of a congressional term. To do so, we first identify every instance

in which a representative left office in the middle of a term due to a scandal, illness,

death, retirement, or another political appointment.17 We argue that these mid-term

turnovers are plausibly exogenous sources of variation in the electoral competitiveness of

a district. Importantly, if these events are unanticipated by firms, we would not expect

to see any systematic relationship between the decision to open subsidiaries and these

vacancies unless our theorized mechanism holds.

To bolster this interpretation, we apply a variety of controls to isolate the variation that

is truly unexpected, starting with our most rigorous specification, then by using covariate

balanced propensity score weights (CBPS, Imai and Ratkovic 2014) to compare otherwise

similar districts that differ only in terms of whether their representative vacated their
17The full list of these instances is described in the Supporting Information, Section A.1.
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position in the middle of their term, and finally by applying nearest neighbor matching to

identify the most similar district for every district whose representative left in the middle of

their term. As illustrated in the first three columns of Table 2, areas where the incumbent

left in the middle of their term experience an increase in subsidiary investments, relative

to districts where the incumbent finishes their term.

OLS 2SLS

Raw CBPS NN Matched 2SLS

Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Midterm Turnover 1.22∗∗∗ 1.20∗∗∗ 2.00∗∗

(0.326) (0.360) (0.645)
IV Vote Share 7.35∗∗

(2.75)

Fixed-effects
FE: Firm Industry Yes Yes Yes Yes
FE: District Yes Yes Yes Yes
FE: Term Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
R2 0.02462 0.03532 0.04147
Observations 515,085 515,085 11,158 515,085
F-test (1st stage), IV Vote Share 2,058.4

Clustered (FE: Firm Industry-FE: District-FE: Term) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, †: 0.1

Table 2: Change in subsidiaries as a function of midterm turnovers (columns 1-3) and as
a function of electoral competition, predicted via 2SLS as a function of midterm turnovers
(column 4). Full table is included in SI Section C.

As a final test of the logic of electoral competition, we predict variation in the in-

cumbent’s winning vote share as a function of midterm turnover via a two-stage least

squares specification. Here, we posit that the effect of these turnovers on subsequent

subsidiary investments would not manifest were it not for their influence on the electoral

competitiveness of a district (the exclusion restriction). In the final column of Table 2, we

show that isolating the variation in the representative’s electoral insecurity that is due to
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these midterm turnovers is even more prognostic of the change in subsidiaries, amounting

to a predicted increase of almost 13 new subsidiaries per standard deviation increase in

electoral competition (a decline in the winning vote margin of 13 percentage points).

Writ large, we find that firms open more subsidiaries in electorally vulnerable districts.

These patterns persist after absorbing unobserved characteristics among the firm, the dis-

trict, and the year of analysis via fixed effects. We also show that plausibly unanticipated

shocks to electoral competitiveness in the form of unexpected incumbent departures due

to death, scandal, or political appointment predict greater probability of subsidiary in-

vestment. Each empirical result taken in isolation is insufficient to demonstrate a causal

relationship between electoral insecurity and a firm’s strategic decision. But taken to-

gether, we argue that the results consistently support our interpretation – firms invest

subsidiaries in areas where they are more valuable to an incumbent politician, providing

a greater return on the firm’s investment in this political strategy.

4.2 Firm Heterogeneity

Our main results are estimated using the top 500 firms in the United States, measured

by the number of subsidiaries. However, do our findings hold for other types of firms?

We posit that only certain firms are 1) able and 2) interested in using their subsidiaries

as strategic political tools.

First, it is difficult to imagine that the political strategy dimension is particularly

important for certain types of parent companies, such as smaller operations or those

whose subsidiaries are more constrained by non-political geography. For sectors such as

mining and agriculture which require specific ecological and topographical environments,

the location of a subsidiary might be geographically constrained, theoretically precluding

the use of subsidiaries in this fashion.

Second, the number of jobs a firm can provide within a subsidiary influences the utility

of this strategy. All else equal, politicians should care more about 100 jobs than 1 new job
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although, as we show in the Supporting Information, section E.1, credit claiming abounds

in newsletters and on Twitter even where the number of new jobs is small. Conversely,

smaller subsidiaries consisting of only a few employees in easily leased spaces are nimbler.

We investigate each dimension of heterogeneity below, starting with variation in the

association between political competition and investment across industries.

4.2.1 Heterogeneity by Industry

Figure 3 plots the estimates linking political uncertainty with the probability of opening a

new subsidiary for the top 500 firms by industry (y-axis). As expected, we find no evidence

of the strategic use of subsidiaries for those industries most constrained by geography

(agriculture, public administration (PA), and construction). As we move down the y-axis,

we see increasing evidence of electoral competitiveness attracting subsidiary investments

for parent firms in certain sectors. The most striking patterns exist for the services;

manufacturing; finance, insurance and real estate (FIRE); retail; and wholesale sectors,

for which the decision to invest is significantly negatively correlated with incumbent vote

share.18

We argue that these patterns are consistent with the theorized investment strategy

being accessible to only certain parent companies due to industry-specific constraints on

where they can locate subsidiaries. We demonstrate that firms in PA, Agriculture, and

mining are significantly less geographically mobile in the SI, section A.

As an alternative test of the influence of parent flexibility, we return to the top 500

parent companies overall and calculate the Herfindahl–Hirschman index (HHI) for all

parent firms in 1997. Formally, for parent company f , we calculate the share of all

subsidiaries that are located in district i in 1997, si,f . The HHI is HHIf = ∑
i s

2
i,f , ranging

between 0 (meaning very geographically diffuse) and 1 (meaning entirely geographically

concentrated). We re-estimate Equation 1, interacting the incumbent vote share with the
18The coefficient on mining, while positive, is more noisily estimated.
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Figure 3: Correlations between the decision to open a new subsidiary and the electoral
competition from the prior election for the largest 500 parent firms by industry (y-axis),
for different choices of fixed effects. All coefficients are estimated with the full set of
political, local, and regulatory controls, along with cubic polynomial time trends for the
firm-district.

parent company’s HHI, the marginal effects for which confirm that the least geographically

constrained parent companies are most sensitive to electoral competition when deciding

where to open a new subsidiary (see Figure 4).19

4.2.2 Heterogeneity by Subsidiary Size

When it comes to the size of the subsidiary, the logic of strategic investment cuts two

ways. On the one hand, larger subsidiaries that provide more jobs might be more valuable

to the electorally insecure incumbent, and thus we should expect to see stronger evidence

of the positive relationship between investment and political competition among larger

subsidiaries. On the other hand, larger subsidiaries are costlier investments, meaning that

other profit-relevant considerations might supersede the marginal influence of the logic of
19We can only include year and district fixed effects in this specification as the parent company fixed

effects are perfectly collinear with the HHI.)
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Figure 4: Marginal effects (y-axis) of the electoral competitiveness in district d on the
probability a parent company opens a new subsidiary in year t, across parent company
geographic concentration (x-axis), calculated as their 1997 Herfindahl-Hirschman index.

strategic investments (Raiha, 2018).

We confirm that the political logic of creating jobs is most visible among subsidiaries

that require relatively costless investment. To do so, we rebuild the main dyadic dataset

and add one additional column that indicates the number of new jobs created in the

subsidiaries. We then estimate an interacted specification that allows us to examine the

strength of the association between electoral competition and subsidiary investment across

different sized subsidiaries. We control for the same battery of district and politician con-

trols as described above, but only implement district and year fixed effects. As illustrated

in Figure 5, the strongest relationship between electoral competition and subsidiary in-

vestment is found in subsidiaries that are not so small as not to matter, but are no so

large that the other economic considerations dominate.
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Figure 5: Margin effects linking electoral competitiveness with subsidiary investment (y-
axis) across different sized subsidiaries, measured as total employees. (x-axis).

5 Political Consequences of Local Job Creation

Our preceding analyses illustrate a striking empirical regularity in which a firm is more

likely to open a subsidiary in a more electorally competitive district, even after controlling

for many other district-level characteristics. This finding is consistent with the theory

that firms invest subsidiaries in areas where the jobs created by their investment are

valued more by the politician, either due to the firm responding strategically to the

political environment, or due to the firm responding non-strategically to the additional

effort put forth by the electorally vulnerable incumbent. In this section, we test two

additional implications from the theory: first that the politician actually benefits from

these additional jobs, and second that the firm benefits from the politician whose electoral

fortunes have improved thanks to the investment in a subsidiary.

First, our intuition hinges on the assumption that the incumbent is more likely to be

reelected if we observe firms investing in their district. If the politician is not reelected,
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they would not exert additional effort, and the firm would not condition their investment,

either strategically in anticipation of future effort by the politician, or endogenously in

response to the aforementioned effort. To examine whether this prediction is upheld in

the data, we estimate a Cox proportional hazards model that calculates the probability

that an incumbent retains office as a function of the total subsidiaries that are created in

a given year, controlling for the district-level covariates described above, and clustering

the standard errors on the district.20 As illustrated in Figure 6, the evidence supports

this corollary of the model: politicians whose districts receive greater investment by firms

retain office longer than those who are not targets of firms’ investment decisions.
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Figure 6: Survival rate of politicians separated into the average number of new subsidiaries
invested in their districts in a given term. Politicians who enjoy more subsidiary openings
in their district are more likely to be reelected.

Second, a firm engages in this type of political strategy because it hopes to obtain

some type of policy favor in return. The specific form of the favor varies. Existing studies
20Formally, we estimate h(t) = h0(t)× exp(β1subsidiariesd + γX′

d + εd) where the exp(β1) is a hazard
ratio (HR). Values greater than 1 indicate that a unit increase in the predictor X is associated with an
increase in the risk, and therefore a decline in the survival, while values below 1 indicate the opposite.
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show that state and local governments offer direct subsidies and tax breaks to firms that

open factories and facilities in their jurisdictions (Jensen and Malesky 2018). As federal-

level policymakers, members of Congress are more constrained than state and local-level

politicians when it comes to providing a direct subsidy or tax break. But there are

plenty of other methods for providing political favors to firms that are available to federal

politicians. For example, members of Congress frequently contact federal agencies to

represent the interests of businesses their districts (Ritchie and You 2019). Alternatively,

while not as nimble at directing funds as state and local politicians, federal politicians can

allocate federal subsidies and grants to reward firms in their district. Finally, members

of Congress can incorporate business preference into legislation, either at the stage of

drafting a bill or, once written, shepherding it through congressional committees.

Among multiple options, we focus on the committee membership and posit that mem-

bers of Congress can provide policy favors to firms by serving on committees that are

relevant to the firms. This is in contrast to extant literature that characterizes how firms

respond to changes in the committee assignment of politicians. Instead, we flip the causal

order and argue that politicians may change the committee assignment in response to

firms’ investment in their districts. We examine whether firms that invest in subsidiaries

are more likely to benefit by measuring the appointment of each member of Congress to

committees that are particularly valuable to firms, relying on lobbying data to identify

which committees are most valuable. We posit that appointment to a valuable committee

is evidence of a political benefit enjoyed by a firm that invests in a given member’s district.

We again rely on survival analysis for these results, measuring the difference in how

long a politician serves on a congressional committee that is valuable to the firm who

invests in a new subsidiary at time t0. We bin the number of subsidiaries by quartile and

compare the survival among politicians with the fewest firms in their district to those

with the most, and then plot the survival rates in Figure 7. We include the hazard ratio

and the associated p-value in text, where ratios less than 1 indicate that districts in the
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top quartile of subsidiary investments are represented by politicians who serve on the

committee longer.

As illustrated in Figure 7, we find evidence of politicians surviving longer on a variety

of committees when their district is home to the top quartile of subsidiaries, including

valuable committees such as appropriates, oversight, and ways and means. Conversely, we

find no similar evidence for the agriculture or small business committees. We disaggregate

by industry section H of the SI, confirming that both the substantive and statistical

significance of these differences is much stronger for those industries where we also find

the strongest evidence of a politically-motivated investment in subsidiaries.

5.1 Smoking Gun Evidence

We acknowledge that these results constitute only smoking gun evidence of the theorized

mechanisms linking firms, subsidiaries, and politicians. Data that explicitly links an

individual politician with an individual firm is hard to collect at a scale suitable for

statistical inference. However, we point to a recent example that captures the essence

of this relationship: that between the Hyundai Motor Company and senator Raphael

Warnock in Georgia. In response to a specific tax incentive included in H.R. 5376 (the

Inflation Reduction Act) that provided tax credits for Americans buying electric vehicles

only where those vehicles’ final assembly was in North America, Senator Warnock, who

faced an uphill battle for reelection, has consistently sought to relax the final assembly

requirement until 2025, which also happens to be when a large Hyundai manufacturing

plant in Georgia is expected to be completed.21 Senator Warnock introduced his own

‘Affordable Electric Vehicles for America Act’ in September 2022, in the middle of his

re-election campaign, which provides for a phase-in-period for electric vehicle tax credit,

allowing consumers to purchase Hyundai EVs with the credit despite the plant not yet

being completed. In addition, the press release that accompanied Senator Warnock’s letter
21https://apnews.com/article/biden-technology-electric-vehicles-janet-yellen-

savannah-72295ab9a312e7e1b18583c6420cc3fa. Accessed November 20th, 2022.
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Figure 7: Duration of a politician on a valuable committee as a function of the number
of subsidiaries opened by parent companies by industry. Light gray triangles indicate
the survival rate of politicians on committees (rows) whose districts are among the top
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to Janet Yellen in which he made the appeal for “greater flexibility” explicitly mentions

the Hyundai Motor Company and the Bryan County plant that is expected to provide

8,100 new jobs starting in 2025.22 While difficult to measure at scale, it is these types of

reciprocal efforts that we argue are proxied with the measures of effort we can observe,

and constitute qualitative smoking gun evidence in consistent with our story.

6 Conclusion

Job creation is preeminent among the dimensions on which voters evaluate their elected

representatives. The importance of job creation to an incumbent’s reelection chances

provides a unique opportunity for firms to exert political influence by creating these jobs.

Based on this intuition, we argue that investing in a new subsidiary is more than a purely

economic decision. Subsidiaries create new jobs that are politically valuable to elected

officials, which allows parent companies to use subsidiaries to build ties to politicians.

Using a rich dataset of parent and subsidiary locations across the United States be-

tween 1997 and 2018, we show that the choice of where to open a new subsidiary is related

in unconventional ways with the political qualities of the incumbent representing a given

district. First, we show that congressional districts represented by less electorally secure

politicians are attractive destinations for subsidiaries. Second, we show that these incum-

bents survive in office longer following these investments, suggesting that the incentive

pathway is active. Third, we show that these politicians serve longer on the Ways &

Means committee when manufacturing or retail firms are the ones who invest, but not for

similar investments by agriculture and mining firms.

We argue that these patterns reflect the marginal return on the investment in the

subsidiary. Credit claiming for creating new jobs is appealing to all types of politicians.

However, it is less vital for incumbent politicians whose positions are secure. As such, firms
22https://www.warnock.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/senator-reverend-warnock-

pushes-biden-administration-for-maximum-flexibility-to-ensure-georgia-car-buyers-
manufacturers-benefit-from-electric-vehicle-tax-credits/. Accessed November 20th, 2022.
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will allocate subsidiaries to districts with more competitive elections in order to maximize

the return on their political investment. We document important heterogeneity in these

patterns across industries. We show that these political motivations are strongest in in-

dustries which are less geographically constrained, and are primarily found in medium-size

subsidiaries who offer enough jobs to be consequential to the incumbent politician, but are

not prohibitively large. However, there is no evidence of similar dynamics at play among

industries whose subsidiaries are more tightly constrained by geographic considerations.

These empirical patterns are consistent with two competing explanations, both of

which center on the relationship between politician effort and electoral competition, but

differ in the degree to which the investing firms behave as sophisticated strategic actors.

In the first framework, strategic firms perceive the greater return on investment from

opening a subsidiary in a more electorally competitive district, behaving according to the

logic of “economic influence activities” (EIA) as formalized in Raiha (2018). In the second

framework, firms’ decisions over where to open a subsidiary are driven by purely profit

considerations, but are nevertheless linked to electoral competition through – again – the

effort of more vulnerable politicians.

Adjudicating between these two explanations is hampered by the fact that the ideal

empirical variables are necessarily hard to measure. Specifically, evidence in favor of the

strategic firm framework proposed by Raiha (2018) would take the form of a firm and

a politician agreeing to some reciprocal agreement in which the firm receives political

favors and access in return for creating jobs in the politician’s district. We have included

an extensive set of additional tests in our Supporting Information to probe these com-

peting explanations, finding evidence consistent with both. In sum, we posit that both

may be active – politicians do exert more effort but firms are also sufficiently strategic

to incorporate this additional effort into their investment decisions. However, we leave

the resolution to future work, and present this study as an important first step toward

documenting a previously-unexplored aspect of American political economy.
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Supporting Information
Political Geography and Firm Strategies:

How Electoral Competition Influences Local
Job Creation

Abstract

Among the many promises made by politicians to their constituents, job creation
is universal. Do firms strategically use job creation to exert influence? We take this
question to the universe of firms in the United States between 1997 and 2018, linking
each subsidiary to a congressional district. We find that firms open subsidiaries in
more competitive districts, suggesting that firms employ politicians’ constituents
as a political strategy to build ties with vulnerable legislators. These patterns are
also consistent with electorally insecure politicians exerting more effort to attract
firms. Unlike other tools of political influence available to a firm, such as campaign
contributions and lobbying, job creation is constrained by geography and time. We
show that these patterns exist only for firms in geographically flexible industries,
that local job creation increases a politician’s electoral survival, and that subsidiary
investments are correlated with longer tenures on valuable congressional committees.
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A Data Creation and Summary Statistics

We obtained our data from Reference USA, a for-profit company that claims to have

detailed and standardized information for the near-universe of firms in the United States,

including parent companies and their subsidiaries, each geolocated to the specific address.

Our full data contains the near-universe of private sector firms and their subsidiaries in the

United States between 1997 and 2018. Each year contains roughly 12 million observations

for which we have detailed data of the firm’s name, address, industry of operation, and a

unique identifying code. In addition, we observe the total number of employees and value

of sales at each location. Finally, each firm has a column for the parent firm identifying

code, if one exists. A visual example of these data is presented in Figure 1, which plots

the geographic distribution of all of Ford Motor Company’s subsidiaries in 1997, sized by

the total number of employees at each location.

In each year, there are approximately 27,000 parent companies with at least one sub-

sidiary, yielding roughly 11 million parent-district observations in the raw data. However,

there is ample churn in these data, with only 7,989 parent companies that appear in every

year we observe. Of the remaining, 870 firms appear in both 1997 and 2018, but are not

found in one or more years in between, suggesting that they did not have any subsidiaries

in those years. The rest either appeared in the start of our analysis but disappeared

sometime after 1997 (16,061 firms), or were opened after 1997 (45,342 firms).

The number of subsidiaries associated with these parents varies dramatically, with the

majority having fewer than 10, as illustrated in Figure 2. In terms of the average number

of subsidiaries in the firms by year, 71% of parents have fewer than 10 subsidiaries on

average, and 95% have fewer than 100. Looking at the variation in job creation over time

in Figure 3, in general the last 22 years have been a time of economic expansion.

Our sample used for the main results is comprised of the 500 largest firms as of 1997,

where we define size by the number of subsidiaries. Unsurprisingly, the descriptives for

these parents is substantially different from the total population. The smallest out of
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Figure 1: Distribution of subsidiaries (sized by total employees) for Ford Motor Company
in 1997.

the 500 firms used in our analysis has an average of 223 subsidiaries per year, while the

largest (McDonald’s) has almost 19,000 total subsidiaries. Figure 4 plots the distribution

of total subsidiaries by year for each of the 500 largest parent companies that we use in

our main analysis. As illustrated, the parent firms we analyze are, on average, responsible

for roughly 700 subsidiaries, although the distribution is more heavily skewed toward the

upper end of the y-axis. Among these parents, there are only a small fraction who ever

had fewer than 10 subsidiaries in a year, and these companies continued to grow over the

period of analysis.

Interestingly, the parent company’s industry is not necessarily static over time, partic-

ularly among the largest firms in our data. For example, HRG Group (formerly Harbinger

3
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Figure 2: Distribution of subsidiaries by industry for universe of parent companies.

Group) is a holding company whose recorded industry varies depending on the year of

the data. While in most years it is accurately labeled as operating within the Finance,

Insurance, and Real Estate industry (SIC code 62), it occasionally is recorded as man-

ufacturing or services, and is even once recorded as agriculture. Similar discrepancies

include other holding companies, such as The Wonderful Company, Dole Food Co., and

T.D. Williamson, to name a handful. To establish our industry-specific samples, we as-

sign each parent company to their majority industry label, and then identify the top 500

largest that appear consistently over the period of analysis.

What do the preceding patterns imply for the geographic distribution of these sub-
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Figure 3: Annual year-on-year change in subsidiaries, dropping bottom and top 5%.

sidiaries? We use congressional district shapefiles publicly available from Lewis et al.

(2017) to assign each plant to a district, as given in the Ford Motor Company example

in Figure 1 above. We then create a dyadic dataset with rows indexing parent companies

by districts, and calculate the total number of subsidiaries, total employees, and total

sales in each district associated with each parent company. We calculate changes in these

values by year, and further dichotomize the change in subsidiaries to be 1 if there is one

or more new subsidiary opened in a given year, and 0 otherwise. We then add district-

level covariates including detailed information on their representative, and economic and

demographic information taken from the Census.

These data allow us to calculate the geographic concentration for every firm in our

dataset, which we aggregate up to the industry level in Figure 5. Specifically, we calculate

the Herfindahl Index for each parent company by summing the share of subsidiaries lo-

cated in each congressional district. As discussed in the main analysis, these indices range

from 0 (meaning perfectly evenly distributed across all locations in which the parent has
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Figure 4: Total subsidiaries (y-axis) per year (x-axis) among the 500 largest parent com-
panies. Histogram on the right indicates the concentration of total subsidiaries by parent
company in the analyzes sample of the largest 500 firms over the period of analysis.

at least one subsidiary) to 1 (meaning that all of the parent’s subsidiaries are located in

a single district). As illustrated, the more geographically concentrated industries include

agriculture, mining, and public administration, while the most geographically diffuse in-

clude retain, manufacturing, and finance, insurance, and real estate (FIRE).

We are also interested in these measures of geographic dispersion over time. Figure

6 plots the industry-level Herfindahl Index over time, stacking all industries to reveal

increasing geographic concentration following the Global Financial Crisis of 2008. We

also rely on Figure 7 to more clearly distinguish one industry from another, and plot the

five main measures of conceptual interest in rows: the total number of firms with one or

more subsidiary (top row); the average number of subsidiaries per parent (second row);
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Figure 5: Herfindahl Indices by industry, calculated as the weighted average of all parent
company-specific Herfindahl Indices over the period of analysis, weighted by the total
number of subsidiaries for each parent company.

the average number of employees per parent (third row); the average number of employees

per subsidiary (fourth row); the median number of districts with at least one subsidiary

(fifth row); and the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (bottom row).

What do these macro trends mean for our core measure of interest: whether a firm

opens a subsidiary in a congressional district? In any given year, 50% of companies do not

open any new subsidiaries, 15% open 1 new subsidiary, and 24% open more than 1 new

subsidiary. Of those that open new subsidiaries, 72% are located in a district where the

parent company does not yet have any subsidiaries. Table 1 provides summary statistics

for all of our outcomes, predictors, and controls used on the main analysis.

In our robustness tests below, we drop parent-district dyads which never experience a
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Figure 6: HHI measures by industry and year.

non-zero number of new subsidiaries. These amount to 53,938 parent firm-district dyads

that are dropped in our data, or 24% of the total 225,504 dyads in the top 500 firms

defined by the total number of subsidiaries in 1997. None of the parents in our main

analysis have no subsidiaries, and all of the districts are home to at least one subsidiary

at some point during the period we examine.

Figure 8 plots the distribution of total districts in which each parent has at least one

subsidiary. The least geographically diffuse parent company in the data used for our main

analysis is Docks USA Inc which has subsidiaries in only 14 congressional districts over

the period of analysis. The largest and most diffuse parent companies in the data include

McDonald’s, H&R Block, and Amerco Inc, all of which have subsidiaries in every district

between 1997 and 2018. Writ large, our focus on the top 500 largest parent companies

means that the distribution is left-skewed, with greater numbers of parents having at least
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Figure 7: Main measures of interest, by indsutry and year.

one subsidiary in many districts.1

In terms of the districts themselves, every congressional district in every year sees

the opening of at least one new subsidiary. Indeed, even the least popular districts are

nevertheless home to at least 41 new subsidiaries opened by the top 500 largest firms in the

United States in a given year. The least popular destination for a new subsidiary opening

in our data is New York’s 15th congressional district, who never sees more than 68 new

subsidiaries in any of the years we examine. Conversely, Tennessee’s 5th congressional
1The maximum number of districts is greater than 435, reflecting the fact that our data coverage

several periods of redistricting.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics
Variable N Mean Std. Dev. Min Pctl. 25 Pctl. 75 Max
Year 4785000 2007.5 6.34 1997 2002 2013 2018
# Subsidiaries in district 4785000 2.84 7.11 0 0 2 293
# Total subsidiaries 4785000 1234.36 2318.5 1 283 1076 30675
Change subsidiaries 4555500 0.06 1.86 -159 0 0 214
Any new subsidiaries 4555500 0.13 0.34 0 0 0 1
First new subsidiary 4555500 0.03 0.18 0 0 0 1
Lost any subsidiaries 4555500 0.12 0.32 0 0 0 1
Incum. Vote margin 4512000 37.14 25.5 0.03 18.71 48.33 100
Incum. Democrat 4564000 0.48 0.5 0 0 1 1
Incum. Seniority 4564000 5.51 4.24 1 2 8 30
Incum. Majority 4564000 0.54 0.5 0 0 1 1
Incum. Speaker 4564000 0 0.05 0 0 0 1
Incum. LES 4564000 1.01 1.44 0 0.2 1.25 18.69
Incum. Female 4564000 0.16 0.36 0 0 0 1
Incum. Chair 4564000 0.05 0.21 0 0 0 1
Incum. Committee Snr 4785000 0 0 0 0 0 0
District LFPR 4564500 50.24 3.83 30.17 47.87 52.77 64.29
District Unemployment 4564500 5.96 2.25 1.53 4.36 7.09 17.14
District Manuf. Share 4564500 9.92 5.11 0 6.28 12.76 34.78
District Avg. Wages 4564500 4239.41 5499.9 42.5 706.28 6013.8 48971.8
District Median HH Inc 4552500 51006.99 14820.04 20451 40658 58345 134077
District Population (log) 4564500 13.43 0.1 12.82 13.37 13.5 13.91
District Life Expectancy 4564500 77.9 2 70.88 76.54 79.24 83.69
District % Rural 4564500 31.35 26.85 0 3.3 57.52 84
District % Male 4564500 49.13 0.84 46.35 48.55 49.69 52.48
District % White 4564500 66.47 20.01 9.34 51.65 83.19 98.21
District % Black 4564500 12.33 11.15 0.23 4.03 18.36 63.61
District % Hispanic 4564500 14.5 15.25 0.38 3.42 21.35 84.1
District % Working Age 4564500 58.92 2.87 44.4 57.62 60.6 70.99
District % Retirement Age 4564500 13.78 3.18 5.64 11.69 15.55 34.65
District Drug Arrests pc 4564500 507.44 595.4 0 309.25 654.47 27760.59
District Burglary Arrests pc 4564500 85.64 59.05 0 49.72 118.26 785.44
District % HS Diploma 4552500 21.33 6.47 8.17 16.71 25.14 47.82
District % Some College 4552500 15.43 4.39 5.51 12.34 17.66 31.22
District % College Degree 4552500 18.44 7.21 3.61 13.12 22.66 43.85
District Prop. Indep. 4546500 3.27 6.09 0 0 3.74 76.39
State Labor Market Regs. 4552500 5.73 1.01 2.88 4.99 6.47 8.67
State Public Spending 4552500 6.43 1.65 0 5 7.83 9.7
State Corporate Taxes 4552500 7.18 3.51 0 6 8.84 26

district – home to Nashville – is the most attractive home for new subsidiaries, hosting

subsidiaries owned by roughly 220 out of the top 500 largest parent companies in the

country over the period we analyze.
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Figure 8: Distribution of districts with at least one subsidiary by parent.

The preceding describes our primary dependent variables of interest – the location of

new subsidiary investments by firms between 1997 and 2018. Our explanatory variables

are assembled from several sources, including David Leip’s Atlas of the United States

(for the winning vote margins that constitute our main predictor of interest), data from

the U.S. Census via NHGIS for district-level demographic and economic information, and

lobbying data from Kim (2018).

For the latter, we calculate the share of total lobbying expenditures spent on each

committee by industry (see Figure 9). As illustrated, the Ways and Means committee

is among the most important to almost all industries in our data, followed by Energy &

Commerce, and the Judiciary committees. The manufacturing sector is the most heavily

involved in lobbying, followed by utilities and finance and insurance (FI), while arts &

entertainment (AE) and agriculture are among the least involved.
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Linking the main variables of interest together, we aggregate the raw data to compare

the average annual change in the number of subsidiaries by ventile of the winning vote

margin. We plot these as scatter plots by industry in Figure 10, along with lines of best fit

through the data. As illustrated, and in line with our empirical findings, there is consistent

evidence of a negative association between electoral competition and investment, that is

weaker for the industries which are more geographically constrained (agriculture and

mining). Importantly, these scatter plots indicate that this is not a threshold story in

which firms pursue these strategies only among some subset of districts where there is

acute competition. Instead, we observe a general decline in investment across the support

of competition, although we note that there is increasing variance at higher levels of

electoral security. We emphasize that, by binning over the empirical ventiles of the vote

margins, our results are not driven by an uneven distribution of our observations across

the support of electoral competition, as illustrated by the size of the points which represent

the total number of non-zero dyads in each bin, rescaled to each industry.
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Figure 9: Share of total lobbying contributions to congressional committees (x-axis) by
industry (y-axis). Tiles are shaded by the share of an industry’s total contributions going
to a given committee, and sized by the total amount. The full amounts spent by industry
are indicated on the right-hand y-axis, and the full amounts received by committee are
indicated on the top x-axis.
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A.1 Midterm Turnovers

Our main analysis drops any district that experienced a mid-term turnover, while our

extension exploits these turnovers to more carefully identify the relationship between

electoral competition and firm investment. Here, we provide the full list of every turnover

in our data.

Name District Cong Description Reason
Jo Bonner AL-01 113 Bonner retired on August 2nd,

2013 but Brad Byrne didn’t start
until 2014

Retirement.

Asa Hutchinson AR-03 107 Hutchinson retired to head up the
DEA on August 6th, 2001 and
was replaced by John Boozman
on November 20, 2001

Promotion.

Gabrielle Giffords AZ-08 112 Giffords served until January
25th, 2012 and then resigned af-
ter being shot. Replaced by Ron
Barber on June 12, 2012.

Scandal.

Trent Franks AZ-08 115 Franks served until Dec 8th, 2017
and then resigned. He was re-
placed by Debbie Lesko on April
24, 2018.

Scandal.

Ronald Dellums CA-09 105 Dellums resigned on February, 6
1998 and was replaced by Barbara
Lee on April 7, 1998.

Retirement.

Ellen Tauscher CA-10 111 Tauscher resigned on June 26,
2009 and was replaced by John
Garamendi on November 3, 2009.

Promotion.

Tom Lantos CA-12 110 Lantos died on February 11, 2008
and was replaced by Jackie Speier
on April 8, 2008.

Death.

Walter Capps CA-22 105 Walter Capps died on October 28,
1997 and was replaced by Lois
Capps on March 17, 1998.

Death.

Hilda Solis CA-32 111 Solis resigned on February 24,
2009 and was replaced by Judy
Chu on July 14, 2009.

Promotion.

Jane Harman CA-36 112 Resigned on February 28, 2011
and was replaced by Janice Hahn
on July 12, 2011.

Retirement.
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Name District Cong Description Reason
Juanita McDonald CA-37 110 McDonald died on April 22,

2007 and was replaced by Laura
Richardson on August 21, 2007.

Death.

George Brown CA-42 106 Brown died on July 15, 1999
and was replaced by Joe Baca on
November 16, 1999.

Death.

Sonny Bono CA-44 105 Sonny Bono died on January 5,
1998 and was replaced by Mary
Bono on April 7, 1998.

Death.

Chris Cox CA-48 109 Cox resigned on August 2, 2005
and was replaced by John Camp-
bell on December 6, 2005.

Promotion.

Randy Cunningham CA-50 109 Cunningham resigned on Decem-
ber 1, 2005 and was replaced by
Brian Bilbray on June 13, 2006.

Scandal.

Joe Scarborough FL-01 107 Scarborough resigned on Septem-
ber 5, 2001 and was replaced by
Jeff Miller on October 16, 2001.

Retirement.

Bill Young FL-13 113 Young died on October 18, 2013
and was replaced by David Jolly
on March 11, 2014.

Death.

Robert Wexler FL-19 111 Wexler resigned on January
3, 2010 and was replaced by
Theodore Deutch on April 13,
2010.

Retirement.

Trey Radel FL-19 113 Radel resigned on January 27,
2014 and was replaced by Curt
Clawson on June 24, 2014.

Scandal.

Nathan Deal GA-09 111 Deal retired on March 21, 2010
and was replaced by Tom Graves
on June 8, 2010.

Retirement.

Charles Norwood GA-10 110 Norwood died on February 13,
2007 and was replaced by Paul
Broun on July 17, 2007.

Death.

Neil Abercrombie HI-01 111 Abercrombie resigned on Febru-
ary 28, 2010 and was replaced by
Charles Djou on May 22, 2010.

Retirement.

Dennis Hastert IL-14 110 Hastert resigned on November 26,
2007 and was replaced by Bill
Foster on March 8, 2008.

Retirement.
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Name District Cong Description Reason
Aaron Achock IL-18 114 Schock resigned on March 31,

2015 and was replaced by Darin
LaHood on September 10, 2015.

Scandal.

Mark Souder IN-03 111 Souder resigned on May 21,
2010 and was replaced by Marlin
Stutzman on November 16, 2010.

Scandal.

Julia Carson IN-07 110 Julia Carson died on December
15, 2007 and was replaced by An-
dre Carson on March 11, 2008.

Death.

Geoff Davis KY-04 112 Davis resigned on July 31, 2012
and was replaced by Thomas
Massie on November 6, 2012.

Retirement.

Ernie Fletcher KY-06 108 Fletcher resigned on December 8,
2003 and was replaced by Ben
Chandler on February 17, 2004.

Retirement.

Bob Livingston LA-01 106 Livingston resigned on March 1,
1999 and was replaced by David
Vitter on May 29, 1999.

Scandal.

Bobby Jindal LA-01 110 Jindal resigned on January 14,
2008 and was replaced by Steve
Scalise on May 3, 2008.

Promotion.

Rodney Alexander LA-05 113 Alexander resigned on Septem-
ber 26, 2013 and was replaced
by Vance McAllister on Novem-
ber 16, 2013.

Promotion.

Richard Baker LA-06 110 Baker resigned on February 2,
2008 and was replaced by Donald
Cazayoux on May 3, 2008.

Retirement.

Martin Meehan MA-05 110 Meehan resigned on July 1, 2007
and was repalced by Niki Tsongas
on October 16, 2007.

Retirement.

Edward Markey MA-05 113 Markey resigned on July 15, 2013
and was replaced by Katherine
Clark on December 10, 2013.

Promotion.

John Moakley MA-09 107 Moakley died on May 28, 2001
and was replaced by Stephen
Lynch on October 16, 2001.

Death.

Albert Wynn MD-04 110 Wynn resigned on May 31, 2008
and was replcaed by Donna Ed-
wards on June 17, 2008.

Retirement.

Thaddeus McCotter MI-11 112 McCotter resigned on July 6,
2012 and was replaced by David
Curson on November 13, 2012.

Retirement.
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Name District Cong Description Reason
John Conyers MI-13 115 Conyers resigned on December 5,

2017 and was replaced by Brenda
Jones on November 29, 2018.

Scandal.

Jo Emerson MO-08 113 Emerson resigned on January 22,
2013 and was replaced by Jason
Smith on June 4, 2013.

Retirement.

Roger Wicker MS-01 110 Wicker resigned on December 31,
2007 and was replaced by Travis
Childers on May 13, 2008.

Promotion.

Frank Ballance NC-01 108 Ballance resigned on June 11,
2004 and was replaced by G. K.
Butterfield on July 20, 2004.

Retirement.

Melvin Watt NC-12 113 Watt resigned on January 6, 2014
and was replaced by Alma Adams
on November 4, 2014.

Promotion.

Robert Andrews NJ-01 113 Andrews resigned on February 18,
2014 and was replaced by Donald
Norcross on November 12, 2014.

Scandal.

Robert Menendez NJ-13 109 Menendez resigned on January
16, 2006 and was replaced by Al-
bio Sires on November 13, 2006.

Promotion.

Steven Schiff NM-01 106 Schiff died on March 25, 1998 and
was replaced by Heather Wilson
on June 25, 1998.

Death.

Bill Richardson NM-03 105 Richardson resigned on February
13, 1997 and was replaced by Bill
Redmond on May 13, 1997.

Promotion.

Dean Heller NV-02 112 Heller resigned on May 9, 2011
and was replaced by Mark
Amodei on September 13, 2011.

Promotion.

Floyd Flake NY-06 105 Flake resigned on November 17,
1997 and was replaced by Gregory
Meeks on February 3, 1998.

Retirement.

Anthony Weiner NY-09 112 Weiner resigned on June 21,
2011 and was replaced by Robert
Turner on September 13, 2011.

Scandal.

Susan Molinari NY-13 105 Molinari resigned on August 2,
1997 and was replaced by Vito
Fossella on November 4, 1997.

Retirement.

Susan Gillibrand NY-20 111 Gillibrand resigned on January
26, 2009 and was replaced by
Scott Murphy on March 31, 2009.

Promotion.
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Name District Cong Description Reason
John McHugh NY-23 111 McHugh resigned on September

21, 2009 and was replaced by Bill
Owens on November 3, 2009.

Promotion.

Louis Slaughter NY-25 115 Slaughter died on March 16, 2018
and was replaced by Joe Morelle
on November 13, 2018.

Death.

Eric Massa NY-29 111 Massa resigned on March 8, 2010
and was replaced by Tom Reed on
November 18, 2010.

Scandal.

Rob Portman OH-02 109 Portman resigned on April 29,
2005 and was replaced by Jean
Schmidt on August 2, 2005.

Promotion.

Paul Gillmor OH-05 110 Gillmor died on September 5,
2007 and was replaced by Bob
Latta on December 11, 2007.

Death.

John Boehner OH-08 114 Boehner resigned on October 31,
2015 and was replaced by Warren
Davidson on June 7, 2016.

Retirement.

Steve Largent OK-01 107 Largent resigned on February 15,
2002 and was replaced by John
Sullivan on February 15, 2002.

Retirement.

David Wu OR-01 107 Wu resigned on August 3, 2011
and was replaced by Suzanne
Bonamici on January 31, 2012.

Scandal.

Tom Foglietta PA-01 105 Foglietta resigned on November
11, 1997 and was replaced by Bob
Brady on May 19, 1998.

Promotion.

Pat Meehan PA-07 115 Meehan resigned on April 27,
2018 and was replaced by Mary
Gay Scanlon on November 6,
2018.

Scandal.

Bud Shuster PA-09 107 Bud Shuster retired on February
3, 2001 and was replaced by Bill
Shuster on on May 15, 2001.

Retirement.

John Murtha PA-12 111 Murtha died on February 8, 2010
and was replaced by Mark Critz
on May 18, 2010.

Death.

Charlie Dent PA-15 115 Dent resigned on May 12, 2018
and was replaced by Susan Wild
on November 27, 2018.

Retirement.

Tim Murphy PA-18 115 Murphy resigned on October 21,
2017 and was replaced by Conor
Lamb on March 13, 2018.

Scandal.
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Name District Cong Description Reason
Floyd Spence SC-02 107 Spence died on August 16, 2001

and was replaced by Joe Wilson
on December 18, 2001.

Death.

Bill Janklow SD-01 108 Janklow resigned on January
20, 2004 and was replaced by
Stephanie Herseth Sandlin on
June 3, 2004.

Scandal.

Larry Combest TX-19 108 Combest resigned on May 31,
2003 and was replaced by Randy
Neugebauer on June 3, 2003.

Retirement.

Frank Tejeda TX-28 105 Tejeda died on January 30, 1997
and was replaced by Ciro Ro-
driguez on April 17, 1997.

Death.

Jason Chaffetz UT-03 115 Chaffetz resigned on June 30,
2017 and was replaced by John
Curtis on November 13, 2017.

Retirement.

Jo Ann Davis VA-01 110 Davis died on October 6, 2007
and was replaced by Rob
Wittman on December 11, 2007.

Death.

Norman Sisisky VA-04 107 Sisisky died on March 29, 2001
and was replaced by Randy
Forbes on June 19, 2001.

Death.

Eric Cantor VA-07 113 Cantor resigned on August 18,
2014 and was replaced by Dave
Brat on November 4, 2014.

Retirement.

Table 2: List of all mid-term exits.
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B Theory: Economic Influence Activities (EIA)

Our core claim is that investing in a subsidiary is a type of political strategy. The intuition

for why such an investment might work as a tool of political influence is straightforward:

politicians value jobs and firms can provide them. Yet despite the ample evidence of the

two components of this intuition – namely that firms care about influence and politicians

care about jobs – there is very little political science theory that links these two truisms.

However, this idea has found expression in the business literature, most notably by Raiha

(2018), who formalizes a model in which a firm will pursue “Economic Influence Activities”

(EIA) such as the strategic opening of subsidiaries. The author develops a Bayesian

persuasion model in which an incumbent’s type (either low or high) is noisily revealed to

a pivotal voter through their observation of the economy. A strategic firm can choose to

open a subsidiary in the district represented by the incumbent, changing the distribution

of the signal received by the voter. Importantly, the model predicts this strategy is most

likely to be pursued in electorally competitive districts since these are the contexts in which

the signal is suitably noisy to influence the voter and thus be of value to the incumbent.

We summarize the core technology of the model to clarify the intuition. We inten-

tionally focus only on the pooling equilibria, ignoring the additional tool of influence –

campaign contributions. The main empirical implications of the model are with respect

to the electoral competitiveness of a district, and the degree to which firms can feasibly

pursue EIA given cost constraints. Both of these implications that we take to the data

are sufficiently described in the pooling equilibria and not meaningfully altered when the

model is relaxed to accommodate other types of firm strategies. Interested readers are

encouraged to refer to Raiha (2018) for the detailed model.

The model is comprised of the three actors we discuss above – politicians, firms, and

voters – who interact strategically in a two-period game. The incumbent politician can

be of either high (h) or low (l) type θ with probability ph, a quality which influences the

state of the economy ω1, ω2 in periods 1 and 2, and is known only to the politician. Nature
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produces a signal Ψ ∈ [0, 1] about the incumbent’s type that is observed by the firm and

the incumbent, but not the voter. The probability qh that Ψ = 1|θ = h is strictly greater

than P (Ψ = 1|θ = l), or qh > ql.

The profit-maximizing firm chooses between investing in two types of projects, Ip ∈

{A,B} where project A is what the firm would pursue in the absence of political consid-

erations, and project B is less profitable (from an operations stand-point) but contributes

to the district’s local economy: ω1 ∼ F (θ, Ip). The incumbent can decide whether to

grant some policy favor or subsidy to a firm ν, which shows up in the payoff structure as

a simple transfer from the voter to the firm. The negotiation between the firm and the

politician occurs privately, and is assumed to resolve in either Ip = B if the subsidy is of-

fered, or Ip = A if no subsidy is offered, conditional on the firm being able to offer Ip = B

given cost constraints. Importantly, the firm enjoys this favor only if the incumbent is

reelected. The firm’s profit is either πA if project A is chosen (which is strictly greater

than πB), or πI + ν if the incumbent is reelected, or πI if the incumbent is unseated.

The probability that the state of the economy is good (ω1 = 1) is increasing in the

incumbent’s quality and in the firm’s investment decision, such that pl,I < ph,I and

pθ,A < pθ,B. The voter then observes ω1 and chooses to reelect the incumbent or vote

for the challenger based on the probability θ = h, denoted with β(ω1) = P (θ = h|ω1, I)

representing the voter’s posterior belief. If the incumbent is reelected, ω2 is realize with

the same distribution as ω1. If the challenger is elected, they are of type θ = h with

probability ph and the state of the economy is ωr. Conditional on the incumbent being

reelected, the voter’s payoffs are either ω1 + ω2 − ν if Ip = B, or ω1 + ω2 if Ip = A. If the

incumbent is unseated, the voter’s payoff is ωI + ωr. The incumbent’s payoffs are purely

office-driven and are equal to 1 if reelected, and zero otherwise.

Subject to the cost of project B not being too high,2 firms will always propose project

B. The politician will promise the subsidy ν – and thus the firm will invest in project B
2The maximum difference between πA and πB must be less than (1−qy)ph,B+(1−ql)pl,B

(1−qh)+(1−qt) .
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Figure 11: Support of ph. When the probability of a high-type challenger is in the EIA
regions, the firm will offer project B and the incumbent will promise a subsidy, yielding
the empirical implication that we should see EIA under these conditions. Otherwise the
incumbent will not promise the subsidy and the firm will pursue the operationally efficient
project A. Conditional on the state of the economy, the likelihood of observing EIA is
greater when ph is lower, meaning greater electoral competition.

– when their reelection chances improve due to the project. The model thus hinges on

the voter’s comparison between her prior about the challenger quality (ph), her posterior

about the incumbent quality after observing the state of the economy (β(ω1)− ν
ph,B−pl,B

),

and the influence of project B on the latter. There are two conditions in which we will

observe EIA:

1) ph < β(0)− ν
ph,B−pl,B

2) β(0) < ph < β(1)− ν
ph,B−pl,B

The first condition states that the voter’s posterior belief about the incumbent’s quality

upon observing a bad state of the economy with the subsidy (β(0) − ν
ph,B−pl,B

) must be

larger than their prior about the challenger’s quality (ph). The second condition states

that the prior on challenger’s quality must be between the posterior of incumbent quality

conditional on observing a bad state of the economy, and the posterior on incumbent

quality conditional on observing the good state of the economy with the subsidy.

In the pooling equilibria there are three other conditions where we will not observe

EIA, visualized in Figure 11. These conditions emphasize the importance of parameter

ph, which can be understood as the competitiveness of the election. If this probability is

too high (i.e., the election is not competitive), the firm will not pursue project B. For

visual clarity, we denote β(ω1)− ν
ph,B−pl,B

with β(ω1)∗.

We take this empirical prediction to the data, testing whether the probability a firm

opens a new subsidiary in a given congressional district is greater where there are more
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competitive elections. However, it is important to note the scope conditions implied by the

model’s assumptions. First, the EIA project B must be practical. For firms who operate in

industries tied to non-political conditions (i.e., agriculture or mining), projects of type B

are likely so unprofitable from an operations stand-point that EIA is not available to them.

Similarly, projects of type B that are larger in scope, such as opening new factories or

employing thousands of workers, may also be too costly to consider as political strategies.

Conversely, type B projects can’t be so marginal that they have a negligible effect on

the economy through ω1 ∼ F (θ, Ip). Providing one or two new jobs by opening a tiny

subsidiary is unlikely to influence the economy enough for it to change the voter’s posterior

about the incumbent quality. We step outside the confines of the formal model to note

that credit-claiming politicians may be able to nevertheless benefit in these contexts by

touting partnerships and job creation while eliding the actual magnitude of an investment,

particularly if the jobs are in more electorally salient industries such as manufacturing.

Finally, we highlight that not all elections are decided based on the economy alone. As

Raiha (2018) notes, in districts with high crime or environmental concerns or any other

more pressing issue may preclude the relevance of EIA as a useful strategy.

There is an alternative framework that can also explain the empirical patterns we

document in our analysis. Instead of firms behaving strategically with an eye for future

influence, they could instead be responding endogenously to the behavior of politicians.

In this framework, the firm needn’t pay attention to or even be aware of the electoral

fortunes of a given politician. Instead, all that is required is for the vulnerable politicians

to exert more effort, which the firms then respond to.

We focus our framing and intuition on the former, more developed model of strate-

gic firm behaviors, given that the underlying model is published and that this level of

sophistication by firms is a foregone conclusion in the business literature. But we ac-

knowledge that the patterns we document are compatible with both frameworks, and

leave the resolution of this debate to future research.
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C Full Regression Results

Table 3: Table 1 Full Results
Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Incum: Elec. Competition 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Incum: Democrat −0.002∗ −0.001 −0.001 −0.0003 −0.002∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Incum: Seniority 0.0003 −0.0004 −0.0004 −0.0003 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Incum: Majority 0.0002 0.001∗ 0.001∗ −0.001 0.0004

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.001) (0.0005)
Incum: Speaker −0.0001 −0.0002 −0.0002 −0.0005 −0.001∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0001)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.001 0.0003 0.0003 0.001 −0.00005

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Incum: Female −0.001 −0.001† −0.001† −0.0002 0.0003

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Incum: Chair −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 −0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Incum: Committee Snr 0.00004 −0.0003 −0.0003 −0.001 −0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Unemployment 0.001 0.001 0.003∗ −0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Manuf Share −0.003† −0.003† −0.002 0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. Life Expectancy 0.004 0.004 0.002 −0.009∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)
Dist. Avg. Wages −0.005∗∗ −0.005∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. LFPR 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. Median HH Inc 0.004† 0.004† −0.015∗∗∗ −0.002

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.001)
State Labor Regs 0.003† 0.003† 0.008∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
State Public Spending 0.001 0.001 −0.0003 0.003∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
State Corp Taxes 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Population (log) 0.016∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Third Party Votes 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0002

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Rural 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.0002

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)
Dist. % Male 0.003 0.003 0.007∗∗ 0.004∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % White 0.014† 0.014† −0.016 0.011∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.007) (0.011) (0.003)
Dist. % Black 0.003 0.003 −0.009 0.008∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.002)
Dist. % Hispanic 0.005 0.006 −0.012 0.007∗∗

(0.005) (0.005) (0.008) (0.002)
Dist. % Working Age −0.001 −0.001 −0.014∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)
Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.001∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.001)
Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.004∗∗ 0.004∗∗ 0.004∗∗ 0.002∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % HS Diploma −0.006∗ −0.006∗ 0.013∗∗∗ −0.003†

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)
Dist. % Some College −0.001 −0.001 0.010∗∗∗ 0.0003

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.001)
Dist. % College Degree 0.001 0.001 0.034∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)
N 4.56M 4.34M 4.32M 4.32M 4.32M 4.32M
R2 0.103 0.106 0.106 0.107 0.172 0.179
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics.
All standard errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described
in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015) † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 4: Agriculture
Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Incum: Elec. Competition 0.00003 0.00003 −0.00001 0.00000 0.0001 −0.0001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Democrat 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 −0.00005 0.00004

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001)
Incum: Seniority −0.0004∗ −0.0004∗ −0.0004∗ −0.0003 −0.0001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001)
Incum: Majority 0.0002 0.0002† 0.0002† 0.0001 0.0001

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Speaker 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 −0.00001 0.00002

(0.0001) (0.00004)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 −0.0002

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Female −0.0003 −0.0003† −0.0003† −0.0001 −0.00005

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Chair 0.00001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002†

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Committee Snr −0.00001 −0.00000 0.00000 0.00002 0.00003

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Dist. Unemployment −0.0001 −0.0001 0.0003 0.0003

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0004)
Dist. Manuf Share −0.0004 −0.0004 −0.0002 0.00003

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Dist. Life Expectancy 0.00005 0.00002 −0.0001 −0.0004

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. Avg. Wages 0.0002 0.0002 −0.001 0.0004

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. LFPR 0.001∗ 0.001∗ 0.0001 0.001∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Dist. Median HH Inc 0.0005 0.0005 −0.0002 −0.0005

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0003)
State Labor Regs −0.001 −0.001 0.001† 0.00002

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0004)
State Public Spending 0.0003 0.0003 −0.001∗∗ 0.0001

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0004)
State Corp Taxes 0.00002 0.00002 −0.00002 0.0001

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Dist. Population (log) 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.0004∗ 0.0001

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Dist. Third Party Votes −0.00001 −0.00001 0.00004 −0.0001

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Dist. % Rural 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
Dist. % Male 0.0003 0.0003 −0.00001 0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Dist. % White 0.002 0.002 0.001 −0.001†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.0004)
Dist. % Black 0.002∗ 0.002∗ −0.0001 −0.00003

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. % Hispanic 0.003∗ 0.003∗ 0.002 −0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.0004)
Dist. % Working Age 0.001 0.001 0.00001 −0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005)
Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.0002 −0.0002 −0.00001 −0.0001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0002)
Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.001 0.001 0.0002 0.0002

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0004)
Dist. % HS Diploma −0.0001 −0.0001 0.001∗ −0.0005

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0004)
Dist. % Some College −0.001 −0.001 0.00002 −0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Dist. % College Degree −0.0002 −0.0002 0.001∗ 0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0004)
N 695.37K 695.37K 693.43K 693.43K 716.87K 716.87K
R2 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.18 0.042
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics.
All standard errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described
in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015) † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 5: Construction
Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Incum: Elec. Competition 0.0003 0.0003† 0.0003 0.0003† 0.0002 0.0004∗

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Democrat −0.001∗ −0.0004† −0.0004† −0.001∗ −0.001∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Incum: Seniority −0.0001 −0.0003 −0.0003 −0.0004 0.00003

(0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Incum: Majority 0.0002 0.0003∗ 0.0003∗ 0.0002† 0.0005∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002)
Incum: Speaker −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001†

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.00002 −0.00002 −0.00002 0.00004 0.00004

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Female −0.0003 −0.0004∗ −0.0004∗ −0.0003† 0.0002

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Chair 0.00004 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Committee Snr −0.0002 −0.0003 −0.0003 −0.0001 0.0002

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Dist. Unemployment −0.0003 −0.0003 0.001∗ −0.001

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Dist. Manuf Share −0.001† −0.001† −0.002∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
Dist. Life Expectancy 0.001 0.001 −0.0001 −0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Avg. Wages −0.001† −0.001† −0.001∗ −0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. LFPR 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0004)
Dist. Median HH Inc 0.002∗∗ 0.002∗∗ 0.00001 −0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
State Labor Regs 0.0002 0.0002 0.003∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
State Public Spending −0.0004 −0.0004 −0.002∗∗∗ −0.0001

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.001) (0.0004)
State Corp Taxes −0.00004 −0.00005 0.0001 0.0002

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Dist. Population (log) 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Dist. Third Party Votes 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Dist. % Rural −0.001† −0.001† −0.001 −0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. % Male 0.001† 0.001† 0.001 0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. % White 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.001)
Dist. % Black 0.002 0.002 −0.0003 0.002∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % Hispanic 0.003 0.003 0.001 0.002∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.001)
Dist. % Working Age −0.0004 −0.0004 0.003∗∗∗ −0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0002 −0.0005∗∗

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.001 0.001 0.001† 0.0003

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Dist. % HS Diploma −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ 0.0004 −0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Some College 0.0003 0.0003 0.002∗ 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. % College Degree −0.001 −0.001 0.002∗ 0.002∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
N 2.36M 2.36M 2.35M 2.35M 3.05M 3.05M
R2 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.192 0.106
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics.
All standard errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described
in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015) † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 6: Finance, Insurance, & Real Estate (FIRE)
Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Incum: Elec. Competition 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗

(0.0005) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Democrat −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.0004 −0.001∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Incum: Seniority 0.001 0.0001 0.0001 −0.00005 0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Incum: Majority 0.0004 0.001 0.001 −0.0003 −0.00004

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Speaker −0.0004 −0.0005∗∗∗ −0.0005∗∗∗ −0.0002 −0.0002

(0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.001 0.0004 0.0004 0.0002 −0.0001

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Incum: Female 0.0003 −0.001 −0.001 0.0002 0.0004†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Incum: Chair −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 −0.0004† −0.00004

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Committee Snr −0.001 −0.001∗ −0.001∗ −0.001 −0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Dist. Unemployment 0.001 0.001 0.001∗ −0.0005

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. Manuf Share −0.002 −0.002 −0.001 0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
Dist. Life Expectancy 0.004† 0.004† −0.0002 −0.003∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Avg. Wages −0.004∗∗ −0.004∗∗ −0.003∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. LFPR 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Median HH Inc 0.001 0.001 −0.005∗∗∗ −0.002∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
State Labor Regs 0.0001 0.00001 0.001 0.001†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
State Public Spending 0.001 0.001 −0.001 0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
State Corp Taxes −0.0001 −0.0001 0.0001 0.0004†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Dist. Population (log) 0.009∗∗∗ 0.009∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. Third Party Votes 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004† 0.0002

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Dist. % Rural −0.002 −0.002 −0.0003 −0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Male 0.0003 0.0003 0.001† 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. % White 0.009 0.009 −0.004 0.002∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.003) (0.001)
Dist. % Black 0.003 0.003 −0.003 0.001∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % Hispanic 0.002 0.002 −0.004 0.002∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % Working Age 0.002 0.002 −0.003∗∗ −0.001†

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.001† −0.001† −0.0005∗∗ −0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0001) (0.0002)
Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.002† 0.002† 0.001∗ 0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0004)
Dist. % HS Diploma −0.003 −0.003 0.001 −0.003∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Some College −0.004∗ −0.004∗ 0.001 −0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % College Degree 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
N 2.50M 2.50M 2.49M 2.49M 4.24M 4.24M
R2 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.131 0.236 0.238
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics. All
standard errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described in
Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015) † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 7: Manufacturing
Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Incum: Elec. Competition 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Incum: Democrat −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 0.0002 −0.0004

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0003)
Incum: Seniority 0.0001 −0.0004 −0.0003 −0.001 −0.00005

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Incum: Majority 0.001∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.0002 0.001∗

(0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Speaker 0.0004∗∗∗ 0.0003† 0.0003† 0.00000 −0.00005

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy −0.0001 −0.0002 −0.0003 −0.0002 −0.0003

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0003) (0.0004)
Incum: Female 0.0003 −0.001 −0.0005 −0.0002 −0.00001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Incum: Chair 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0002

(0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Incum: Committee Snr 0.0002 −0.0003 −0.0003 −0.0005 −0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0004)
Dist. Unemployment −0.001 −0.001 0.001∗ −0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Manuf Share −0.0005 −0.0004 0.001 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. Life Expectancy 0.003 0.003 0.002 −0.004∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. Avg. Wages −0.002 −0.002 −0.002∗ −0.001∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. LFPR 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Median HH Inc 0.001 0.001 −0.005∗∗∗ −0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
State Labor Regs 0.002† 0.002 0.002∗ 0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
State Public Spending −0.001 −0.001 −0.002∗ 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
State Corp Taxes 0.001† 0.001 0.0002 0.001

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Dist. Population (log) 0.008∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. Third Party Votes 0.001∗ 0.001∗ 0.001∗ 0.0003

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Dist. % Rural −0.003∗ −0.004∗ −0.001 −0.002∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Male 0.002 0.002 0.002† 0.002∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % White 0.004 0.005 −0.009 0.003∗

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.001)
Dist. % Black 0.002 0.002 −0.005 0.002∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.001)
Dist. % Hispanic 0.004 0.004 −0.004 0.002†

(0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.001)
Dist. % Working Age 0.0003 0.0004 −0.001 −0.001†

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.001∗ −0.001† −0.0004† −0.001∗∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.003∗∗ 0.003∗∗ 0.001∗ 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. % HS Diploma −0.003† −0.003† 0.004∗∗ −0.003∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Some College −0.001 −0.001 0.003∗∗ −0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % College Degree 0.002 0.002 0.011∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
N 2.87M 2.87M 2.86M 2.86M 4.24M 4.24M
R2 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.143 0.132
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics.
All standard errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described
in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015) † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 8: Mining
Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Incum: Elec. Competition 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.0002† 0.0001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0002)
Incum: Democrat −0.0001 0.0004 0.0004 0.00002 −0.0002

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Seniority −0.0003† −0.0004† −0.0004∗ −0.0004∗∗ −0.0003

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Majority 0.0003† 0.0005∗ 0.0005∗ 0.00003 −0.0001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Speaker 0.00000 −0.00003 −0.00003 −0.0001∗ −0.0001

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.00003) (0.0001)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002† 0.0001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0002)
Incum: Female −0.0003† −0.0002 −0.0002 0.00000 0.0001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0003)
Incum: Chair −0.00001 −0.00002 −0.00002 −0.00001 0.0001

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Committee Snr 0.0003† 0.0003† 0.0003† 0.0003∗ 0.0004†

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Dist. Unemployment 0.0003 0.0003 0.001∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0004)
Dist. Manuf Share −0.001† −0.001† −0.001∗ −0.001∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0003)
Dist. Life Expectancy −0.001 −0.001 −0.00001 −0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Avg. Wages 0.002† 0.002† 0.002 0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. LFPR 0.002∗∗ 0.002∗∗ 0.001 0.0005

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Dist. Median HH Inc 0.002∗∗ 0.002∗∗ −0.0002 −0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
State Labor Regs 0.001† 0.001† 0.001∗∗ 0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
State Public Spending 0.0005 0.0005 0.00005 −0.00001

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0003) (0.0004)
State Corp Taxes 0.0003 0.0004 0.0002 −0.001†

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Dist. Population (log) 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.001∗ −0.0005

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0004)
Dist. Third Party Votes 0.0003† 0.0003† 0.00001 0.0002

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002)
Dist. % Rural 0.001 0.001 0.001 −0.0003

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. % Male −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.001 0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. % White 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % Black −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 −0.00002

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % Hispanic 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.002∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Working Age 0.0001 0.0001 0.001∗∗ −0.001†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.0002 −0.0002 −0.00002 0.00003

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.0003 0.0003 0.00001 0.00004

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0002) (0.0003)
Dist. % HS Diploma −0.002† −0.002† 0.001† −0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005)
Dist. % Some College 0.001 0.001 0.001∗ −0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Dist. % College Degree −0.003∗∗ −0.003∗∗ 0.001† 0.0004

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
N 2.10M 2.10M 2.09M 2.09M 2.58M 2.58M
R2 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.174 0.052
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics.
All standard errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described
in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015) † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 9: Retail
Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Incum: Elec. Competition 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Incum: Democrat −0.002∗∗ −0.001† −0.001† −0.0002 −0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Incum: Seniority −0.0001 −0.0003 −0.0002 −0.0004 0.0001

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Incum: Majority 0.0005 0.001† 0.001† −0.0001 0.0004†

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Speaker 0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001 0.00001 −0.0001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 −0.0003

(0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Incum: Female −0.001 −0.001∗ −0.001∗ −0.0001 −0.00003

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Incum: Chair −0.0004 −0.0004 −0.0004 −0.0001 0.0001

(0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Incum: Committee Snr 0.0003 −0.0001 −0.0002 −0.00000 0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0003)
Dist. Unemployment −0.0001 −0.00004 0.001† −0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. Manuf Share −0.002∗ −0.002† −0.001 0.00001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. Life Expectancy 0.002 0.002 0.0002 −0.003∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Avg. Wages −0.002 −0.002 −0.004∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. LFPR 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Median HH Inc 0.001 0.001 −0.005∗∗∗ 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
State Labor Regs 0.001 0.001 0.004∗∗∗ 0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
State Public Spending 0.001 0.001 −0.001 0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
State Corp Taxes 0.002∗ 0.001∗ 0.0003 0.0005

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Dist. Population (log) 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. Third Party Votes 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 −0.00003

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Dist. % Rural 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.0003

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Male 0.002† 0.002† 0.002 0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. % White 0.001 0.002 −0.007 0.004∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.001)
Dist. % Black 0.001 0.001 −0.004 0.003∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.001)
Dist. % Hispanic 0.001 0.001 −0.004 0.004∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.001)
Dist. % Working Age −0.0005 −0.0002 −0.004∗∗ −0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.001 −0.0005 −0.0003 −0.0005

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0002) (0.0003)
Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.001 0.001 0.001† 0.001†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. % HS Diploma −0.003† −0.003 0.002 −0.0001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Some College 0.001 0.001 0.004∗∗∗ −0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % College Degree 0.002 0.002 0.011∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
N 2.39M 2.39M 2.38M 2.38M 4.24M 4.24M
R2 0.113 0.113 0.113 0.113 0.227 0.206
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics.
All standard errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described
in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015) † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 10: Services
Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Incum: Elec. Competition 0.002∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Incum: Democrat −0.002† −0.0005 −0.0003 0.0002 −0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Incum: Seniority −0.0004 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Incum: Majority 0.001 0.001† 0.001∗ −0.0004 0.0002

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Incum: Speaker 0.00001 −0.0002 −0.0002 −0.0003 −0.001∗∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.001 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004 0.0003

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Incum: Female −0.0002 −0.001 −0.0004 0.0002 0.001†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0004)
Incum: Chair −0.0002 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.001 −0.0003

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Incum: Committee Snr 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 −0.0001 −0.0005

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. Unemployment −0.0004 −0.0001 0.001 −0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Manuf Share −0.002 −0.002 −0.001 0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Life Expectancy 0.002 0.002 0.0001 −0.005∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. Avg. Wages −0.001 −0.001 −0.005∗∗∗ −0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. LFPR 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Median HH Inc −0.0004 −0.0002 −0.011∗∗∗ −0.003∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
State Labor Regs 0.003∗ 0.002 0.004∗∗ 0.002∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
State Public Spending −0.001 −0.001 −0.002† 0.002∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
State Corp Taxes 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002 0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. Population (log) 0.011∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Third Party Votes 0.0005 0.001 0.0003 0.00004

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Dist. % Rural −0.002 −0.002 0.001 −0.002∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % Male 0.002† 0.002 0.005∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % White 0.017∗∗ 0.018∗∗ −0.008 0.006∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.001)
Dist. % Black 0.008† 0.009∗ −0.004 0.004∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.001)
Dist. % Hispanic 0.005 0.006 −0.008 0.004∗∗

(0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.001)
Dist. % Working Age 0.0005 0.001 −0.008∗∗∗ −0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.001 −0.001 −0.001∗ −0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0004)
Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.001 0.001 0.002∗ 0.001†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % HS Diploma −0.004∗ −0.004† 0.005∗∗ −0.002†

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % Some College −0.001 −0.001 0.004∗∗ −0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % College Degree 0.003 0.003 0.021∗∗∗ 0.009∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
N 2.65M 2.65M 2.64M 2.64M 4.24M 4.24M
R2 0.127 0.127 0.127 0.128 0.215 0.191
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics.
All standard errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described
in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015) † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 11: Transportation
Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Incum: Elec. Competition 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.0005∗ 0.001∗

(0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Democrat 0.001∗ 0.001† 0.001† 0.001 0.0004

(0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Incum: Seniority 0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.001 −0.0001

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Incum: Majority −0.00002 0.0001 0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0002

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Speaker 0.00001 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Female 0.00000 −0.0004 −0.0004 −0.0002 −0.0001

(0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Incum: Chair −0.0003 −0.0003 −0.0003 −0.0003† −0.0001

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Committee Snr 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Dist. Unemployment 0.0001 0.0001 0.001∗ −0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0005)
Dist. Manuf Share −0.001 −0.001 −0.002∗ 0.0003

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
Dist. Life Expectancy 0.001 0.001 0.001 −0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Avg. Wages −0.001 −0.001 −0.002† 0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
Dist. LFPR 0.002∗∗ 0.002∗∗ 0.001 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. Median HH Inc −0.001 −0.001 −0.002 −0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
State Labor Regs 0.001 0.001 0.004∗∗∗ −0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
State Public Spending 0.0003 0.0003 −0.002∗ 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0004)
State Corp Taxes 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.0004

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Dist. Population (log) 0.003∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Dist. Third Party Votes 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.0003 0.0005∗

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Dist. % Rural −0.0004 −0.0004 0.0001 −0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Male 0.0001 0.0001 −0.001 0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. % White −0.004 −0.004 −0.002 −0.001

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.001)
Dist. % Black −0.002 −0.002 −0.002 0.001∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % Hispanic 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0004

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Dist. % Working Age 0.003∗ 0.003∗ 0.005∗∗∗ −0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.0004 −0.0003 −0.0001 −0.0002

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0001) (0.0002)
Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.001∗ 0.001† 0.001 0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0003)
Dist. % HS Diploma 0.0001 0.0001 0.003∗∗ 0.00003

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist. % Some College −0.001 −0.001 0.001 −0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005)
Dist. % College Degree −0.0003 −0.0003 0.002∗∗ −0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
N 1.52M 1.52M 1.51M 1.51M 2.74M 2.74M
R2 0.145 0.145 0.146 0.146 0.175 0.135
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics.
All standard errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described
in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015) † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 12: Wholesale
Bivariate Politics District Cubic Trends FE 2 FE 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Incum: Elec. Competition 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Democrat −0.001 −0.001 −0.0004 0.0004† 0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Incum: Seniority −0.0001 −0.0004 −0.0004 −0.0003† −0.0002

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0002) (0.0001)
Incum: Majority 0.0003 0.001 0.001† −0.00001 0.0001

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Speaker 0.00004 −0.00004 −0.00004 −0.00001 −0.00005

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.00003) (0.0001)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy −0.0001 −0.0002 −0.0002 −0.00001 −0.0001

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0001) (0.0002)
Incum: Female −0.001∗ −0.001∗∗ −0.001∗∗ −0.0001 −0.0001

(0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0001)
Incum: Chair 0.0003 0.0004 0.0003 0.00003 0.0001

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Incum: Committee Snr 0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0001 −0.0002 0.0001

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Dist. Unemployment 0.0005 0.001 0.001∗ −0.001†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Dist. Manuf Share −0.001 −0.001 −0.0001 0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0002)
Dist. Life Expectancy 0.002 0.002 0.001 −0.001∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. Avg. Wages −0.001 −0.001 −0.0003 −0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
Dist. LFPR 0.004∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0003)
Dist. Median HH Inc 0.0003 0.0003 −0.003∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
State Labor Regs 0.002∗ 0.002∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.0003

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
State Public Spending 0.001 0.001 −0.001∗ 0.0003

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.0002)
State Corp Taxes 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003†

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Dist. Population (log) 0.007∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Dist. Third Party Votes 0.0005† 0.0005† 0.0002 0.0002†

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Dist. % Rural −0.0004 −0.0004 0.0003 −0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
Dist. % Male 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.0002)
Dist. % White 0.006 0.007 −0.003 0.001

(0.005) (0.005) (0.002) (0.0004)
Dist. % Black 0.004 0.004 −0.001 0.001†

(0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.0003)
Dist. % Hispanic 0.005 0.005 −0.001 0.001

(0.004) (0.004) (0.002) (0.0004)
Dist. % Working Age −0.00003 −0.0001 −0.001† −0.001∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.001 −0.001 0.00004 −0.0002∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.002∗ 0.002∗ 0.0003 0.0005∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Dist. % HS Diploma −0.003 −0.003† 0.002∗∗ −0.001∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.0004)
Dist. % Some College −0.0004 −0.0004 0.001† 0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0003)
Dist. % College Degree 0.0004 0.0005 0.004∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.0005)
N 2.54M 2.54M 2.54M 2.54M 4.10M 4.10M
R2 0.123 0.123 0.123 0.124 0.161 0.124
Firm FE X X X X
District FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X
District-Firm FE X
Firm-year FE X

Notes: Firm investment in subsidiaries predicted as a function of location characteristics.
All standard errors calculated via dyad-cluster robust multiway decomposition, as described
in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015) † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 13: Figure 2 regression results presented in table form.

Ran for other office Lost Primary Retired, Died, Withdrew
Model: (1) (2) (3)
Variables
Open Seat -0.414∗∗ 0.114 0.582∗∗

(0.161) (0.493) (0.275)
Dist: Electoral Competition 0.672∗∗∗ 0.630∗∗∗ 0.636∗∗∗

(0.208) (0.207) (0.207)
Dist: Unemployment 0.571∗∗∗ 0.570∗∗∗ 0.568∗∗∗

(0.111) (0.111) (0.111)
Dist: Manuf. % -0.063 -0.059 -0.059

(0.136) (0.136) (0.136)
Dist: Avg. Wages 0.147 0.150 0.151

(0.155) (0.155) (0.155)
Dist: Lbr Frc Part Rate 1.63∗∗∗ 1.62∗∗∗ 1.62∗∗∗

(0.110) (0.110) (0.110)
Dist: Median HH Income -0.529∗∗∗ -0.528∗∗∗ -0.529∗∗∗

(0.181) (0.181) (0.181)
Dist: Labor Regulations -0.041 -0.039 -0.040

(0.134) (0.134) (0.134)
Dist: Govt. Spending 0.206 0.211 0.214

(0.134) (0.134) (0.134)
Dist: Population (log) 1.46∗∗∗ 1.46∗∗∗ 1.46∗∗∗

(0.090) (0.090) (0.090)
Dist: % Rural -0.255 -0.246 -0.254

(0.181) (0.181) (0.181)
Dist: % Male 0.549∗∗∗ 0.552∗∗∗ 0.550∗∗∗

(0.152) (0.152) (0.152)
Dist: % White -0.538 -0.545 -0.541

(0.660) (0.660) (0.660)
Dist: % Black 0.041 0.037 0.038

(0.402) (0.402) (0.402)
Dist: % Hispanic -0.623 -0.627 -0.626

(0.502) (0.503) (0.503)
Dist: % Working Age -1.80∗∗∗ -1.80∗∗∗ -1.81∗∗∗

(0.145) (0.145) (0.144)
Dist: Drug Arrests pc -0.080 -0.080 -0.080

(0.052) (0.052) (0.052)
Dist: Burglary Arrests pc 0.195∗ 0.191 0.191

(0.118) (0.118) (0.118)
Dist: % HS Diploma 0.467∗∗∗ 0.469∗∗∗ 0.463∗∗∗

(0.172) (0.172) (0.172)
Dist: % Some College -0.155 -0.166 -0.165

(0.171) (0.171) (0.171)
Dist: % College Degree 1.52∗∗∗ 1.53∗∗∗ 1.53∗∗∗

(0.172) (0.172) (0.172)
Incum: Democrat 0.031 0.031 0.030

(0.067) (0.067) (0.067)
Incum: Seniority 0.053 0.064 0.057

(0.057) (0.058) (0.058)
Incum: Majority -0.0003 -0.0008 -0.003

(0.042) (0.042) (0.042)
Incum: Speaker 0.031 0.031 0.030

(0.034) (0.034) (0.034)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.042 0.045 0.045

(0.055) (0.055) (0.055)
Incum: Female 0.071 0.073 0.071

(0.065) (0.065) (0.065)
Incum: Chair -0.054 -0.058 -0.059

(0.051) (0.051) (0.051)
Fixed-effects
FE: District Yes Yes Yes
FE: Term Yes Yes Yes
FE: Firm Industry Yes Yes Yes
FE: Subsidiary Size Yes Yes Yes
Fit statistics
R2 0.02835 0.02832 0.02833
Observations 519,275 519,275 519,275

Clustered (FE: Firm Industry-FE: District-FE: Term) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.01, **: 0.05, *: 0.1
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Table 14: Full Table 2 regression results

OLS 2SLS
Raw CBPS NN Matched 2SLS

Model: (1) (2) (3) (4)

Variables
Midterm Turnover 1.22∗∗∗ 1.20∗∗∗ 2.00∗∗

(0.326) (0.360) (0.645)
Dist: Unemployment 0.585∗∗∗ 2.17∗∗∗ 1.91∗∗∗

(0.112) (0.439) (0.434)
Dist: Manuf. % -0.063 0.270 -0.026

(0.130) (0.273) (0.318)
Dist: Avg. Wages 0.156 -0.062 0.777†

(0.159) (0.263) (0.453)
Dist: Lbr Frc Part Rate 1.54∗∗∗ 1.61∗∗∗ 1.76∗∗∗

(0.110) (0.306) (0.330)
Dist: Median HH Income -0.474∗∗ -0.360 -2.23∗∗

(0.182) (0.397) (0.809)
Dist: Labor Regulations -0.062 0.128 -0.128

(0.135) (0.467) (0.500)
Dist: Govt. Spending 0.214 0.242 0.368

(0.133) (0.495) (0.512)
Dist: Population (log) 1.41∗∗∗ 1.25∗∗∗ 0.765∗∗

(0.089) (0.167) (0.256)
Dist: % Rural -0.225 -0.446 -0.359

(0.181) (0.292) (0.348)
Dist: % Male 0.517∗∗∗ 0.195 0.241

(0.150) (0.300) (0.325)
Dist: % White -0.388 1.63 -3.04

(0.660) (1.15) (2.24)
Dist: % Black 0.114 0.878 -1.83

(0.396) (0.748) (1.37)
Dist: % Hispanic -0.550 -0.894 -3.12∗

(0.505) (0.871) (1.34)
Dist: % Working Age -1.54∗∗∗ -0.117 -0.087

(0.127) (0.314) (0.324)
Dist: Drug Arrests pc -0.071 -0.535 -1.77∗∗

(0.049) (0.419) (0.675)
Dist: Burglary Arrests pc 0.155 0.371 -0.450

(0.110) (0.424) (0.650)
Dist: % HS Diploma 0.495∗∗ 0.380 -0.386

(0.174) (0.397) (0.491)
Dist: % Some College -0.185 0.889∗ 0.917∗

(0.171) (0.452) (0.466)
Dist: % College Degree 1.54∗∗∗ 1.42∗∗∗ 1.84∗∗∗

(0.172) (0.373) (0.417)
Incum: Democrat 0.032 0.114 0.761∗∗

(0.067) (0.102) (0.276)
Incum: Seniority 0.036 0.170 1.56∗∗

(0.057) (0.130) (0.535)
Incum: Majority -0.038 0.102 1.49∗∗

(0.041) (0.089) (0.533)
Incum: Speaker 0.024 0.023 -0.090

(0.035) (0.043) (0.070)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy 0.055 0.157 -0.138

(0.056) (0.177) (0.219)
Incum: Female 0.076 0.129 0.087

(0.065) (0.102) (0.118)
Incum: Chair -0.059 -0.231† -0.676∗∗

(0.052) (0.135) (0.217)
IV Vote Share 7.35∗∗

(2.75)

Fixed-effects
FE: Firm Industry Yes Yes Yes Yes
FE: District Yes Yes Yes Yes
FE: Term Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
R2 0.02462 0.03532 0.04147 0.00422
Observations 515,085 515,085 11,158 515,085
F-test (1st stage), IV Vote Share 2,058.4

Clustered (FE: Firm Industry-FE: District-FE: Term) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, †: 0.1
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Table 15: Cox PH Results - 1
Appropriations Oversight Ways & Means Transport & Infra

(1) (2) (3) (4)
trt2nd Quart 0.883 0.790∗ 0.945 1.064

p = 0.187 p = 0.018 p = 0.547 p = 0.498

trt3rd Quart 0.860 0.615∗∗∗ 0.852 0.976
p = 0.125 p = 0.00001 p = 0.123 p = 0.822

trtTop Quart 0.622∗∗∗ 0.624∗∗∗ 0.743∗ 0.748∗
p = 0.0004 p = 0.0003 p = 0.015 p = 0.027

LAU_ur 1.080 0.883∗ 0.894† 1.038
p = 0.111 p = 0.028 p = 0.070 p = 0.434

MFSH 0.977 0.995 1.031 1.075†
p = 0.523 p = 0.898 p = 0.336 p = 0.083

INC_all_ind_wkly_wage 0.968 1.098∗ 0.981 1.084
p = 0.590 p = 0.036 p = 0.711 p = 0.170

LAU_lfpr 1.158∗ 1.092† 0.949 0.966
p = 0.015 p = 0.090 p = 0.305 p = 0.570

INC_medhhinc 1.145∗ 1.062 1.202∗∗ 0.989
p = 0.037 p = 0.391 p = 0.005 p = 0.873

SUBSID_EFNA3.Labor.Markets 0.952 0.951 0.979 1.064
p = 0.394 p = 0.367 p = 0.693 p = 0.262

SUBSID_EFNA1.Spending 1.145∗ 1.033 1.010 0.997
p = 0.027 p = 0.585 p = 0.860 p = 0.966

ln_tot_pop 1.059 1.024 0.977 1.013
p = 0.113 p = 0.521 p = 0.556 p = 0.771

DEM_pct_rural 1.029 0.970 1.062 0.915
p = 0.676 p = 0.620 p = 0.310 p = 0.184

DEM_male_pct 0.991 1.017 1.011 0.982
p = 0.861 p = 0.767 p = 0.840 p = 0.732

DEM_white_pct 0.871† 1.088 1.036 1.031
p = 0.091 p = 0.479 p = 0.707 p = 0.755

DEM_black_pct 0.994 1.160† 0.989 0.973
p = 0.924 p = 0.061 p = 0.869 p = 0.683

DEM_hisp_pct 0.884 1.189 1.035 0.991
p = 0.150 p = 0.124 p = 0.696 p = 0.917

DEM_workingage_pct 1.039 1.001 1.000 0.908
p = 0.520 p = 0.982 p = 0.995 p = 0.124

CRIME_drug_arrests_pc 0.951 0.967 0.969 1.020
p = 0.193 p = 0.280 p = 0.602 p = 0.752

CRIME_burglary_arrests_pc 1.058 1.109∗ 0.976 0.951
p = 0.288 p = 0.032 p = 0.639 p = 0.408

EDUC_hsdipl_pct 1.156† 1.169† 0.950 0.758∗∗
p = 0.065 p = 0.061 p = 0.502 p = 0.002

EDUC_somecoll_pct 0.989 1.206∗ 1.098 0.996
p = 0.887 p = 0.016 p = 0.160 p = 0.953

EDUC_colldeg_pct 0.855† 0.846 0.792∗∗ 1.086
p = 0.070 p = 0.134 p = 0.007 p = 0.357

Observations 1,012 1,012 1,012 1,012
R2 0.033 0.033 0.014 0.028
Max. Possible R2 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987
Log Likelihood −2,173.498 −2,173.397 −2,183.322 −2,176.020
Wald Test (df = 22) 69.000∗∗∗ 72.020∗∗∗ 26.550 51.140∗∗∗
LR Test (df = 22) 33.502† 33.704† 13.854 28.459
Score (Logrank) Test (df = 22) 33.723† 34.761∗ 13.563 28.285

Notes: Cox proportional hazard model results for four committees (columns). Hazard
rates and district-cluster robust p-values presented. Sample of top 500 largest parent
companies overall. † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 16: Cox PH Results - 2
Energy & Commerce Judiciary Science Financial Services

(1) (2) (3) (4)
trt2nd Quart 0.896 0.979 1.156† 0.781∗

p = 0.218 p = 0.751 p = 0.070 p = 0.013

trt3rd Quart 0.741∗∗ 0.764∗∗∗ 0.896 0.810∗
p = 0.003 p = 0.001 p = 0.283 p = 0.037

trtTop Quart 0.774∗ 0.800∗ 0.828† 0.832
p = 0.044 p = 0.020 p = 0.078 p = 0.148

LAU_ur 1.053 0.989 1.098∗ 1.006
p = 0.282 p = 0.752 p = 0.027 p = 0.902

MFSH 0.929† 0.912∗ 0.940† 1.003
p = 0.086 p = 0.012 p = 0.081 p = 0.928

INC_all_ind_wkly_wage 0.941 1.035 1.044 1.014
p = 0.377 p = 0.329 p = 0.349 p = 0.789

LAU_lfpr 1.071 0.967 1.050 0.926
p = 0.249 p = 0.521 p = 0.353 p = 0.165

INC_medhhinc 0.998 1.011 0.920 0.936
p = 0.971 p = 0.843 p = 0.169 p = 0.383

SUBSID_EFNA3.Labor.Markets 0.975 0.937 0.924 1.017
p = 0.672 p = 0.188 p = 0.126 p = 0.754

SUBSID_EFNA1.Spending 1.042 0.985 1.083 1.046
p = 0.476 p = 0.743 p = 0.140 p = 0.459

ln_tot_pop 1.019 0.989 1.002 0.979
p = 0.646 p = 0.719 p = 0.949 p = 0.624

DEM_pct_rural 1.050 1.015 1.026 0.978
p = 0.476 p = 0.785 p = 0.659 p = 0.745

DEM_male_pct 1.048 1.007 0.965 1.110∗
p = 0.340 p = 0.855 p = 0.427 p = 0.044

DEM_white_pct 0.899 1.081 0.871∗ 0.990
p = 0.146 p = 0.217 p = 0.043 p = 0.895

DEM_black_pct 0.981 1.023 0.982 1.005
p = 0.771 p = 0.687 p = 0.740 p = 0.937

DEM_hisp_pct 0.922 1.013 0.987 1.000
p = 0.269 p = 0.842 p = 0.847 p = 0.997

DEM_workingage_pct 0.940 1.004 0.986 1.078
p = 0.310 p = 0.943 p = 0.794 p = 0.184

CRIME_drug_arrests_pc 0.994 0.971 0.991 0.929∗
p = 0.878 p = 0.323 p = 0.796 p = 0.046

CRIME_burglary_arrests_pc 1.010 1.073 1.014 1.073
p = 0.850 p = 0.138 p = 0.779 p = 0.211

EDUC_hsdipl_pct 1.037 1.003 1.121 1.076
p = 0.621 p = 0.963 p = 0.117 p = 0.390

EDUC_somecoll_pct 0.864∗ 1.023 0.864∗ 1.141†
p = 0.044 p = 0.708 p = 0.023 p = 0.059

EDUC_colldeg_pct 1.003 1.037 1.141 1.075
p = 0.980 p = 0.655 p = 0.105 p = 0.425

Observations 1,012 1,012 1,012 1,012
R2 0.013 0.017 0.026 0.023
Max. Possible R2 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987
Log Likelihood −2,183.555 −2,181.755 −2,177.027 −2,178.592
Wald Test (df = 22) 38.060∗ 49.650∗∗∗ 72.950∗∗∗ 53.610∗∗∗
LR Test (df = 22) 13.388 16.988 26.444 23.314
Score (Logrank) Test (df = 22) 13.878 17.341 27.097 23.440

Notes: Cox proportional hazard model results for four committees (columns). Hazard
rates and district-cluster robust p-values presented. Sample of top 500 largest parent
companies overall. † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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Table 17: Cox PH Results - 3
Natural Resources Budget Rules Agriculture Small Business

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
trt2nd Quart 0.891 0.878 0.955 1.066 1.157†

p = 0.168 p = 0.163 p = 0.516 p = 0.401 p = 0.089

trt3rd Quart 0.765∗∗ 0.840 1.016 1.026 1.099
p = 0.009 p = 0.120 p = 0.805 p = 0.774 p = 0.370

trtTop Quart 0.852 0.855 0.874 1.062 1.235∗
p = 0.175 p = 0.222 p = 0.105 p = 0.556 p = 0.037

LAU_ur 0.917† 0.961 1.015 0.963 0.999
p = 0.097 p = 0.391 p = 0.599 p = 0.482 p = 0.984

MFSH 1.127∗∗ 0.986 1.007 1.009 1.055
p = 0.003 p = 0.688 p = 0.762 p = 0.790 p = 0.121

INC_all_ind_wkly_wage 0.946 1.166∗∗∗ 1.037 0.782∗∗∗ 0.938
p = 0.308 p = 0.0002 p = 0.188 p = 0.00001 p = 0.125

LAU_lfpr 1.025 0.920 0.963 0.955 1.025
p = 0.663 p = 0.110 p = 0.358 p = 0.415 p = 0.550

INC_medhhinc 0.931 0.935 1.080 1.064 0.956
p = 0.219 p = 0.306 p = 0.112 p = 0.110 p = 0.477

SUBSID_EFNA3.Labor.Markets 1.009 1.014 0.976 0.953 1.036
p = 0.856 p = 0.808 p = 0.460 p = 0.326 p = 0.449

SUBSID_EFNA1.Spending 0.952 0.920 1.055† 1.034 0.926
p = 0.373 p = 0.152 p = 0.093 p = 0.524 p = 0.132

ln_tot_pop 1.021 1.062 0.987 1.050 0.985
p = 0.610 p = 0.123 p = 0.476 p = 0.197 p = 0.673

DEM_pct_rural 1.059 0.859∗ 1.020 0.962 1.031
p = 0.343 p = 0.012 p = 0.659 p = 0.502 p = 0.561

DEM_male_pct 0.961 1.035 0.970 0.885∗ 1.063
p = 0.426 p = 0.454 p = 0.321 p = 0.015 p = 0.188

DEM_white_pct 1.131 0.995 0.931 1.061 0.931
p = 0.453 p = 0.954 p = 0.120 p = 0.453 p = 0.375

DEM_black_pct 1.262∗∗ 0.976 0.929† 0.960 1.052
p = 0.007 p = 0.718 p = 0.059 p = 0.502 p = 0.397

DEM_hisp_pct 1.205 1.116 0.915 1.093 0.966
p = 0.191 p = 0.213 p = 0.178 p = 0.243 p = 0.657

DEM_workingage_pct 1.024 1.118† 1.035 1.146∗∗ 0.946
p = 0.692 p = 0.062 p = 0.417 p = 0.010 p = 0.240

CRIME_drug_arrests_pc 1.044 1.004 1.023 1.071∗ 0.926
p = 0.184 p = 0.883 p = 0.256 p = 0.045 p = 0.203

CRIME_burglary_arrests_pc 0.922† 1.004 0.985 0.893† 1.031
p = 0.073 p = 0.937 p = 0.632 p = 0.059 p = 0.543

EDUC_hsdipl_pct 1.109 1.278∗∗∗ 0.976 1.036 1.008
p = 0.173 p = 0.001 p = 0.605 p = 0.691 p = 0.917

EDUC_somecoll_pct 0.916 1.072 1.059 1.146∗ 1.055
p = 0.206 p = 0.312 p = 0.178 p = 0.024 p = 0.415

EDUC_colldeg_pct 1.226∗∗ 1.019 0.919 1.064 1.147†
p = 0.005 p = 0.812 p = 0.110 p = 0.418 p = 0.071

Observations 1,012 1,012 1,012 1,012 1,012
R2 0.044 0.029 0.005 0.074 0.013
Max. Possible R2 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.987
Log Likelihood −2,167.551 −2,175.480 −2,187.519 −2,151.335 −2,183.523
Wald Test (df = 22) 78.810∗∗∗ 69.020∗∗∗ 24.350 175.870∗∗∗ 32.620†
LR Test (df = 22) 45.395∗∗ 29.538 5.460 77.828∗∗∗ 13.453
Score (Logrank) Test (df = 22) 44.160∗∗ 29.980 5.511 73.948∗∗∗ 12.623

Notes: Cox proportional hazard model results for five committees (columns). Hazard rates and
district-cluster robust p-values presented. Sample of top 500 largest parent companies overall. † p
< 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.
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D District-Level Analysis

Our main results use dyadic data in which rows index a parent firm-district-year obser-

vation. We prefer this specification since its core unit of analysis is the same as our

quantity of theoretical interest – the decision of a firm to open a subsidiary in a given

district. However, we can also collapse our data to the district-year, aggregating over all

parent firms and calculating the net change in all subsidiaries that are opened in a given

year. While this data structure is removed from our motivating research question, we

should nevertheless expect that – if parent companies make decisions over where to open

new subsidiaries as a function of the electoral competitiveness of those areas – districts

represented by less secure incumbents should see more investment.

We start with descriptive analysis of which districts are more competitive, where we

define “competitive” districts as those in which the incumbent won by less than 10pp,

“secure” districts as those in which the incumbent won by more than 30pp, and “neither”

as those in between. While there are many district characteristics to examine, we restrict

attention to the 9 most prognostic of the change in subsidiaries, based on a LASSO

regression, visualized in Figure 12.

Specifically, we look the three most prognostic economic characteristics (median house-

hold income, the district labor force participation rate, and the district unemployment

rate), the three most prognostic demographic characteristics (logged population, the work-

ing age proportion, and the proportion white), and the three most prognostic social char-

acteristics (proportion with a college degree, life expectancy, and the buglary arrest rate).

We don’t include the proportion of the population that is Hispanic, despite this entering

the LASSO model relatively early, since it recedes as other predictors are included, and

flips sign. We plot these as purely descriptive visualizations in Figure 13, including both

the raw densities as well as boxplots to aid visual interpretation.

Several of these district qualities that are prognostic of a firm’s decision to invest in an

area, are also highly correlated with electoral competitiveness. Specifically, we highlight
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Figure 12: LASSO regression results predicting the district-level change in subsidiaries,
highlighting the most prognostic covariates using size and shade, based on the maximum
penalty at which their coefficients are included in the model.

the systematic difference between competitive and secure districts in terms of median

household income, the proportion that is white, the proportion with a college degree,

and life expectancy. Substantively, these patterns indicate that competitive districts are

richer, better educated, more white, and healthier, all qualities that are demonstrably

prognostic of a firm’s decision to open a subsidiary. On its own, this result would raise

concerns of omitted variable bias (OVB), especially were we not to control for these

characteristics. However, we also emphasize that our use of district fixed effects means

that we are using variation in our measures that occurs over time within the same district.

Insofar as the district’s demographic and economic characteristics are more slow moving

than its electoral competitiveness, we argue our main specifications that include controls
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Figure 13: Select district characteristics by electoral competitiveness, broken out by com-
petitive (i.e., incumbents with winning margins of less than 10pp), secure (i.e., incumbents
with winning margins of more than 40pp), and neither.

along with district and year fixed effects, are insulated from these concerns of OVB.

(Furthermore, the most powerful predictor of opening a new subsidiary – the population –

is effectively identical between competitive and secure districts, although we acknowledge

that this is partially by construction, since districts are redrawn every ten yearse to

encompass roughly equal numbers of citizens.)

To investigate further, we run several analyses on our district-level data to see if the

broad empirical patterns are robust to more rigorous methods of controlling for district
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characteristics. Formally, we estimate a specification of the following form:

∆subsd,t = αd + δt + β1compd,t + γXd,t + εd,t (1)

where d indexes congressional districts measured in year t. Xd,t denotes a vector of

district and incumbent-level controls. District-level controls include unemployment, the

share employed in manufacturing, average weekly wages, the life expectancy, total pop-

ulation (logged), proportion living in a rural area, proportion of the population that is

male, white, black, Hispanic, working age (18 to 64), older than 65, with a high school

diploma, some college, a college degree or more, and arrests per capita for drugs and bur-

glaries. Incumbent-level controls include an indicator for whether the representative is a

Democrat, their seniority (in years), an indicator for whether they belong to the majority

party, whether they are a speaker, whether they serve as a committee chair or sub-chair,

and whether they are female. In addition, we also control for the state-level regulatory

and tax environment.

Table 18 summarizes the findings, confirming that districts represented by a more

electorally vulnerable incumbent are where we find more subsidiaries, measured as either

the raw change, the percentage change (columns 1 and 2), the raw change in jobs, the

percentage change in jobs (columns 3 and 4), or the total number of new subsidiaries

or new jobs (columns 5 and 6). Across all outcomes, electoral competition, measured as

1 minus the incumbent’s winning vote margin, is positively associated with subsidiary

investment.

Our main results found systematic relationships between several district-level mea-

sures and firm investment among the top 500 largest firms in the data. Here, we highlight

different patterns, reminding ourselves that the underlying data aggregate over all parent

companies to the district level. The most persistent pattern obtains for the size of the

district’s population, which is consistently significant and positively associated with the
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Table 18: District-Level Analysis
∆ Subs ∆ Jobs % Chg Subs % Chg Jobs New Subs New Jobs
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Elec. Comp. 0.039∗∗ 0.023† 0.051∗∗∗ 0.024∗∗ 0.044∗∗ 0.026∗
(0.015) (0.013) (0.014) (0.009) (0.014) (0.013)

Incum. Democrat −0.016 0.005 −0.026 0.001 −0.009 0.015
(0.018) (0.017) (0.018) (0.015) (0.018) (0.018)

Incum. Seniority 0.012 0.013 0.025 0.012 −0.001 −0.009
(0.018) (0.019) (0.018) (0.014) (0.020) (0.021)

Incum. Majority 0.017† 0.005 0.014† 0.005 0.030∗∗ 0.017
(0.010) (0.011) (0.008) (0.006) (0.010) (0.011)

Incum. Speaker 0.007 0.006 0.003 0.001 −0.002 −0.008
(0.008) (0.004) (0.005) (0.003) (0.009) (0.007)

Incum. LES 0.012 0.014 0.014 0.020 0.013 0.005
(0.013) (0.017) (0.015) (0.018) (0.014) (0.015)

Incum. Female −0.009 0.016 −0.025† −0.011 −0.024 −0.012
(0.020) (0.019) (0.014) (0.011) (0.015) (0.018)

Incum. Chair −0.008 −0.010 −0.016 −0.018 −0.020 −0.016
(0.013) (0.014) (0.016) (0.019) (0.014) (0.015)

Dist. Unemployment −0.033 −0.075∗ −0.023 −0.011 −0.039 −0.056†
(0.029) (0.031) (0.033) (0.033) (0.028) (0.031)

Dist. Manuf. Share −0.013 −0.018 −0.018 −0.012 −0.040 −0.017
(0.032) (0.035) (0.028) (0.028) (0.031) (0.052)

Dist. Life Expectancy −0.022 −0.088 −0.057 −0.120 −0.034 −0.080
(0.057) (0.064) (0.081) (0.102) (0.064) (0.073)

Dist. Avg. Wage 0.084∗∗ 0.026 0.065† 0.038 0.096∗∗ 0.025
(0.032) (0.032) (0.034) (0.037) (0.034) (0.033)

Dist. LFPR 0.043 0.038 0.024 0.020 0.079∗∗ 0.039
(0.033) (0.035) (0.026) (0.021) (0.026) (0.029)

Dist. HH Income 0.048 0.011 0.078 0.113 0.102 0.009
(0.056) (0.062) (0.102) (0.119) (0.071) (0.082)

State Labor Regs. −0.002 0.008 0.021 0.039 0.049 0.050
(0.044) (0.045) (0.044) (0.041) (0.037) (0.036)

State Public Spend. 0.031 −0.006 −0.008 −0.012 0.014 −0.002
(0.031) (0.029) (0.026) (0.018) (0.029) (0.029)

State Corp. Taxes 0.022† 0.043∗ 0.016 0.028∗∗ 0.044∗∗ 0.095∗∗
(0.013) (0.017) (0.011) (0.010) (0.015) (0.030)

Dist. Population (log) 0.331∗∗∗ 0.186∗∗∗ 0.212∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗ 0.292∗∗∗ 0.167∗∗∗
(0.020) (0.019) (0.015) (0.012) (0.017) (0.021)

District Prop. Indep 0.004 −0.012 0.017 0.004 0.024 0.010
(0.018) (0.020) (0.023) (0.016) (0.019) (0.019)

Dist. % Rural −0.033 −0.058 −0.036 −0.034 −0.030 −0.088
(0.041) (0.044) (0.038) (0.031) (0.041) (0.055)

Dist. % Male −0.027 −0.046 −0.060 −0.098 −0.005 −0.010
(0.050) (0.055) (0.064) (0.079) (0.051) (0.062)

Dist. % White 0.374† 0.145 0.358† 0.206 0.289† 0.099
(0.209) (0.223) (0.186) (0.216) (0.165) (0.219)

Dist. % Black 0.072 −0.078 −0.141 −0.220 −0.013 −0.106
(0.117) (0.129) (0.131) (0.156) (0.116) (0.144)

Dist. % Hispanic 0.172 0.134 0.173 0.175 0.157 0.113
(0.157) (0.173) (0.172) (0.209) (0.139) (0.181)

Dist. % Working Age 0.121 0.200∗ 0.141 0.189 0.087 0.168∗
(0.075) (0.080) (0.095) (0.120) (0.070) (0.083)

Dist. Drug Arrests pc −0.021 −0.007 −0.031∗ −0.029† −0.046∗∗∗ −0.035∗∗
(0.015) (0.010) (0.014) (0.017) (0.011) (0.011)

Dist. Burglary Arrests pc 0.028 0.028 0.058 0.064† 0.049 0.057†
(0.031) (0.027) (0.039) (0.033) (0.030) (0.030)

Dist. % High School −0.088 −0.074 −0.172∗ −0.126† −0.111 −0.114†
(0.068) (0.060) (0.085) (0.069) (0.072) (0.062)

Dist. % Some College −0.141∗∗ −0.168∗∗ −0.169∗ −0.153† −0.148∗ −0.218∗∗
(0.054) (0.055) (0.079) (0.078) (0.057) (0.066)

Dist. % College Degree+ −0.025 0.071 −0.110 −0.026 −0.019 0.101
(0.075) (0.072) (0.082) (0.055) (0.063) (0.065)

District FE X X X X X X
Year FE X X X X X X
Observations 8,124 8,124 8,124 8,124 8,124 8,124
R2 0.210 0.138 0.140 0.106 0.319 0.249

Notes: District-level regression results, predicting changes in the number of subsidiaries,
jobs, or total amount thereof as a function of district-level characteristics. † p < 0.10; * p
< 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.

number of new subsidiaries that are opened in a district in a given year. We also highlight

the negative association between the proportion of the district with some college but no

degree, and the various measures of subsidiary investment. However, aside from these
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measures (and the main predictor of substantive interest – the electoral competition in

a district), there are no other measures that are consistently associated with subsidiary

investment across all measures. There is suggestive evidence that incumbents who belong

to the majority party enjoy greater investment during their tenure, as well as some ev-

idence that the district-level unemployment rate and the arrest rate for drugs are both

negatively associated with investment.

As an alternative test, we also implement a nearest-neighbors matching solution in

which we define as treated those districts whose representative won office by a margin

of less than ten points relative to the next closest competitor. We then calculate the

propensity score for each district-year observation, and match those represented by an

electorally insecure incumbent with those represented by a relatively secure incumbent.

We implement this matching strategy via the matchit package for R (Stuart et al., 2011).

As illustrated in Figure 14, our matched data is substantially better balanced along ob-

servables than is our unbalanced data.

We then re-estimate Equation 1, using the weights from the matched data to subset our

analysis to only those comparisons with similar propensity scores. Once again, we confirm

the robustness of our findings in Table 19, suggesting that the patterns we document are

unrelated to district-level labor market, demographic, or social characteristics.

We do highlight, however, that the estimates for the raw change in subsidiaries is not

significant at conventional levels, which we posit might be due to replacing the continuous

measure of electoral competition with a binary measure. Specifically, many of the best

matches are likely pairing districts in which the incumbent is just under a 10 percent-

age point winning threshold with those in which the incumbent is just above the same

threshold. Given that we have no reason to believe that this threshold is discontinuous

in the treatment dosage of electoral competition, these comparisons are potentially at-

tenuating our estimates. As a final test, we redefine the binary treatment threshold to

compare those incumbents who won by less than ten percentage points with those who
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Figure 14: Nearest-neighbor match performance.

won by more than 30 percentage points. As illustrated in Table 20, ensuring that we

are comparing competitive districts to those represented by a secure incumbent, we again

find support for our claim that firms are more likely to invest in electorally competitive

districts.

D.1 Heterogeneous Effects by Geographic Mobility

The opportunity to use subsidiaries as a politically strategic investment is not equally

available to all firms. In the main analysis, we show heterogeneous relationships between

electoral competitiveness and subsidiary investment by parent industry, where the findings

are weaker among firms in less geographically mobile industries, and ran an interacted

specification in which we calculated every parent’s pre-period geographic Herfindahl-
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Table 19: Matched District-Level Analysis
∆ Subs ∆ Jobs % Chg Subs % Chg Jobs New Subs New Jobs
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Elec. Comp. (10pp) 0.112† 0.103 0.115∗ 0.093 0.110† 0.047
(0.060) (0.064) (0.058) (0.060) (0.059) (0.056)

Incum. Democrat −0.005 0.001 0.001 −0.009 −0.012 0.002
(0.029) (0.031) (0.028) (0.031) (0.028) (0.029)

Incum. Seniority 0.048 0.060 0.083 0.075 0.045 0.059
(0.057) (0.063) (0.089) (0.094) (0.069) (0.076)

Incum. Majority 0.025 0.049† 0.036 0.057 0.029 0.037
(0.027) (0.030) (0.031) (0.035) (0.028) (0.031)

Incum. LES −0.021 −0.041 −0.025 −0.037 −0.004 −0.014
(0.040) (0.044) (0.038) (0.035) (0.033) (0.027)

Incum. Female −0.022 0.029 −0.034 −0.003 −0.036 −0.019
(0.034) (0.039) (0.037) (0.041) (0.035) (0.037)

Incum. Chair −0.028 −0.017 −0.040 −0.033 −0.045† −0.044
(0.030) (0.026) (0.033) (0.030) (0.024) (0.027)

Dist. Unemployment −0.158∗ −0.116† −0.098 −0.059 −0.143∗ −0.046
(0.069) (0.062) (0.061) (0.057) (0.066) (0.049)

Dist. Manuf. Share −0.052 0.041 −0.058 0.059 −0.055 0.069
(0.083) (0.080) (0.076) (0.082) (0.079) (0.077)

Dist. Life Expectancy 0.085 0.103 0.045 0.097 0.101 0.147
(0.126) (0.126) (0.133) (0.140) (0.123) (0.118)

Dist. Avg. Wage 0.136† 0.044 0.127† 0.052 0.132† 0.007
(0.078) (0.080) (0.072) (0.079) (0.073) (0.073)

Dist. LFPR 0.137† 0.229∗∗ 0.124∗ 0.212∗∗ 0.085 0.133∗
(0.071) (0.077) (0.062) (0.071) (0.062) (0.056)

Dist. HH Income 0.069 −0.089 0.122 −0.012 0.062 −0.133
(0.105) (0.114) (0.102) (0.110) (0.094) (0.101)

State Labor Regs. −0.047 0.020 −0.032 0.001 0.005 0.084
(0.076) (0.078) (0.071) (0.070) (0.067) (0.064)

State Public Spend. −0.036 −0.143† −0.063 −0.128 −0.025 −0.061
(0.079) (0.087) (0.082) (0.096) (0.069) (0.071)

State Corp. Taxes −0.033 0.038 −0.018 0.054 −0.021 0.058
(0.045) (0.061) (0.047) (0.055) (0.033) (0.053)

Dist. Population (log) 0.391∗∗∗ 0.267∗∗∗ 0.313∗∗∗ 0.238∗∗∗ 0.346∗∗∗ 0.212∗∗∗
(0.048) (0.050) (0.046) (0.049) (0.050) (0.044)

District Prop. Indep 0.046 0.061 0.088 0.100 0.070 0.087
(0.053) (0.059) (0.091) (0.091) (0.061) (0.070)

Dist. % Rural 0.039 −0.087 0.001 −0.107 0.016 −0.132
(0.105) (0.102) (0.090) (0.098) (0.099) (0.095)

Dist. % Male 0.027 0.057 −0.011 −0.004 0.004 0.053
(0.077) (0.088) (0.073) (0.081) (0.065) (0.066)

Dist. % White 0.463 0.143 0.644† 0.316 0.443 0.125
(0.303) (0.365) (0.365) (0.446) (0.356) (0.442)

Dist. % Black 0.378 0.208 0.413 0.318 0.332 0.241
(0.250) (0.235) (0.262) (0.276) (0.279) (0.274)

Dist. % Hispanic 0.376† 0.320 0.466† 0.400 0.345 0.135
(0.220) (0.233) (0.267) (0.323) (0.264) (0.289)

Dist. % Working Age −0.037 −0.112 −0.016 −0.077 −0.078 −0.105
(0.075) (0.094) (0.066) (0.078) (0.062) (0.075)

Dist. Drug Arrests pc 0.016 0.087∗∗ 0.001 0.068∗ −0.049 0.038
(0.040) (0.033) (0.032) (0.029) (0.032) (0.024)

Dist. Burglary Arrests pc −0.116† −0.182∗ −0.088 −0.140∗ −0.006 −0.030
(0.069) (0.086) (0.064) (0.059) (0.068) (0.048)

Dist. % High School 0.297† 0.155 0.309∗ 0.172 0.205 −0.008
(0.157) (0.163) (0.155) (0.158) (0.144) (0.141)

Dist. % Some College −0.311∗∗ −0.189 −0.322∗ −0.193 −0.295∗ −0.206†
(0.120) (0.118) (0.133) (0.139) (0.119) (0.116)

Dist. % College Degree+ −0.005 0.124 −0.001 0.066 0.186 0.225
(0.210) (0.198) (0.163) (0.179) (0.135) (0.142)

District FE X X X X X X
Year FE X X X X X X
Observations 1,847 1,847 1,847 1,847 1,847 1,847
R2 0.434 0.377 0.425 0.387 0.499 0.463

Notes: District-level regression results, predicting changes in the number of subsidiaries,
jobs, or total amount thereof as a function of district-level characteristics. Estimation on
nearest neighbor matched data, estimated via the matchit package for R (Stuart et al.,
2011). † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001. Competitive districts defined as
those with incumbent who won by 10pp or lower.

Hirschman Index (HHI) and interacted this with the politician’s electoral competition.

We showed that the positive association between elecoral vulnerability and opening a
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Table 20: Matched District-Level Analysis: 20pp Gap
∆ Subs ∆ Jobs % Chg Subs % Chg Jobs New Subs New Jobs
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Elec. Comp. (10pp-30pp) 0.139† 0.179∗ 0.155∗ 0.163∗ 0.141† 0.111
(0.079) (0.085) (0.078) (0.082) (0.075) (0.076)

Incum. Democrat 0.005 0.004 −0.002 0.007 0.002 0.006
(0.030) (0.029) (0.026) (0.028) (0.029) (0.026)

Incum. Seniority 0.023 0.043 0.047 0.054 0.031 0.033
(0.059) (0.064) (0.080) (0.084) (0.070) (0.072)

Incum. Majority 0.018 0.049 0.027 0.050 0.045 0.044
(0.031) (0.030) (0.030) (0.031) (0.031) (0.030)

Incum. LES −0.040 −0.070 −0.022 −0.054 −0.009 −0.032
(0.042) (0.046) (0.039) (0.037) (0.032) (0.029)

Incum. Female −0.063 −0.014 −0.101† −0.072 −0.091∗ −0.067
(0.040) (0.041) (0.054) (0.051) (0.039) (0.042)

Incum. Chair −0.024 −0.030 −0.036 −0.040 −0.041 −0.058
(0.032) (0.032) (0.032) (0.030) (0.029) (0.039)

Dist. Unemployment −0.114 −0.084 −0.010 0.013 −0.079 −0.037
(0.079) (0.064) (0.080) (0.071) (0.075) (0.060)

Dist. Manuf. Share 0.076 0.080 0.056 0.103 0.044 0.105
(0.098) (0.080) (0.088) (0.083) (0.092) (0.083)

Dist. Life Expectancy 0.309∗ 0.286∗ 0.316∗ 0.287∗ 0.277† 0.295∗
(0.137) (0.128) (0.143) (0.139) (0.143) (0.128)

Dist. Avg. Wage 0.172∗ 0.007 0.156∗ 0.078 0.208∗ 0.036
(0.086) (0.065) (0.071) (0.065) (0.084) (0.063)

Dist. LFPR 0.070 0.148† 0.049 0.116† 0.078 0.074
(0.073) (0.077) (0.066) (0.068) (0.064) (0.067)

Dist. HH Income 0.021 −0.131 0.079 −0.009 0.043 −0.113
(0.101) (0.108) (0.122) (0.116) (0.099) (0.103)

State Labor Regs. −0.063 −0.024 −0.006 0.014 0.053 0.079
(0.076) (0.077) (0.072) (0.071) (0.064) (0.066)

State Public Spend. −0.045 −0.131 −0.108 −0.109 −0.087 −0.049
(0.096) (0.092) (0.099) (0.097) (0.085) (0.083)

State Corp. Taxes 0.050 −0.002 0.049 0.045 0.055 0.047
(0.043) (0.055) (0.042) (0.047) (0.034) (0.041)

Dist. Population (log) 0.427∗∗∗ 0.251∗∗∗ 0.305∗∗∗ 0.219∗∗∗ 0.312∗∗∗ 0.183∗∗∗
(0.047) (0.038) (0.037) (0.035) (0.043) (0.034)

District Prop. Indep 0.036 0.024 0.087 0.087 0.081 0.089
(0.066) (0.084) (0.091) (0.096) (0.064) (0.070)

Dist. % Rural 0.001 0.006 −0.062 −0.046 −0.032 −0.059
(0.141) (0.129) (0.125) (0.135) (0.140) (0.140)

Dist. % Male −0.001 0.029 −0.033 −0.080 −0.025 0.014
(0.074) (0.081) (0.069) (0.079) (0.073) (0.082)

Dist. % White 0.667† 0.094 0.796† 0.630 0.685† 0.303
(0.365) (0.487) (0.443) (0.481) (0.352) (0.511)

Dist. % Black 0.600∗ 0.418 0.546∗ 0.545∗ 0.568∗ 0.448
(0.236) (0.256) (0.276) (0.271) (0.244) (0.277)

Dist. % Hispanic 0.702∗ 0.623† 0.735∗ 0.906∗ 0.679∗ 0.705∗
(0.279) (0.320) (0.345) (0.359) (0.285) (0.344)

Dist. % Working Age 0.081 0.107 0.099 0.164† 0.055 0.134
(0.083) (0.098) (0.071) (0.087) (0.072) (0.088)

Dist. Drug Arrests pc 0.034 0.016 0.001 −0.016 −0.015 −0.027
(0.028) (0.032) (0.025) (0.027) (0.023) (0.019)

Dist. Burglary Arrests pc −0.085 −0.020 −0.014 0.021 −0.002 0.067
(0.070) (0.075) (0.071) (0.071) (0.066) (0.059)

Dist. % High School 0.183 0.108 0.259 0.132 0.182 0.164
(0.175) (0.170) (0.181) (0.175) (0.166) (0.148)

Dist. % Some College −0.346∗∗ −0.211† −0.433∗∗ −0.347∗∗ −0.383∗∗ −0.308∗∗
(0.129) (0.124) (0.135) (0.124) (0.116) (0.114)

Dist. % College Degree+ 0.010 0.087 0.110 0.093 0.189 0.271†
(0.186) (0.186) (0.180) (0.169) (0.134) (0.142)

District FE X X X X X X
Year FE X X X X X X
Observations 1,849 1,849 1,849 1,849 1,849 1,849
R2 0.391 0.384 0.374 0.371 0.475 0.515

Notes: District-level regression results, predicting changes in the number of subsidiaries,
jobs, or total amount thereof as a function of district-level characteristics. Estimation on
nearest neighbor matched data, estimated via the matchit package for R (Stuart et al.,
2011). Competitive districts defined as those with incumbent who won by 10pp or lower.
Secure districts defined as those with incumbent who won by 30pp or higher. † p < 0.10;
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.

new subsidiary was attenuated by the parent firm’s geographic immobility.

Here, we calculate the industry-level HHI by calculating the firm-specific HHI for every
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parent company in our data across all years, and then averaging over industries, weighting

by the total number of subsidiaries. We then aggregate our data to the parent industry-

district-year level and estimate a marginal effects specification in which we interact the

electoral competition measure with the parent industry HHI. We plot the marginal effects

in Figure 15 for a number of district-level measures of subsidiary investments, confirming

that the heterogeneity of the relationship across industries is strongly associated with

the concept of substantive interest: the degree to which different parent companies are

constrained by industry-specific geographic immobility.
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Figure 15: Marginal effects of relationship between investment in a subsidiary and elec-
toral competitiveness (y-axis) across different levels of parent firm industry geographic
concentration (x-axis).
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E Jobs Matter to Politicians

E.1 Text Analysis: 4 Snapshots of Communication

We argue that jobs matter to politicians, which is the lynch-pin of the logic by which firms

might strategically invest in opening subsidiaries for political influence. We support this

claim across four different datasets that capture different windows into the politician’s

priorities. The first two are comprised of politician press releases and the speeches they

give on the floor of the House of Representatives. Existing research shows that press-

releases and congressional speeches are good measures of politicians’ rhetoric on their

expressed priorities and attention to issues (Grimmer 2010, 2013; Gentzkow, Shapiro and

Taddy 2019). Press-release data comes from LexisNexis® Congressional, covering the

period from 1992 to 2018. Congressional speech data come from Gentzkow, Shapiro and

Taddy (2019) and cover the period 1981-2016. These latter data are pre-processed and

labeled by the researchers. We also apply the same set of labels from Gentzkow, Shapiro

and Taddy (2019) to the press-release data.

Figure 16 illustrates the distribution of domestic topics (excluding foreign and defense

topics, as well as procedural topics related to federalism and the government) discussed

in the press-release on the left, and congressional floor speeches on the right. As illus-

trated, the two most discussed domestic topics in the press releases are those pertaining

to “labor” and “business.” The “labor” category in Gentzkow, Shapiro and Taddy (2019)

includes the following phrases: job creation, create job, job creator, pay roll, minimum

wage, unemployment insurance, pension also, and unemployment benefits. The “busi-

ness” category also refers extensively to labor, particularly as it connects with different

industries (i.e., industri labor, agricult labor, capit labor, commerc labor). Furthermore,

while there are some notable differences in the weight placed on topics in press releases

versus those most emphasized in floor speeches, again we note the preeminent position

held by labor-related categories in the speech data. On the floor of Congress, members
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of the House only discuss health care more frequently than business and labor, and this

pattern is driven primarily by the terms in which President Obama was pursuing and

then implementing the Affordable Care Act.
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Figure 16: Distribution of topics by all press releases (left) and speeches (right). Topics
relating to jobs colored in red, domestic issues colored in dark gray, non-domestic issues
colored in light gray. Press release data cover period from 1992 to 2018. Speech data
cover period from 1981 to 2016.

Based on these descriptive patterns, we argue that the topic of jobs is among the most

important to incumbent politicians. Yet, while such a claim is perhaps obvious at first

glance, the details of how new jobs matter to politicians is more complicated. On the

one hand, a standard story of retrospective voting would suggest that new jobs matter

because they improve the welfare of retrospective voters as they go to the polls. Such

a story would conclude that it is only when the subsidiary is actually opened, and the

new jobs are created, that the benefit to the politician is realized. Alternatively, credit

claiming politicians needn’t wait for the jobs to actually materialize to benefit from the

announcement of a planned investment. For example, on August 30, 2017, Representative

Kurt Schrader of OR-05 tweeted “Amazon broke ground on a new facility in Salem! Great
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to see the foundation laid & look forward to the jobs it will bring to our community”. This

announcement was well prior to when any jobs were actually created (notwithstanding the

people put to work in the construction of the subsidiary), yet the politician was already

claiming credit. Similarly, Representative Blaine Luetkemeyer of MO-03 tweeted “Great

news - @amazon is opening their first fulfillment center in Missouri, right here in our

district where they will be creating 1,500 new full-time, full benefit jobs. Welcome to

Missouri-03!” on March 8th, 2018, again claiming credit prior to the creation of actual

jobs.

Importantly, these anticipatory announcements are not only made for large invest-

ments. For example, Representative Gallagher of WI-08 trumpeted “Outstanding news

for #WI08: @OfficialAlorica announces 100 new jobs in Green Bay & commitment to

hiring local vets.” While this number is unlikely to single-handedly shift key economic

indicators like the unemployment rate, or even shift the welfare of a sizeable enough num-

ber of constituents to change an election’s outcome under the restrictive model of pure

retrospective voting, it is catnip for a credit-claiming politician whose public relations

team wants a constant stream of good news. In other cases where the actual number of

new jobs is either undecided or even smaller, politicians nevertheless don’t miss an oppor-

tunity to brag about every ounce of job creation in their district, such as Representative

Mike Johnson of LA-04 trumpeting “Thanks to the #TaxCutsAndJobsAct, Teet’s Food

Store in Ville Platte, Louisiana is looking into expanding their business and building a

new store. That means new jobs and more great food! #TaxReformWorks”.

The preceding examples underscore the value to politicians in announcing future in-

vestments, even in cases – such as for Rep. Mike Johnson – where nothing official has

even been decided. However, just because the politicians jump on the credit claiming

train early doesn’t mean they don’t also double dip. Take Representative Dave Joyce of

OH-14 for example, tweeting about his visit to a local employer and emphasizing new jobs

in the most nebulous possible terms: “Friday, I toured Innovest Global, Inc. in Chagrin
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Falls. Through the #TaxCutsandJobsAct, small businesses like Innovest Global are able

to create jobs and invest in their products, ultimately boosting our nation’s economy.”

Similarly, Congresswoman Tenney of NY-22 tweeted “Price Rite is open for business and

expected to bring 85 new jobs. Great to be there for the Grand Opening yesterday”,

highlighting the economic investment at every step of the way.

Taken together, a manual review of these tweets suggests that, while voters might be

retrospective, politician campaigns are prospective, communicating future growth and a

brighter tomorrow. As such, we posit that the actual investments in new subsidiaries we

document in our main analyses are the final product of a strategic investment conversation

that can start one or more years prior to when the subsidiary actually opens. Importantly,

the announcement of a planned investment is more prevalent in the sample of tweets

we examined than are tweets advertising ribbon-cutting ceremonies (although these also

exist). But in all cases, it appears that politicians are more than willing to capitalize

on plans for future growth that have not yet materialized, consistent with a value of job

creation that extends backward in time to the moment new investments are discussed.

If the preceding captures a temporal spillover in which politicians begin benefitting

from the announcement, what about geographic spillovers? For example, a subsidiary lo-

cated in one congressional district can employ constituents residing in several neighboring

districts. If politicians from neighboring districts also benefit, we shouldn’t see such a

strong correlation between electoral competition and subsidiary investments. Again, we

look at the communications of members of Congress contained in their tweets to qualita-

tively understand how these investments are capitalized on by incumbents. Specifically,

we look at the tweets surrounding the announcement of Amazon’s HQ2 in Virginia’s 8th

congressional district – represented by Democrat Don Beyer – in the fall of 2018. The

investment promised thousands of high paying jobs, many of which would be staffed by

constituents outside of VA-08. Do the representatives of these neighboring districts also

credit claim these economic benefits?
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Figure 17 plots the neighboring districts in both Virginia and Maryland and overlays

the number of tweets written by their representatives between 2017 and 2018, as the

location was being finalized. As illustrated, National Landing (the re-branded name of

the location for HQ2) is also proximate to Virginia’s 10th and 11th districts, represented

by Barbara Comstock (R, unseated by Democrat Jennifer Wexton in 2018), and Gerry

Connolly (D), respectively. It is also close to Maryland’s 4th, 5th and 8th districts, rep-

resented by Anthony G. Brown (D), Steny Hoyer (D), and Jamie Raskin (D) in 2017.

Yet, despite the obvious positive externalities that will come to constituents of these dis-

tricts, their representatives do not highlight the investment nearly as much as Don Beyer.

Of those in Maryland, only Anthony Brown mentions the investment and does so with

a cautionary tone (“#AmazonHQ2 will bring thousands of jobs & families to the

D.C. region, but we must ensure this economic growth is inclusive, that we

have the necessary schools, housing and infrastructure, and that we develop

our regional workforce to fully seize this significant opportunity.”) Mean-

while, of those representatives of Virginia’s adjacent districts, only Barbara Comstock

(VA-10) and Gerry Connolly (VA-11) mention Amazon’s headquarters, each only high-

lighting the benefits for the region in a single tweet. Conversely, Don Beyer tweets about

the investment 8 times between 2017 and 2018.

These patterns suggest that there is a particular strategic benefit to representing the

specific district in which a subsidiary is located. Whether this is an unspoken norm

of political communication, or a reflection of the limitations of voter sophistication to

understand concepts such as positive economic spillovers, is beyond the scope of our

investigation. Suffice to say, the empirical evidence suggests that district borders matter

to which politicians benefit from new investments, even when the actual economic benefits

reach a broader swath of constituents.

All of the preceding examples are obtained from tweets written by members of the

115th Congress, hydrated from replication data from Littman (2017). We investigate
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− With @GovernorVA at Amazon
announcement. Great news
for NOVA and the region.
This decision is the prize
for years of investments in
education, infrastructure and
research.

− Northern Virginia made the
list! @amazon

− #AmazonHQ2 will bring
thousands of jobs &amp;
families to the D.C.
region, but we must ensure
this economic growth is
inclusive, that we have the
necessary schools, housing
and infrastructure, and
that we develop our regional
workforce to fully seize this
significant opportunity.

− RT @nytimes: Amazon won...t say a word about where it plans to put its much−hyped second headquarters, but there is a growing consensus that...

− RT @ARLnowDOTcom: BREAKING: Northern Virginia, D.C. and Montgomery County, Maryland are included in the top 20 finalists for Amazon's HQ2 h...

− In @ArlingtonVA for the formal announcement of the new Amazon headquarters in Northern Virginia, @GovernorVA outlines new plans to boost investments

in infrastructure projects to help make sure the benefits of this project are shared broadly. Includes transportation and housing.

− RT @MichaelLeePope: .@RepDonBeyer #VA08 says #AmazonHQ2 will bring "infusion of jobs ... diversification of our tax base ... dramatic expan...

− RT @Reuters: Amazon announces new headquarters in Virginia

− .@ArlingtonVA County Board Chair @kcristol says everyone is focused on making sure Amazon...s new investment in Northern Virginia reflects Arlington...s

values. Will mean new revenue for schools and education initiatives, public spaces, and transportation infrastructure.

− .@Amazon's selection of Arlington for half of its HQ2 affirms a generation's work to make NoVa an economic engine. My constituents will have questions

about what comes next; I intend to take the lead in ensuring that good questions get good answers and that all voices are heard.

− Amazon...s decision to locate a new headquarters in Northern Virginia is huge for our region. One immediate positive development: the announcement of a

brand new @virginia_tech Innovation Campus right here in @AlexandriaVAGov!

VA−08: Rep. Don Beyer

VA−11: Rep. Gerry Connolly

VA−10: Barbara Comstock

MD−04: Anthony Brown

0 2 4 6 8

# Tweets about HQ2

Figure 17: Tweets about Amazon’s HQ2 announcement detailing the planned location of
National Landing, located in Virginia’s 8th congressional district.

these patterns more systematically by identifying tweets with certain keywords relating

to job creation and wages and predicting whether Tweets containing these keywords vary

systematically with district-level economic indicators as well as the electoral competi-

tion of an incumbent. Keywords for jobs include “job”, “employ”, and “work”. Key-

words for wages include “wage”, “salary”, and “income”. We also create an indica-

tor for a politically salient topic that is unrelated to job creation – healthcare (key-

words (health|obama|affordable )care|repeal|(^| )aca($| )). We then predict
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the probability that a tweet contains these keywords as a linear function of electoral

competitiveness and district characteristics, either controlling for incumbent characteris-

tics explicitly via controls (columns 2, 4, and 6) or implicitly via incumbent fixed effects

(columns 1, 3, and 5). We cluster the standard errors on whichever fixed effect specifica-

tion is used. Formally,

tweeti,t = αi or d + δt + β1compi,d,t + γXi,t + λDd,t + εi,d,t (2)

where i indexes the incumbent politician who wrote the tweet, t indexes years, and d in-

dexes the district the politician i represents. αi and δt are individual and year fixed effects

respectively (αd are district fixed effects alternatively). Our main coefficient of interest is

β1 which captures the correlation between the probability a tweet is about one of the three

topics of interest (jobs, wages, or healthcare) and the author’s competitiveness in the pre-

ceding election (1 - their winning vote margin). Xi,t includes a number of covariates for

the politician, including whether they are a democrat, serve as a (sub)committee chair,

serve on either the budget, ways & means, or rules committees in the House, their senior-

ity, gender, an indicator for whether they are black, and their DW-NOMINATE ideology

score. Dd,t includes a number of district-level controls, including economic characteristics

(unemployment rate, share employed in manufacturing, the labor force participation rate,

logged median household income, logged average weekly wages), and demographic char-

acteristics (share living in rural parts of the district; share white, black, or Hispanic; share

with a high school diploma, some college, or a college degree or higher; share working age

or retirement age; and life expectancy).

Table 21 summarizes these results, revealing persistent positive associations between

electoral competitiveness and emphasis of jobs and wages, but no systematic association

with the healthcare keywords. We find little systematic evidence of a relationship between

district unemployment and emphasis of jobs or wages, but we do find a significant negative
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relationship between median household income and these topics.

Table 21: Tweets about Jobs, Wages, and Healthcare

Jobs Wages Healthcare
Inc. FE Dist. FE Inc. FE Dist. FE Inc. FE Dist. FE

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Incum: Elec. Comp. 0.017∗∗ 0.017∗∗ 0.013∗ 0.015∗∗ 0.0003 −0.001
(0.008) (0.008) (0.007) (0.007) (0.009) (0.008)

Incum: Democrat −0.062 −0.309∗∗∗ 0.476∗∗∗
(0.111) (0.083) (0.118)

Incum: Chair −0.023 −0.001 −0.031
(0.044) (0.016) (0.032)

Incum: SubChair 0.027∗∗ 0.016 −0.074∗∗∗
(0.013) (0.010) (0.022)

Incum: Power Comm 0.034 0.001 0.014
(0.021) (0.019) (0.023)

Incum: Seniority −0.002 −0.0001 0.007∗∗
(0.005) (0.004) (0.003)

Incum: Female −0.006 −0.023 0.058∗
(0.057) (0.036) (0.034)

Incum: Black 0.043 −0.007 0.063∗
(0.051) (0.035) (0.035)

Incum: DW-NOM −0.014 −0.366∗∗∗ 0.573∗∗∗
(0.045) (0.066) (0.113)

Dist: Unemp Rate 0.005 0.018 0.004 −0.00001 −0.004 0.002
(0.014) (0.013) (0.012) (0.012) (0.020) (0.016)

Dist: Manuf Share −0.049 −0.066∗∗ 0.008 −0.011 −0.058 −0.059∗
(0.054) (0.032) (0.036) (0.023) (0.058) (0.033)

Dist: LFPR −0.007 0.006 0.021 0.023 −0.011 −0.020
(0.031) (0.030) (0.027) (0.029) (0.038) (0.034)

Dist: Median HH Inc (log) −0.078∗∗ −0.091∗∗∗ −0.065∗∗∗ −0.072∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗ 0.049∗
(0.030) (0.033) (0.022) (0.025) (0.024) (0.025)

Dist: Avg. Weekly Wage (log) −0.149 0.043 −0.187∗∗∗ −0.016 0.232 0.091
(0.127) (0.081) (0.070) (0.042) (0.148) (0.066)

Dist: Total Pop (log) 0.020 0.007 0.021∗∗ 0.023∗∗ −0.070∗∗∗ −0.053∗∗∗
(0.014) (0.012) (0.009) (0.009) (0.018) (0.015)

Dist: % Rural −0.015 −0.034 0.081∗∗∗ 0.025 0.098∗ 0.034
(0.084) (0.065) (0.030) (0.027) (0.059) (0.038)

Dist: % White −0.152 0.101 0.172 0.044 −0.404 −0.126
(0.306) (0.167) (0.209) (0.102) (0.323) (0.118)

Dist: % Black −0.098 0.050 0.090 0.057 −0.098 −0.015
(0.184) (0.124) (0.124) (0.074) (0.198) (0.094)

Dist: % Hisp −0.252 0.0002 0.053 −0.047 −0.036 −0.025
(0.228) (0.122) (0.183) (0.085) (0.276) (0.101)

Dist: % HS Diploma 0.004 −0.002 −0.039∗ −0.048∗ −0.005 −0.002
(0.026) (0.028) (0.023) (0.025) (0.026) (0.025)

Dist: % Some Coll 0.001 0.001 0.003 −0.008 −0.029 −0.018
(0.017) (0.018) (0.013) (0.015) (0.021) (0.021)

Dist: % College 0.038 0.053∗ 0.020 0.017 −0.074∗∗ −0.073∗∗
(0.028) (0.031) (0.020) (0.023) (0.029) (0.033)

Dist: % Working Age −0.059 0.010 −0.031 −0.010 0.137 0.010
(0.060) (0.044) (0.058) (0.038) (0.088) (0.044)

Dist: % Retirement Age −0.070 −0.038 0.001 −0.013 0.083 −0.041
(0.051) (0.052) (0.046) (0.036) (0.077) (0.049)

Dist: Life Expect −0.161∗∗ −0.107∗ −0.131∗∗∗ −0.070∗∗ 0.141 0.105∗
(0.076) (0.060) (0.048) (0.034) (0.103) (0.058)

Incum. FE Y N Y N Y N
Dist. FE N Y N Y N Y
Observations 1,391,819 1,381,119 1,391,819 1,381,119 1,391,819 1,381,119
R2 0.021 0.021 0.010 0.011 0.029 0.030

Notes: Linear probability models of tweets about jobs (columns 1 and 2) wages (columns 3 and
4), or healthcare (columns 5 and 6) as a function of incumbent and district characteristics. † p <
0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001..
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We also investigate the rhetoric of job creation more comprehensively by examining the

email newsletters sent by every member of Congress between 2010 and 2020. These data

are obtained from Cormack (2017), which includes the politician’s Bioguide identifier,

allowing us to match the representatives with their district-level economic conditions

as well as their winning vote margin in the preceding election. We analyze these data

using a structural topic model (Roberts et al., 2014) which allows us to incorporate the

covariates of interest (local labor market conditions as well as electoral competitiveness)

when estimating the topic model. A summary plot of all 100 topics is presented in

Figure 18, in which we highlight the primacy of the topics on job creation (topic 85),

unemployment (topic 68), and business owners (topic 46) write large.

While the prevalence of job creation is reassuring for our general claim that jobs

matter to politicians – indeed it is the single most prevalent policy-specific topic, if we

assume that topics 31, 16, and 51 are about how to contact the MC’s office, and topics

60, 72, and 48 are topics focused on general politics – we want to understand how the

emphasis of this job creation topic varies by 1) local labor market conditions and 2)

electoral competitiveness. To investigate, we use the structural topic model to estimate the

correlations between topic prevalence and politician and district characteristics. Figure

19 plots the correlations between the 3 labor market-related topics summarized above and

three predictors of interest: electoral competitiveness (captured by the incumbent vote

margin in the previous election), the district-level unemployment rate, and the district-

level median household income. As illustrated, the job creation topic is positively and

significantly associated with both the district-level unemployment rate and the electoral

competitiveness, as is – to a lesser extent – the topic on small business owners. The

unemployment rate topic is not significantly associated with electoral competitiveness,

but it is strongly associated with the district-level unemployment rate. Finally, none of

these topics are correlated with the median household income in the district.

Furthermore, we can run the STM with interaction terms, allowing us to test whether
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Figure 18: Overall prevalence of topics in DCInbox (Cormack, 2017) data from 2010 to
2020.

the positive correlation between job creation emphasis and electoral competitiveness is

even stronger in districts with higher unemployment rates or lower median household

incomes. We plot these results for each type of interaction in Figure 20 and Figure 21,
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Figure 19: Correlation coefficients (x-axes) relating the prevalence of different topics
(y-axes) to the median household income in the district (left column), district-level un-
employment (middle column), and electoral competitivness (right column).

further supporting our claims that politicians care about job creation, particularly those

who represent areas with weaker labor markets and those who are more at-risk electorally.

Across all analyses, we find consistent evidence that the politician’s emphasis on jobs

is positively associated with both the competitiveness of their position (red indicates

less electorally secure incumbents) and with the health of their labor market. We find

weaker evidence of a similar emphasis on the unemployment rate and entrepreneurship,

and no evidence of a systematic relationship when looking at the heterogeneity by median

household income. Importantly, we find no evidence of a prominent emphasis on wages.

While wages appear to be an important talking point in tweets, they are less prevalent in

newsletters.
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Figure 20: Marginal effect of the relationship between electoral competitiveness and top-
ical prevalence (y-axes) across districts with lower and higher unemployment rates.

E.2 Politician Effort: Agency Contacts and Earmarks

We argue that the empirical patterns we document are consistent with a story in which

more electorally insecure incumbents offer greater returns on the investment in a sub-

sidiary than those who are more electorally secure. But what are these returns? Writ

large, we posit that access to, and influence over, members of the House of Representa-

tives is a sufficiently attractive return on investment. Here, we provide some descriptive

evidence to support our claim that more electorally insecure politicians exert more effort

in general, which we present as further support for our general claim.

Our first piece of evidence comes in the form of contacting branches of the Federal

bureaucracy. We obtain records of politicians contacting either the Department of Energy

or the Department of Homeland Security from Ritchie (2022), both of which we are

grateful to the original authors for providing to us. We argue, as do the authors in
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Figure 21: Marginal effect of the relationship between electoral competitiveness and top-
ical prevalence (y-axes) across districts with lower and higher median household incomes.

earlier work (Ritchie and You, 2019), that these contacts represent effort on the part of

legislators. We predict variation in this measure of effort as a function of electoral security,

once again measured by the legislator’s winning vote margin in the preceding election.

Specifically, we estimate a linear regression of the following form:

contactict = αc + δt + β1votepctict + γXict + εict (3)

where i indexes the legislator, c indexes the chamber (either House or Senate), and t

indexes the year. Our outcome of interest, contactict, is a count of the number of times

a given legislator contacted either the DHS or the Department of Energy in a given

year, while votepctict is the legislator’s winning vote margin in the preceding election. αc

and δt are chamber and year fixed effects, respectively, and Xict is a batter of legislator
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characteristics, including whether they are a member of the majority party; their gender;

whether they serve as the chair of a committee or a subcommittee; whether they are a

member of one of the three “power” committees (budget, ways and means, and rules in

the House; appropriations, finance, and judiciary in the Senate); and the total number

of years (if any) they have served on either the Department of Energy committee or the

DHS. Standard errors are clustered at the level of the legislator.

Table 22 summarizes the findings, highlighting a significant positive correlation be-

tween electoral insecurity and contacting either of these departments. The evidence is

weaker for the Department of Homeland Security, in which we don’t observe a statisti-

cally significant coefficient for the extensive margin (i.e., the binary indicator for whether

the politician contacted the DHS at all). Nevertheless, we posit that these correlations

reveal a general and systematic pattern in politician effort that is consistent with our

broader claim that firms will invest in more electorally competitive areas in order to ob-

tain influence over these more motivated representatives. Importantly, we do not argue

that the investments are specific to a particular legislator. Rather, we contend that the

positive correlation between electoral vulnerability and effort is an inherent feature of

democratic representation, and that firms – either strategically or innately – recognize

this feature and invest accordingly.

Our second piece of evidence uses earmark data from the Sunlight Foundation (Sun-

light, N.d.) which we obtain for the 110 - 112th congresses. These data summarize the

total amount of money allocated for specific projects and recipients out of a more gen-

eral piece of legislation. We argue, as above, that more earmarks are a proxy for greater

politician effort. We run a regression similar to the one above, predicting either the to-

tal amount of money, or the total number of earmarks, as a function of the associated

legislator’s electoral vulnerability. Formally,

earmarkibct = αb + λc + δt + β1votepctict + γXict + εict (4)
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Table 22: Contacts as Effort Decrease in Electoral Security
Dept. of Homeland Security Dept. of Energy
Raw Log Binary Raw Log Binary
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Incum: Elec. Comp. 3.473∗∗∗ 0.347∗∗ 0.067 1.493∗∗∗ 0.352∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗
(1.205) (0.154) (0.057) (0.323) (0.064) (0.036)

Incum: Majority −0.790∗ −0.096 −0.013 0.091 0.005 −0.003
(0.420) (0.064) (0.024) (0.115) (0.020) (0.010)

Incum: Chair 2.467∗∗∗ 0.225∗∗∗ 0.044∗∗ 0.835∗∗∗ 0.131∗∗∗ 0.026
(0.765) (0.050) (0.019) (0.178) (0.038) (0.022)

Incum: SubChair 1.224∗∗ 0.139∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.358∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗ 0.022∗
(0.522) (0.061) (0.019) (0.168) (0.023) (0.011)

Incum: Power Comm 1.483∗ 0.168∗ 0.059∗∗ 0.324∗∗ 0.045∗ 0.003
(0.852) (0.089) (0.029) (0.137) (0.025) (0.010)

Incum: Indep −0.291 0.146 0.073∗∗∗ 0.118 −0.013 −0.091
(0.419) (0.091) (0.025) (0.317) (0.136) (0.083)

Incum: Republican −0.326∗∗ −0.017 −0.023 −0.305∗∗∗ −0.047∗∗ −0.014
(0.132) (0.026) (0.014) (0.098) (0.020) (0.009)

Incum: DHS Seniority 0.269∗∗∗ 0.039∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗
(0.074) (0.007) (0.002)

Incum: DOE Seniority 0.208∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗
(0.017) (0.005) (0.002)

Chamber FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Observations 12,761 12,761 12,761 12,761 12,761 12,761
R2 0.147 0.528 0.690 0.329 0.510 0.510

Notes: Contacting either the Department of Homeland Security (first three columns) or the
Department of Energy (second set of three columns) as a function of electoral security. Standard
errors clustered at the incumbent level. † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.

where i indexes the legislator, b indexes the bill the earmark is associated with, c indexes

the chamber (either House or Senate), and t indexes the year. We include fixed effects

for the chamber (λc) and year (δt), as well as for the bill itself (αb), and again cluster our

standard errors on the legislator. The results in Table 23 again find systematic evidence of

less effort expended by legislators who won their seat by a wider margin compared to those

who won by a narrower margin. Unlike the analysis of contacting federal agencies however,

this pattern only obtains in the intensive margin. The coefficient on a binary indicator for

whether the politician ever oversees the addition of an earmark on a bill is not statistically
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significant, likely reflecting the frequency of this particular aspect of legislation.3 As above,

we emphasize that these patterns suggest that more electorally vulnerable legislators are

willing to expend more effort in general, not that they specifically reward the firms that

open subsidiaries in their district. We leave this more careful estimation to future work,

but posit that it would be consistent with the patterns we describe in our main paper.

Table 23: Earmarks as Effort Decrease in Electoral Security
Amount (log) Count (raw) Count (log) Count (binary)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Incum: Elec. Comp. 0.292∗∗ 6.506∗∗∗ 0.665∗∗∗ 0.002

(0.140) (1.077) (0.112) (0.004)

Incum: Majority −0.335∗∗∗ −27.479∗∗∗ −1.080∗∗∗ −0.001
(0.055) (0.398) (0.041) (0.001)

Incum: Male −0.025 −0.707∗ −0.050 −0.0001
(0.057) (0.426) (0.042) (0.001)

Incum: Chair 0.167∗∗∗ 2.456∗∗∗ 0.217∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗
(0.064) (0.611) (0.053) (0.001)

Incum: SubChair 0.141∗∗∗ 2.205∗∗∗ 0.195∗∗∗ 0.0001
(0.052) (0.372) (0.036) (0.001)

Incum: Power Comm 0.232∗∗∗ 3.622∗∗∗ 0.424∗∗∗ 0.0004
(0.040) (0.316) (0.032) (0.001)

Incum: Indep −0.219∗∗∗ −27.085∗∗∗ −0.853∗∗∗ 0.001
(0.059) (0.337) (0.039) (0.001)

Incum: Republican −0.354∗∗∗ −27.563∗∗∗ −1.137∗∗∗ −0.003∗∗∗
(0.042) (0.381) (0.037) (0.001)

Bill FE Y Y Y Y
Chamber FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Observations 17,061 17,061 17,061 17,061
R2 0.292 0.222 0.347 0.073

Notes: Earmarks or the total amount of money earmarked as a function of legislator
electoral vulnerability. † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.

3Indeed, less than 4% of legislators in our data never authored an earmark during the period of
analysis.
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F Robustness Checks

In the following sections, we run a battery of robustness tests on our main results, starting

with the balance table associated with the manuscript’s implementation of CBPS in Table

2.

Table 24: Balance table

Variable Unm Diff Unm Test Matched Diff Matched Test

SUBSID_dem -0.070 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
SUBSID_seniority 0.050 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
SUBSID_majority 0.070 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
SUBSID_speaker 0.020 Balanced, <0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
SUBSID_les -0.390 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
SUBSID_female 0.010 Balanced, <0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
SUBSID_chair 0.010 Balanced, <0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
LAU_ur 0.140 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
MFSH -0.080 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
INC_all_ind_wkly_wage 0.130 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
LAU_lfpr -0.170 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
INC_medhhinc 0.270 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
SUBSID_EFNA3.Labor.Markets -0.090 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
SUBSID_EFNA1.Spending -0.350 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
ln_tot_pop 0.280 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
DEM_pct_rural 0.160 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
DEM_male_pct 0.260 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
DEM_white_pct 0 Balanced, <0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
DEM_black_pct -0.090 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
DEM_hisp_pct -0.110 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
DEM_workingage_pct 0.220 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
CRIME_drug_arrests_pc -0.120 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
CRIME_burglary_arrests_pc 0.060 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
EDUC_hsdipl_pct 0.260 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
EDUC_somecoll_pct 0.200 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05
EDUC_colldeg_pct 0.350 Not Balanced, >0.05 0 Balanced, <0.05

Notes: Balance statistics comparing the unmatched data to the matched along covariates.

F.1 Variance Inflation

Our main specification controls for a number of different controls that are theorized to

also influence a firm’s decision about where to locate a subsidiary (Bartik 1985; Eisinger

1990; Giroud and Rauh 2019). These controls, while motivated by a rich body of litera-

ture on non-political factors, nevertheless risk producing brittle coefficient estimates due

to multicollinearity. In the following analysis, we investigate the multicollinearity con-

cerns via variance inflation factors (VIFs), and confirm our results are robust to omitting
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covariates that exceed a standard threshold of between 5 and 10 (see Craney and Surles

2002 for a summary).

Figure 22 plots the VIFs for our main predictors according to different specifications.

As illustrated, the majority of our controls do not reach the thresholds typically un-

derstood to be concerning for statistical inference. The exceptions are the demographic

controls for race, particularly the measure of the proportion of the district that is white.

District−by−Firm Firm−by−Year Firm, Year & District

0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15
POL: speaker

POL: VOTE_non_main_pct
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POL: margin_pct
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POL: chair

DIST: tot_pop
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DIST: male_pct
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Figure 22: Variance inflation factors for all controls given different fixed effects.

Dropping these covariates does little to our results, as evidence both by the robustness

of our findings across different specifications in the main results, as well as by a separate set

of regression in which we omit only these predictors from the most rigorous specification

(see Figure 23).
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dist_firm firm_year PARENT_ABI + year + SUBSID_stcd

0.000 0.002 0.004 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.000 0.002 0.004

Drop High VIFs

Full specification

Coefficient

Figure 23: Main findings dropping predictors with VIFs higher than 5.
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F.2 Fixed Effects Robustness

Our main results use dyadic data with fixed effects for firms, districts, and years. In

addition, we confirm our findings are robust to the inclusion of a cubic firm-district time

trend as well as district-firm fixed effects and firm-year fixed effects.4 We organize our

data dyadically in order to (1) make the unit of empirical analysis equivalent to our unit

of theoretical interest, and (2) to control for firm-specific committee assignments of the

representatives in different districts.

However, as demonstrated above, it is also possible to collapse our data to the district-

year or district-cycle unit of analysis. This structure assumes that the attractiveness of

different districts for subsidiaries is constant across firms, but allows us to capture the

aggregate impact of electoral competitiveness on new subsidiaries. Furthermore, this

set-up allows us to implement inverse probability of treatment weights (IPTW) via the

marginal structural models solution proposed by Blackwell and Glynn (2018). Doing so

allows us to overcome the twin issues of post-treatment bias and omitted variable bias

endemic to time series cross sectional data wherein treatments turn on and off (i.e., where

districts become more or less competitive).

We estimate the probability of treatment in two ways. The first dichotomizes the

incumbent vote share to define districts as electorally competitive if the margin is less

than 10%. We then predict the probability of being in a competitive district as a function

of all the contextual predictors with up to three lags (i.e., six years). Formally, we estimate

the sample weights ˆSW it for district i in cycle t as:

ˆSW dt =
t∏
t=1

P̂r[Ddt|Dd,t−j; γ̂]
P̂r[Ddt|Xd,t−j, Yd,t−j, Dd,t−j; α̂]

(5)

where Ddt is the indicator for district competitiveness, j indexes up to three lags for the

congressional cycle (6 years), Yd,t−j is the outcome, and Xd,t−j are the full set of controls
4We are unable to test the robustness to district-year fixed effects as these are collinear with the

predictor of interest – electoral competitiveness.
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described in the paper, with the exception of the firm-specific committee seniority mea-

sures. As discussed in Blackwell and Glynn (2018), the numerator captures the marginal

probability of the history of electoral competitiveness, and is included to stabilize the

weights. We estimate both the numerator and denominator with a non-parametric ran-

dom forest to insulate our results from specification errors. Random forests can capture

complex non-linearities in the predictors and deep interactions to maximize the prediction

accuracy for being in a competitive district.

Our second method retains the vote share as a continuous measure and instead calcu-

lates IPTW via covariate balancing propensity scores (CBPS, Imai and Ratkovic 2014).

This approach predicts incumbent vote share as a function of the same political, eco-

nomic, demographic, and local policies as the random forest approach. However, unlike

random forests, we specify this as a linear regression. The resulting weights yield good

balancing properties, as illustrated by the dramatically weaker correlations between these

confounders and incumbent vote share, depicted in Figure 24.

With these weights thus calculated, we then model the change in total subsidiaries in

a district as a function of the incumbent vote share, all covariates, and district and cycle

fixed effects, weighting our observations by the IPTW. Formally,

yit = γi + δt + βPolitical′it + ΓPolicies′st + ΛEconomy′it + εit (6)

We confirm our results are robust to alternative measures of subsidiary investments (see

Figure 25, including the change in workers and subsidiaries, as well as their levels (logged).
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Figure 24: Pearson correlation between each covariate and the incumbent vote share in
the unweighted (y-axis) and weighted (x-axis) data.
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Random Forests CBPS
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Figure 25: Standardized coefficients (x-axes) linking incumbent vote share with different
measures of investments in subsidiaries (y-axis). Left panel summarizes results estimated
using inverse probability of treatment weights estimated using random forests on a bina-
rized measure of competitiveness. Right panel summarizes results estimated using inverse
probability of treatment weights estimated via CBPS (Imai and Ratkovic, 2014).
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F.3 CBSA Fixed Effects

Our main results exploit firm and district fixed effects to identify the over-time correlation

between changes in the electoral competitiveness of an area and the new investments made

by firms. If there are time varying economic confounders that are correlated with both

new investments and competitiveness, this approach would produce spurious associations.

To test the robustness of our findings, we also implement Core Based Statistical Area

(CBSA) fixed effects, comparing the investment decisions of firms when choosing where

to invest among districts located in the same CBSA. Insofar as CBSAs capture relatively

homogenous economic environments, CBSA fixed effects provide a different snapshot of

the relationship between electoral competitiveness and firm investment strategies. For

example, Figure 26 depicts the New York CBSA, which includes parts of MA-01; parts of

NJ-02 through NJ-12; parts of PA-08, PA-10, and PA-17; parts of CT-04 and CT-05; and

all or part of NY-01 through NY-19. Districts are shaded by the 2016 winning vote margin

of their representative, and points indicate every new subsidiary that appeared between

2016 and 2018. The bottom panel presents these same data as a scatter plot, confirming

the general pattern of more competitive districts seeing more investment. (We include a

second linear fit, indicated with a dashed line, that drops the two outlier districts.)

To more formally test these patterns, we re-estimate our main specification, replacing

district fixed effects with CBSA fixed effects. Formally, we estimate

yicft = γc +αf + δt +βPolitical′ict + ΓPolicies′st + ΛDistrict′ict +ρpoly(tif , 3) + εicft (7)

where c indexes CBSAs and γc now represents a CBSA fixed effect. Aggregating the data

in this manner produces a dataset that is roughly five times the size of the original due

to the fact that single district can contain parts of several CBSAs. As such, we must rely

on estimation aggregation in order to estimate our three-way fixed effects specification

on a dataset of 20.1m observations, which reduces to roughly 15m after dropping non-
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Figure 26: Top: Map of New York City CBSA (FIPS code 35620) in 2018, along with Con-
gressional Districts that are contained or partially contained within the CBSA. Districts
are shaded by the winning vote margin of their representative in the 2016 election. Points
represent every subsidiary that was opened between 2016 and 2018. Bottom: Scatter plot
of the same data, aggregating the total number of new subsidiaries by district (y-axis)
and plotting the correlation with the incumbent’s 2016 vote margin (x-axis). Solid black
line indicates a linear best fit for all the data, while the dashed blue fit indicates the same,
dropping the two outlier districts.
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metropolitan CBSAs. Given the dyadic nature of the data, we can’t divide the data

into smaller chunks at random. Instead, we run our analysis on chunks of 100 parent

companies at a time, yielding 5 regression models run on approximately 3m observation

datasets each. We summarize these results in Table 25, highlighting that the main findings

are confirmed in the CBSA-fixed effects specification, both in terms of substantive and

statistical significance.
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Chunk 1 Chunk 2 Chunk 3 Chunk 4 Chunk 5

Model: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Variables
Elec. Comp. 0.0010∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.0009∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Dist: Unemployment -0.001 -0.0006 -0.0004 -0.001 -0.002†

(0.0009) (0.0010) (0.0008) (0.0009) (0.0009)
Dist: Manuf. % -0.0007 -0.001 −4.21 × 10−5 -0.0002 -0.0002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist: Avg. Wages -0.003∗∗ -0.005∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗ -0.004∗∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist: Lbr Frc Part Rate 0.002† 0.004∗∗ 0.003∗ 0.003∗ 0.002†

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist: Median HH Income -0.001 0.0002 0.002 -0.0002 -0.0003

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Dist: Population (log) 0.002∗∗ 0.003∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗ 0.002∗∗

(0.0008) (0.0009) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008)
Dist: % Rural -0.015∗∗∗ -0.017∗∗∗ -0.014∗∗∗ -0.016∗∗∗ -0.016∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Dist: % Male -0.001 -0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist: % White 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.001 0.003

(0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
Dist: % Black 0.002 0.004 0.005 0.003 0.003

(0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Dist: % Hispanic -0.005 -0.005 -0.002 -0.006 -0.005

(0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Dist: % Working Age 0.004∗ 0.003† 0.003∗ 0.003† 0.003†

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Dist: Drug Arrests pc −5.4 × 10−5 -0.0002 -0.0002 7.1 × 10−5 -0.0006†

(0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003)
Dist: Burglary Arrests pc 0.0002 -0.0004 0.0010 -0.0003 0.0008

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0010) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist: % HS Diploma -0.002 -0.005∗ -0.001 -0.002 -0.004†

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Dist: % Some College -0.001 -0.0003 -0.002 -0.003 -0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Dist: % College Degree 0.009∗∗∗ 0.005∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗ 0.009∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Dist: Labor Regulations 0.0002 0.0009 0.0001 0.0008 8.38 × 10−5

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Dist: Govt. Spending 0.0008 0.001 0.002† 0.0001 0.0001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Incum: Democrat 0.0005 0.0007 -0.0001 0.0001 6.1 × 10−5

(0.0006) (0.0007) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0005)
Incum: Seniority -0.0005 -0.0007 -0.0006 -0.0004 -0.0006

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005)
Incum: Majority 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 -0.0002

(0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)
Incum: Speaker -0.0006∗∗∗ -0.0006∗∗ -0.0003† -0.0007∗∗ -0.0004∗

(0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0002)
Incum: Legislative Efficacy -0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 2.07 × 10−5

(0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)
Incum: Female 6.03 × 10−5 -0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0002

(0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005)
Incum: Chair -0.0003 -0.0004 -0.0007∗ -0.0005 -0.0005

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0004)

Fixed-effects
FE: CBSA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
FE: Parent Firm Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fit statistics
R2 0.09146 0.07409 0.09397 0.07635 0.07560
Observations 3,215,600 3,247,756 3,247,756 3,247,756 3,247,756

Clustered (FE: Parent Firm & SUBSID_stcd) standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.001, **: 0.01, *: 0.05, †: 0.1

Table 25: Change in subsidiaries as a function of electoral competition, identifying varia-
tion among districts in the same CBSA. Each column is a subset of the data, run on 100
parent companies at a time.
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F.4 Parallel Trends Tests

The main results predict the opening of a new subsidiary by a parent company as a

function of the district’s incumbent vote share from the preceding election. In the following

section, we collapse the data to the district-year and predict either the level or the change

in subsidiaries or employees as a function of the incumbent vote share, but we shift which

cycle’s vote share we use to predict. As illustrated in Figure 27, the positive coefficients

linking investing in a subsidiary with the electoral vulnerability of the incumbent are

strongest when the incumbent vote share is most proximate to the investment decisions.
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Figure 27: Coefficient estimates linking incumbent vote shares with different measures
of a firm’s investment in subsidiaries (indicated in facet titles) across different choices of
leads and lags (x-axes). Significant estimates at the 99% confidence level indicated in
black.
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F.5 Standard Errors

Each unit in a dyad-structured dataset is not independent. Traditional methods for

calculating cluster-robust standard errors (i.e., multi-way clustering Cameron, Gelbach

and Miller 2011) are insufficient to account for these non-independencies because the

notional groups are not disjoint. Instead, each row in the dataset is comprised of two

identifiers – an “ego” and an “alter” – each of which identifies their own group.

In our analysis, we rely on dyad-cluster robust standard errors calculated via multi-way

decomposition, as described in Aronow, Samii and Assenova (2015). We prefer the multi-

way decomposition method for two reasons. First, it is comparatively computationally

inexpensive, requiring only several days to calculate instead of several weeks. Second, it

yields more conservative standard errors that alternatives. Figure 28 plots the coefficients

from our analysis of industry heterogeneity. Colors indicate the method of estimating

the standard errors. As illustrated, failing to account for the dyadic structure of the

data vastly overestimates our confidence in our results by orders of magnitude of the

t-statistics.
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Figure 28: Comparison of standard errors calculated via clustering on the district and the
firm (light gray) or calculated via multi-way decomposition as outlined in Aronow, Samii
and Assenova (2015) (black).
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F.6 Opening Versus Closing Subsidiaries

Our main results focus on the decision to open a new subsidiary, which we binarize to

be either 1 if a subsidiary is opened by a parent firm in a given district in a given year,

or 0 otherwise. Coding the measure in this way obscures potentially interesting variation

in the firm-district dyads in which we do not see an increase in investment. These zeros

contain either no change or, potentially, closures.

To better describe the variation in investment decisions, we run the following supple-

mental analyses. First, we predict the change in subsidiaries as a function of electoral

competition. As illustrated in the top row of Figure 29, our main conclusions hold: parent

firms invest more in electorally competitive districts. Second, we predict whether the new

investment we observe in the main results is an additional investment, or the first time

the parent has invested in a given district at all.5 Again, our results in the bottom row of

Figure 29 indicate systematic evidence of greater investment in more competitive districts,

enough to prompt firms who have never invested in a given district before to open a new

subsidiary . Third, we unpack the zeros in our main outcome, and create a new measure

of whether a parent company closes any subsidiaries in a given district in a given year.

Importantly, here we find positive associations as well (third row of FIgure 29), albeit

less robust to specification than the other outcomes, and only half the magnitude of the

estimates on opening new subsidiaries (second row of Figure 29).

5We highlight that our raw data record the number of subsidiaries in a given district at a given point
in time. We code the first_new_investment outcome as 1 if there were no subsidiaries in a given district
in the prior year. However, given that our data only go back to 1997, it is possible that a parent may
have invested in a district prior to this period, and then closed the subsidiary.
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Figure 29: Robustness of findings to different outcomes (columns) across specifications
(y-axis) and fixed effects (colors).
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F.7 Null Dyad Robustness Checks

Our main results include every possible pairing of parent company and congressional

district between 1997 and 2018. As discussed above in Section A, there are many parent-

district dyads that are never non-zero over the period of analysis. Here, we examine the

robustness of our findings to dropping these always-zero dyads. Figure 30 summarizes our

main findings after dropping these dyads, confirming that our main findings are insensitive

to this decision.
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Figure 30: Dropping null dyads in which a parent never opened a subsidiary in a district
over the entire period of analysis. Thick bars represent 95% confidence intervals, adjusting
for dyad cluster-robust standard errors, thin bars represent 99% confidence intervals.
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F.8 Assumptions Regarding Midterm Exits

Our data include several hundred instances in which an incumbent representative leaves

office before the end of their term (see the full list above in Section A). In many cases, there

is a non-trivial gap between when a departing representative leaves and their replacement

takes over. Do we assume that these periods capture an electorally insecure environment?

An electorally secure one? Or should they not be incorporated in our analysis at all? Our

main results drop every district-term in which a mid-term exit occurs.6

Here, we examine the robustness of our results to alternative decisions about how

to deal with these events. Specifically, we code each year in which there is an off-cycle

transition as either maximally competitive or minimally competitive, and include the

alternative strategy of dropping these observations altogether. As illustrated in Figure

31, the choice doesn’t significantly influence our conclusions, although we highlight that

decision to treat these as maximally competitive yields consistently stronger coefficients

across specifications, consistent with our analysis that treats midterm exits as shocks to

the electoral competition of a district.

6Our midterm analysis treats these events as exogenous shocks to the electoral competitiveness of a
given district, and in one specification uses them as an instrument for the electoral competition in the
following election.
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Figure 31: Robustness to choices of how to treat midterm exits, either by dropping these
observations, treating them as maximally competitive, or treating them as minimally
competitive.
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F.9 Heterogeneities across Size

Our main analyses focused on the top 500 firms defined by their total subsidiaries in 1997.

In the following results, we redefine this group by their total employees in 1997, and their

total sales in 1997. We reproduce our main results on each dataset in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Coefficient estimates linking incumbent vote shares with the linear probability
the firm opens a subsidiary (x-axes), across different fixed effects specifications (y-axes)
and definitions of how we assembled the top 500 parent companies. Significant estimates
at the 95% confidence level indicated in black.

Our main results estimate the investment in a new subsidiary as a function of elec-

toral competitiveness, ignoring the fact that different subsidiaries can be of dramatically

different size. In the following section, we re-estimate our main results focusing on dif-

ferent types of subsidiaries, binned into those with fewer than 20 employees, those with

between 20 and 50 employees, those with between 50 and 100 employees, those with be-

tween 100 and 500 employees, and those with more than 500 employees. We view the size

of a subsidiary as an important condition for whether the parent company will choose to

pursue investing in a subsidiary as a political strategy. Those that are larger require more

preparation, incur more costs, and should generally be less responsive to changes in, and

differences across, the electoral competitiveness of congressional districts.
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Figure 33 plots the coefficient estimates for different sizes of subsidiaries, subject to our

most rigorous specifications. As illustrated, the strongest evidence of a relationship be-

tween investment and electoral competitiveness obtains for the smallest subsidiaries (i.e.,

those with fewer than 20 total employees). As we re-estimate our results for larger sub-

sidiaries, the relationship between incumbent vote share and investment attenuates, before

disappearing completely for the largest subsidiaries (500 or more employees). Note, how-

ever, that these conclusions are sensitive to the choice of fixed effects. As discussed in our

manuscript, the interacted specification that estimates the strength of the competition-

investment relationship across subsidiaries sizes holistically suggests that the largest cor-

relation is found with mid-sized subsidiaries of between 100 and 500 employees.
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Figure 33: Estimates of relationship between electoral competitiveness (incumbent vote
share) and opening a new subsidiary by the number of employees in the subsidiary (y-
axis).
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F.10 Marginal Effects of Local Labor Market Conditions

Our main results are consistent with the theory that firms use subsidiaries as a tool

of political investment because the jobs these subsidiaries provide are valued more by

politicians in competitive districts. However, the marginal value of these investments

should also be sensitive to the underlying labor market conditions of the districts as

well. For example, even politicians in competitive districts might be less concerned with

the additional jobs provided by a new subsidiary if their constituents are already at

full employment. To investigate this additional dimension of the marginal return on

the investment in a subsidiary, we run an interacted version of our main specification

in which we examine the relationship between electoral competitiveness and investment

across different levels of district unemployment and average weekly wages. We plot these

marginal effects in Figure 34, revealing patterns that are largely consistent with our story

of the marginal return on investment.

Specifically, we find a negative interaction coefficients for the district’s labor force

participation rate (LFPR), the average weekly wages, and the median household income.

These patterns are consistent with our interpretation of the results as evidence of firms

strategically opening subsidiaries in districts where such investments are more valued.

Substantively, the value of additional jobs provided by a new subsidiary is diminished in

districts where the constituents are already well-off. However, we find a null result for the

district’s unemployment rate, which is inconsistent with our story.
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Figure 34: Marginal effects
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G Other Types of Investment

Our main finding is that districts that are more electorally competitive are more attractive

destinations for subsidiaries. But does this attraction carry over to other types of political

investment strategies? To investigate, we measure the relationship between incumbent

vote margins and campaign contributions. As illustrated in Table 26 and in the descriptive

scatterplots in Figure 35, the answer is a resounding “yes”. Put simply, more money flows

to more electorally insecure recipients.

Table 26: Recipient-level campaign contributions

Total Receipts (log) Total Givers (log) Total Indiv (log) Total PAC (log)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Incum: Elec. Comp. 0.623∗∗∗ 0.722∗∗∗ 0.527∗∗∗ 0.364∗∗
(0.127) (0.053) (0.121) (0.112)

Incum: CF Ideology 0.073 −0.216 −0.403 −0.712†
(0.535) (0.165) (0.509) (0.430)

Incumbent 0.476† −0.089∗ −0.125 0.383∗
(0.289) (0.045) (0.191) (0.194)

Incum: Open Seat 0.092 −0.001 0.149 0.244
(0.341) (0.055) (0.214) (0.210)

Incum: Chair 0.209† 0.062 0.144 0.318∗∗
(0.115) (0.052) (0.116) (0.118)

Incum: Maj. Party 0.032 −0.012 −0.032 −0.088
(0.056) (0.021) (0.061) (0.070)

Incum: Maj. Leader 0.013 0.138 0.004 0.071
(0.205) (0.091) (0.237) (0.224)

Incum: Min. Leader −0.066 0.144 −0.084 −0.272
(0.232) (0.105) (0.233) (0.236)

Incum: LES −0.002 0.012 0.018 0.023
(0.019) (0.008) (0.020) (0.022)

Incum: Power Comm. −0.157 −0.065 −0.079 −0.138
(0.108) (0.044) (0.110) (0.102)

District FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Observations 5,290 5,287 5,251 5,251
R2 0.619 0.779 0.650 0.714

Notes: Recipient-level regressions of campaign contributions on vote margin in preceding
election. † p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.

The results summarized in Table 26 predict the amount of contributions (either in

terms of total receipts or total donors) as a function of 1 minus the recipient’s winning
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Figure 35: Scatter plots of logged FEC activity (y-axis) by recipient winning vote margin
(x-axes) for different types of contributions (columns).

vote margin in the preceding election. We include a number of additional controls that

should also predict contributions, including membership on powerful congressional com-

mittees, serving as the chair or subchair on any committee, membership in the majority

party, serving as majority leader or minority leader, and recipient and year fixed effects.

Formally, we predict:

FECi,t = αi + δt + β1margini,t + γXi,t + εi,t (8)

where recipient i receives some amount of contributions in cycle t (FECi,t) as a function

of recipient (αi) and cycle (δt) fixed effects, a battery of time-varying recipient controls

(Xi,t) and the recipient’s winning vote margin in the preceding election (margini,t). By

implementing recipient fixed effects, we capture the within-legislator change in both con-

tributions and vote margins.

We can also aggregate over individual politicians to examine patterns at the district

level, predicting the total amount of contributions that flow to any candidate running
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for office in a more or less competitive district. The core specification is similar to that

described in Equation 8, except that we now aggregate to the district d level, and include

a variety of additional predictors, including measures of the district’s economy and demo-

graphics (Dd,t), as well as measures of the incumbent representing the district that were

described above (Xi,t). Formally,

FECd,t = αd + δt + β1margini,t + γXi,t + λDd,t + εi,d,t (9)

Our results, summarized in Table 27, continue to highlight a systematic relationship

between electoral insecurity and political investment, paralleling the patterns of subsidiary

investments we focus on in our main analysis.

Yet despite the strength of these patterns, and even in spite of the regression analyses

which identify the relationship between electoral competitiveness and campaign contribu-

tions within recipients, we caution against an overbroad interpretation of these results.

While the patterns are consistent with our theoretical story of electoral insecurity prompt-

ing private sector investment, it is also unsurprising that more money would flow toward

more competitive districts. A basic story of marginal returns – a familiar story within

the political science literature – is all that is needed to understand these patterns. We

emphasize that we do not disagree with such an interpretation, but rather argue that

this logic of the marginal value carries over to other forms of investment, namely opening

a subsidiary. If campaign contributions dollars flow toward competitive districts, and

if subsidiaries are simply a different type of political investment, then it should not be

a surprise that the relationship between new subsidiaries and electoral competitiveness

mirrors the relationship between campaign contributions and electoral competitiveness.

One might also be interested in whether the contributions and the location of sub-

sidiaries are correlated. To investigate, we manually identify 304 parent companies found

in our subsidiary data which we can match with their specific political action commit-
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Table 27: District-level campaign contributions

Total Receipts (log) Total Givers (log) Total Indiv (log) Total PAC (log)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Incum: Elec. Comp. 0.728∗∗∗ 1.065∗∗∗ 1.008∗∗∗ 0.411∗
(0.130) (0.095) (0.153) (0.167)

Incum: Chair 0.045 −0.021 0.012 0.333∗
(0.114) (0.073) (0.120) (0.139)

Incum: Sub Chair −0.144† −0.179∗∗∗ −0.081 −0.024
(0.085) (0.043) (0.092) (0.104)

Incum: Power Comm 0.061 −0.209∗∗∗ 0.010 0.281∗
(0.119) (0.049) (0.125) (0.127)

Incum: Majority −0.039 0.057 −0.007 −0.204∗
(0.087) (0.044) (0.095) (0.102)

Incum: Maj. Leader −0.241 0.341∗∗ −0.531 −0.348
(0.332) (0.124) (0.445) (0.432)

Incum: Min. Leader −0.643 0.309∗ −0.608 −0.606
(0.449) (0.143) (0.449) (0.461)

Dist: Midterm Turnover 0.422∗ 0.591∗∗∗ 0.439∗ 0.258
(0.167) (0.106) (0.185) (0.222)

Dist: White (pct) −1.027 −0.157 −1.318 −1.760
(1.206) (1.115) (1.520) (1.793)

Dist: Black (pct) −1.956 −0.614 −2.575 −3.312
(1.704) (1.474) (2.195) (2.423)

Dist: Hisp (pct) −1.938 −1.217 −1.814 −3.605∗
(1.233) (1.140) (1.578) (1.605)

Dist: Male (pct) 21.466† 5.840 22.942† 21.346†
(11.146) (6.669) (11.948) (12.294)

Dist: Rural (pct) −0.011∗ −0.001 −0.013∗ −0.015∗
(0.005) (0.003) (0.006) (0.006)

Dist: Elderly (pct) 0.953 1.998 3.862 0.297
(3.769) (2.088) (4.310) (4.366)

Dist: Life Expec. −0.048 −0.109∗∗ −0.068 −0.094
(0.068) (0.039) (0.071) (0.078)

Dist: Med HH Income (log) −0.663 0.155 −0.455 −0.727
(0.514) (0.329) (0.578) (0.579)

Dist: Unemployment Rate 2.128 0.833 0.553 5.078
(2.525) (1.766) (2.812) (3.112)

Dist: LFPR −2.751 1.252 −1.640 −3.246
(2.605) (1.322) (2.852) (2.990)

Dist: % HS Diploma −1.168 −4.087∗∗ −3.912 −1.811
(2.140) (1.570) (2.445) (2.705)

Dist: % Some College 0.595 0.817 2.603 1.406
(2.226) (1.806) (2.647) (2.874)

Dist: % College 4.059† −0.822 2.485 1.764
(2.317) (1.391) (2.879) (2.783)

District FE Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y Y Y
Observations 4,284 4,284 4,284 4,273
R2 0.376 0.688 0.371 0.384

Notes: District-level regressions of campaign contributions on vote margin in preceding election.
† p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p< 0.001.

tees. We collapse our data to the district-year-parent company and predict variation in a

variety of measures of campaign contributions, but this time as a function of whether the

recipient represents a district that is home to (1) one or more of the donor’s subsidiaries,

(2) the total number of subsidiaries (logged), or (3) whether the donor opened any new

subsidiaries in the recipient politician’s district in the prior contribution cycle. We present
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the results of this analysis in Figure 36, where the x-axis captures the standardized coef-

ficient linking the predictor of interest (colors and shapes) with the contribution outcome

(y-axis).
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Figure 36: Coefficient plot capturing the correlation between subsidiary investment (x-
axis) and campaign contributions among 304 parent companies that we can link with
the FEC data, transformed into different outcomes (y-axis). The color and shape of
the coefficient points indicate different measures of pre-existing subsidiary investment.
Specifically, purple squares denote the total subsidiaries in a district (logged) at the time
when the contribution was made, green triangles indicate a binary measure of whether
the district is home to any subsidaries of the donor firm, and red circles a binary measure
of any new subsidiaries (i.e., those opened over the last year). Two-way standard errors
are clustered at the parent company-district level.

We find a pattern of increasingly strong associations as we look across different mea-

sures of subsidiary investment. Our 304 parent firms donate disproportionately more to

districts that are home to their subsidiaries in (logged) total terms, ranging between 5%

and 10% of a standard deviation in overall donations (indicated on the y-axis, with the
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associated mean and standard deviation). To provide a substantive interpretation of these

coefficients, consider the coefficient estimate on the total number of subsidiaries (logged,

indicated with a purple cross) on the binary indicator for whether the parent company

contributed at all in the current year (top row). For a standard deviation increase in the

(logged) number of subsidiaries in a district, parent firms are 0.11*0.24 = 0.026, or 2.6%

more likely to contribute to the representative of that district. This is commensurate to

slightly less than half of the overall average new contributions to a representative in the

data.

Associations of similar statistical significance are recorded for the indicator for whether

the district is home to any of the donor’s subsidiaries, which is even larger in magnitude

(although note that the measure of total subsidiaries was scaled to reflect a standard

deviation increase in logged subsidiaries, whereas the indicators are left to their original

0-1 dichotomy). Meanwhile, the binary indicator for whether the parent company opened

any new subsidiaries in the preceding year is still significantly positively associated with

contributions, but only about half the magnitude of the indicator for whether there were

any donor subsidiaries in a given district in the year preceding the donation.

Taken together, our results indicate that (1) campaign contributions are also strongly

correlated with electoral competition overall and (2) among 304 parent companies we were

able to match to the FEC data, these firms contribute more to districts that are home

to one or more of the firm’s subsidiaries. We present this evidence as suggestive of the

similarities between how firms use campaign contributions and subsidiaries as different

tools of political influence. However, we leave more careful analyses of these relationships

to future work.
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H Committee Survival by Industry

Our main results documented a significant boost in a representative’s survival across a

variety of the most important committees following the investment in subsidiaries by the

largest 500 first in our data. Here, we re-analyze these patterns, subsetting the data to the

top 500 parent companies by industry. We plot the hazard rates as colored tiles in Figure

37, with green indicating a reduced hazard rate (i.e., increased subsidiary investment is

associated with a longer tenure on the relevant committee) and red indicating an increased

hazard rate. Each tile is estimated with a Cox proportional hazard model, and statistically

significant coefficients at the 95% level are highlighted with black borders around the tile.

The industry of the parent company (x-axis) are ordered by the hazard ratio.

As illustrated, new subsidiaries invested by firms in the manufacturing industry are

most strongly associated with declines in the risk of representatives of these districts los-

ing their positions on the majority of congressional committees, the patterns for which are

statistically significant for the Judiciary, Science, Energy & Commerce, Appropriations,

and Oversight committees, all of which are heavily lobbied by the manufacturing industry

writ large. Conversely, new subsidiaries invested by firms in agriculture are not systemat-

ically associated with longer tenures on any of the committees, with the exception of the

agriculture committee itself. Furthermore, we note that subsidiaries by the 500 largest

firms in any industry are associated with increased risk of committee abandonment for the

small business committee, the hazard ratios for which are statistically significant when

subsetting to the services and wholesale industries.
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Figure 37: Hazard ratios for each industry (x-axis) and each committee (y-axis). Tiles
outlined in black are statistically significant at the 95% level.
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